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Prelude
March 20, 1976 St .Louis, Missouri 1900 Compton Ave around 5 PM a man
about 5’8’’ is leaving his job at the neighborhood community center. He walks
about 500 feet to his car and about 6 feet from the door of his automobile four
gunshots rang through the air from a vacant building across the street. The
bullets ripped through the body of the man killing him dead on the streets. The
man was identified as Earl Williams Jr. Aka Earl Killer Williams, former enforcer
of the infamous James Fat Cat Woods Pruitt Igoe drug gang according to the St
Louis Post Dispatch (SLPD. A few days after the assignation style killing, a
man was arrested for his murder, his name Dennis Haymon. Haymon was
charged for the killing of Earl Jr. The case would later on be dismissed after 16
months. Even though the streets of St. Louis had made up its own mind, these
events would surge Dennis into the top level of heroin drug dealers in the city. His
name was now a household name with folks within the heroin rackets.
Dennis was already a well known figure in the heroin trade and now considered
an infamous gangster - a gunman not to be taken lightly. Respect is a byproduct in the hard streets and heroin game when your name is associated with
the killing of a man like Earl “Killer” Williams. Everyone had to take notice
and everyone did. Earl Williams was one of the cities most feared and well
known gangsters of his time. He was feared everywhere in St .Louis. He was
the one time enforcer of the most infamous heroin organization in town
reported by the St. Louis Post Dispatch (SLPD). Dennis Haymon guilty or not,
Earl’s murder is a part of his legacy. Dennis has now been drafted by the streets as
the King of the heroin rackets in north St. Louis and that will place him in a
head on collision with the most dangerous man in St. Louis City, Lorenzo
Petty and his brothers Sam and Joe according to the St Louis Post Dispatch
(SLPD). Before we get to that we are going to take you on a journey of the
making of a gangster and the life and perils of a Heroin Kingpin who ultimately
found his true purpose in Jesus Christ.
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Introduction
It was a time of relief for the whole country. World War ll had ended and the
country was recovering from an undesirable recession. Television had began and
families were being restored as men continue to return home from the nasty war.
Wounds begin to heal throughout the land and hope swept across the nation. Jobs
and business opportunities were being afforded like never before. While this was
taking place, there laid in a two-bedroom ghetto apartment a totally blind lady
struggling for life in the giving birth of her son.
Marie Haymon was in route to the hospital in hopes of delivering her third child.
The taxicab drove hurriedly, hardly stopping at any intersection as Marie screamed
out in pain. She nearly blacks out as she screamed out “get this baby out of me!" The
taxicab finally came to a screeching halt in front of the emergency room entrance of
the hospital, the doors open and her husband stepped out. Marie was rush straight
to the delivery room where the staff was shorthanded. Doctors were being paged
and nurses were moving quickly to set up. The delivery process began but the
doctors ran into complications. The doctor became more alarmed as they began
to learn the seriousness of Marie’s complications. Marie’s pelvis was not wide
enough and kept closing with every attempt to remove the baby. The nurse started
yelling at her to push harder, push,you can do it, you can do it. After a few moments
the doctors begin to see signs of the baby breaking through the open area but quickly
her pelvis closes again. The doctors were trying to avoid it but there was no way a
natural child birth was possible. The question was laid before her, her life or the
baby's life. Marie never considered consulting with her husband. She chose life
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for her baby over her own life. The doctors had a plan, Marie had a plan,
but God’s plan would be the deciding outcome. The baby boy was delivered
and Marie lived through the ordeal, mother and son was now one. I,
Dennis Haymon, was granted life, a born survivor even in his mother's womb.
Even as a new born child I was put to the task of survival. Finding true love in
a mother willing to sacrifice her life for mine. The only true love I have ever
known. The following day, after 12 hours of agonizing labor my mother held me
in her arms. My father, my mother, and I were finally headed home.
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Chapter 1
I was an adventurous child full of curiosity and my explorations would get the best
of me sometimes. It was the summer of 1961 and I was 8 years old waking up that
morning anticipating a day like any other day. But this day my eyes processed a seed
that would rumbled inside of me for my entire life.
I was the only one home this day my sister Gloria and my brother Larry were at school
for the last day before the summer break. I purposely overslept that morning hoping my
mother would let me slide. That day my mother sent me to the store to get some milk and
eggs for breakfast. I proceeded out the back door taking the shortest route to the store.
I was walking along and passed one of many Housing Authority maintenance offices,
and notice by the basement stair entrance two men shooting heroin into their arm. That
seed I mention earlier started to rumble inside of me, so I kneel down to hide in order to
watch. I was afraid they would see me as I observed one of the men they called Irving
Kent tying a handkerchief around the other man's upper arm and stuck the syringe
into his vein. The guy immediately broke out into a cold sweat. I began to wonder
what could make a man do that. I began to drift into a semi da]H. Remembering where I
was at, I began to focus back on the two men only to find them now staring at me. "Lil
punk what are you doing here," one man shouted! It was as if the men had seen a
ghost for I vanished right before their eyes, high tailing it out of there. I was running
so fast that I ran past the store forgetting the purpose for leaving the house in the first
place.
I never looked back to see if the men were coming after me. I continue to run until
I was out of breath. When I finally stopped, I started to reflect upon the face of the
man who was getting high. Still bothered by it all, I wonder what was in the syringe that
could make a man change so drastically in such a few moments. It was as if a true
metamor-phosis took place.
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I decided to go back to the store but I was never able to shake the picture in my mind
of how the man look when he consumed the heroin. My father ran a concession stand
at Homer G Phillips Hospital and there were times when I saw him purchase boxes of
cigarettes for these addicts and gamblers. One of the men Leo Kent, who I witnessed
in the basement using drugs was the man who frequent at our house. I knew my
father was a good man - not involved in drugs, but I could never understand why he
treated these men like friends.
The following day we were eating dinner and our front door was closed but unlocked as
it was usually was. While eating our dinner a gambler ran in our house and shut the door
behind him to elude the police. This was a common thing in the projects. You learn
quickly when growing up in the projects everyone sticks together. It’s us against the world.
The gambler saw the police car leaving and he left, I then excused myself from the table to
follow him. That rumbling seed of curiosity had took hold of me again. I followed him
and positioned myself to watch his every move. I observed the man gambling, drinking
and smoking marijuana. I was too far to hear the men talking, so I moved in closer but a little
too close. One of the men eventually turned around noticing me and said " little Andy
(which is my father's name), get your ass away from here!" So I left.
The next day I returned to the same spot but this time I got hurt. The police car
approached the gamblers in rapid speed, tires squealing as the police car speed into the
parking lot at 1700 Carver Lane. Everyone started running in all directions grabbing their
money in stride from the ground. Everything happened so quickly I was unable to react. I
was left standing there like a statue waiting to be trampled as they scattered about.
Even after all that, my curiosity led my back there the next day, but this time with a
hickey on my head the size of a half a dollar. I took the same position and continue to
watch them gamble. My being there again irritated one of the men Panic Slim, who
had lost a considerable amount of money, he spotted me.
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Panic Slim eyes had fire in them and he set that fire upon me. He came out of his gambler’s
crouching position, stood up and said, "you didn't learn anything from yesterday." I looked
away as if not to acknowledge him. This made him furious Panic Slim began to scream, "he's
going to leave and I mean now!" I was terrified as I looked up at Panic Slim, but I mustered
up enough courage to finally open my mouth. "I'm not bothering anyone, I’m just standing here, I
can stand where I please." Panic Slim rushed toward me and before I realized it, he had me in his
hand and shook me - slinging me to the ground. I got up and ran home.

My father came home early that day from work. I began to tell my father what happen
between Panic Slim and I. My father became angry and he raised up from his chair with a
stern look on his face that I had never seen before. My father walked to the closet reaching for
the top shelf bringing down a Easter basket. He reached inside and took out a 32 caliber
automatic gun and places in his pocket. As I stared into my father's face my anxiety began to
overtake me. My father then took me by the hand and told me to point out the man who pushed
me down. Now at that very moment I was ready to call everything off. I loved my dad and the
thought of me getting him killed over a little emotional hurt would be devastating. So I did
exactly as my father asked, I pointed out Panic Slim to him as the man that shoved me.

My father was fierce and unafraid as he approached these well known gangsters. My
heart was magnified with joy and pride while witnessing my father dominating the group of killers
and drug addicts. Understanding that my father's sight was 40 percent visually impaired,
because of that, I had always considered him incapable of taking care of himself in a physical
sense. I was beaming with pride because that day my father taught me how to handle hard men
and he instantly became my hero.
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Chapter 2

School is out and I’m now turning eleven years old, I miss my father so much. My
sister Gloria tells me I need to grow up, daddy doesn’t live here anymore. My head
dropped and tears began running down my face. This has got to be the worst days of
my life, I thought, but what it really was - was a defining moment of my life. My hero, my
best friend, my dad was no longer here.
Growing up in the 1960’s without a father was a challenging time. So much was
happening around me and around this Nation. The Civil Rights Movement was going
strong, racism was real and in your face. The number of single moms struggling to keep
a roof over their families head was growing as well. More and more women were turning
to prostitution to survive. I would see women known as hookers, everyday in my
neighborhood, selling their bodies to feed their families. Pimps often controlled and
ruled over them. Pimps would often beat the women right there in the streets. The pimps
were mean and cruel even as a kid I would think how awful life was for these women.
Now my mom is suddenly single and facing the hard realities of a single black
female in the Projects. My mom was totally blind and the thought of her being alone
often frighten me and laid heavy on my mind. I often thought about my mom’s
situation and our lives without dad. My dad was our rock and my mom’s soul mate. He
was also partially blind but he was a tough man and could handle any situation, as
well as, any full sighted man could. Therefore, I was so afraid for her without him. So
what would my mom’s life be like without dad here to protect her. I felt my mom truly
needed me to grow up and be the man of this family. It became clear to me, I had
to hurry up in becoming that man. No kid games for me, no time for kid stuff I had to
take care of my mom and family was the way I saw it.
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The mature and grownup world was tough and cruel around where I lived.
What a world, what a world I sometimes thought to myself. What a harsh and
vicious world it is. Seems like everyday all I could think about was how do
I change my predicted life's forecast. I saw wonderful lives on television,
the TV made life seem wonderful, but that was not my world at all.
My neighborhood was filled with some of the most dangerous and ruthless
people in the city. Men carried guns all the time and even juveniles carried
guns or knives to school at times. People were shot everyday and some even
were killed. The neighborhood was infested with a diverse group of dangerous
characters, prostitutes, thieves, drug addicts, drunks, pimps and gangsters.
Gangsters, yeah gangsters! Now they were something for you to see. The pimps
had a lot of shine, but those gangsters were off the chart having a certain flare
about them.
They had the fancy cars, the pretty girls, and lots of money all the time, and
most of all they had everyone’s respect. They had everything I thought I needed
to protect my family and become a man.
As a young teen I really did like school. I excelled in my classes and often
obtained good grades but I really couldn’t see were was I going with that. The
reality of me becoming a lawyer or doctor just didn’t seem real to me. All I knew
was that, whatever I wanted to be was going to come from the world I truly lived
in. As the saying goes, ”get in where you fit in” so I started hustling and stealing to
be exact. Things seemed to be going well with my newly found profession as
a thief. I had been successful with quite a few capers, and was doing okay for a
teenager buying new clothes, shoes, and jewelry.
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I kept stealing and of course, one day I was busy at the local shopping mall stealing
electronics and got busted. Damn, this is my first arrest. I was taken to Juvenile
Detention Center and my parents were called. I was expecting my mom, but to my
disbelief it was my dad who showed up. I was filled with mixed emotions, a roller coaster
of emotions really. Months had passed since I seen my father andthere he stood right
in front of me within arm’s reach. I was happy to see himbut the reality of the situation
of his visit began to surface. My butt was in bigtrouble. Now I'm about to get my butt
beat and I knew it.
We loaded up in thecar, his friend was driving, and I sat in the back seat. He was
quiet not saying aword the whole ride. I’m thinking, man he really must be pissed off. I
began preparing myself for the ass beating of the century. We arrived at my mother’s
house, “go inside she’s waiting at the door” my father said. We enter the house and he
sent me upstairs while he talks to my mother. As you would have guest, I didn’t go all the
way upstairs.

I

sat in the middle of the stairs

and

listened. Couldn’t hear much but

suddenly my father rises up, oh shit he’s headed this way I thought(paused). Nope, he
headed out the door. I began to feel relieved, but suddenlyI felt sadden. He didn’t
even say goodbye to me, not a word.
I went up the steps to my room and just laid there and starting to cry. In away I
wanted that beating, I wanted to feel his emotions; I wanted to be close to him once again
just liked I did before as a young kid. I wanted him to care, to show me he loved me by
disciplining me for what I had done, but there was nothing. He wasgone but not like before,
this time was different, it felt different somehow. When he left me years ago, I was sad
but I still felt connected to him, but this time there was a disconnect. My dad was gone
and gone for good.
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Chapter 3
About two years later my father died. He had been drinking all that time and
formed cirrhosis of the liver. At the funeral I didn't shed a tear as I fought to hold
them back but my Mother cried as though someone had ripped her heart out.
That was confusing for me, I always thought she was so angry with him. I
guess she really loved him after all. After we buried my father we moved
out of Carr Square Village to North St. Louis in the 4500 block of Carter Ave. I
was sixteen years old still in high school.
My sister Gloria went off to college, and my older brother Larry left for the
army. So there we were, just my mother and I on the North-side of Saint Louis.
In a poetic way she was blind walking by Faith In God and couldn’t see but I too
was blind and couldn’t see, for my mind couldn’t see past the ways of the streets.
Nevertheless, I would one day learn and obtain her like-kind of faith in God.
I was ready to graduate, not high school, but the school of hard knocks
(the street game). The next level was about to begin and quickly. Street fights
turned to gun fights - getting money, well, it took on a whole new meaning. What
I’ve learned through the years is, you really don’t choose the game, it really
chooses you. What I mean by that is, the young men in this lifestyle only befriended
guys who they felt had what it took to help them make it through. They needed
help to win, for to lose is death for sure. I was seen as that type of guy that would
do whatever it took. I was a young black teenager from the hood living a young
black teenager’s life.
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In this town that m e a n t , you went to basement parties and you hung out at the White
Castle lot on N. Kingshighway. That’s where the drama went down at. Fights broke
out sometimes even gun fire. It was a dangerous place to hang but we were the ones
starting and ending most of the drama anyway, so why not go. Well, these instances of
fighting would lead me into some real serious situations. It’s Saturday night and time
for our weekend warrior routine. We heard about a house party not far from my mom’s
house and decided to go there for some fun.
Once we got into the party someone quickly notice a fellow we had trouble with a
week before. Everyone decided that we would wait for him outside and confront
him. So when the party was letting out my friend Ghant approached the guy, he
began to mouth off and calling us little punks and said the next time he saw us he
would kill all of us. The next thing I heard was gunfire it was my friend we called Man.
He pulled out a gun and began firing. He just kept shooting and shooting this guy,
even as he fell to the ground. I had never seen someone killed before. Watching a
man lay sprawled out bleeding to death was a new experience for me.
We quickly left the scene and decided to pick up our girlfriends and go to
another house party. That’s how it was in the streets, death came easy and life was
hard. Word spread throughout the streets about the Saturday night incident. To our
surprise it became like a badge of honor in the hood. People began to respect us
and fear us. The recognition I was getting from the streets began to grow on me was
liking the feeling of being someone to be respected and feared.
I moved out of my mom’s house and began to explore other ways to hustle
and make money. Stealing from department stores really just didn’t seem like
enough money anymore, for I had big plans. I started hanging out in the Vaughn
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Projects not far from where I grew up. The Vaughn projects was known for its
big time hustlers that lived there. I began hanging out on the corners with guys who
shot dice. I figured this would be a good spot to learn a new and more lucrative
hustle.
I got the opportunity to know some of the guys very well, they took a liking to
me. There was Marlow, a big time drug dealer, Al Jones, a pimp and conman,
and Orville Jackson, known drug dealer and gambler. I still had a little money from
my stealing days, so I began shooting dice along side of them. I figured it was a
good move to get to know these guys better and maybe one day they would maybe
put me onto something big. I really didn’t gamble much, I really couldn’t afford to
lose money at all, I looked at it as an investment. So most of the time I stood around and
watched and listened.
One day while standing and watching these guys shoot craps, they began a
conversation that I had been wanting to hear since I started hanging out. Al Jones
says, while taking his turn to shoot the dice, “Man it’s some white dope in town that a
nigga can get rich off of.” The other guys seem to freeze and became all ears to what Al
was saying. I knew this was it! This was the one thing I was waiting to hear, a way to
make some real money. I listened - I listened intently and thought about it all the way
home.
I laid on my bed for hours thinking it over. Heroin, it was a different kind of game. It
wasn’t exactly what I was looking for, it was known to be dangerous business. I went
over and over my options and thought if I were serious about making money and
having nice things, this was the way. So I decided to do it. I didn’t have much money left
but I did have a lot of things I had stolen but not yet sold. I gathered my best stuff and
took off to the pawn shop. Back then you could go to a pawn shop with your stolen
merchandise without much fear of them calling the police. I visited about three pawn
shops that day just to be safe. I managed to sell of enough stolen stuff to get about a
couple of grand, I was ready to go see Marlow.
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I counted out two hundred and fifty dollars, that’s what I had always heard
you needed to get started in the dope game. I walked down to the projects in
search of Al Jones. I waited for about an hour before he drove up in his car. I
approached him and asked him, “Can you get me a mix table spoon of that
good white dope?” He gave me a look as though he didn’t believe his ears, so I
went into my pocket and pulled out a fist full of money. He then said, "Yes, but first I
need to find Pill Davis.” He said dope really wasn’t his thing. Al and I hung for
hours until we finally caught up with Pill, only to hear he needed to talk to Orville
Jackson. Damn, I thought to myself, this dope shit is hard to get to.
So now three of us went to hunt down Orville Jackson. We talk to Orville and
wouldn’t you know it, he says we would need to go to the West End of town to see a
guy name Fred Parker. Now, normally I would have given up but I had always
heard of Fred Parker. He was always in the Newspapers for killing someone. He
was known throughout town as a serious gangster. At this point, I knew this was
real and it was about to happen.
Al didn’t want to go to the West End to see Fred. He was known to put you in a
dugout grave in his basement while taking target practice at you if you owed him
money. So he drove off leaving us with no car. Orville convinced some other guy
to take us to Fred Parker’s house. So Orville, Pill, and I took off with this guy
to Fred’s spot. Once we arrived Orville instructed us to stay in the car and for
me to give him the money while he went into Fred's house to purchase the
package.
Almost an hour had passed before he came out of Fred’s house and got in the
car handing me the package. I didn’t know what it would look like but it was
mall enough to fit in the palm of my hand. So this is it I thought, I’m in the dope
game. Orville then leaned over to my ear and said “get you a gun; you’ll going to
need it!” So, the next day I started my new found road to riches. I didn’t know
much about heroin so I had to rely on Pill to educate me and what a education it
would turn out to be. Pill began by teaching me how to cut heroin. He taught me, in
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order to make money with heroin you needed a few other items. You needed milk
sugar, dorman, capsules, and a sifter. You had to carefully measure and mix the
other ingredients to maximize your profits and to keep it in good quality. Damn, I
thought to myself, it took jumping through hoops to get the dope and now it’s still
more stuff to do.
Well, it took an hour but we got everything sacked and packed ready for sale. I
gave Pill half and I kept the other half. He went into the Vaughn projects and I went
into the Pruitt Igoe Projects. The Pruitt Igoe projects were by far the most dangerous
in the city of Saint Louis. It average about two murders a week, and ran by the most
notorious drug dealers the Fat Woods drug gang (as reported by the STLPD) at
that time downtown. It was a dangerous proposition to go there to sell drugs not
many outsiders were welcome there.
My girlfriend (Gertrude Cherry) lived in the those projects so everyone was
accustom to seeing me. So they kind of knew my face around there. Of course soon
word got to the drug gangs about me. They still didn't have any product so they would
kind of just come by to see what I had going on. They knew that I didn’t have any real
weight so they were not really concerned. I think they really wanted to see how I
handled my-self.
The ring leader was a fat guy they called “Big Woods" (SLPD reported) and his
right-hand man was Sylvester Atkins (SLPD reported) a more business type of guy.
Although, Earl was the one I was always worried about. Earl killer Williams (SLPD
reported) he was called was the enforcer of the gang, a well known and documented
killer. Sylvester actually became like a mentor to me. He taught me how to sell dope
and keep myself safe from the cops. He even sent business my way. They all seemed
to like me in a strange way, I guess I reminded them of their younger days. Earl was-n’t
as friendly as the others. I guess he figured that one day soon I would be in the way
and a problem, and he would be the one to have to kill me.
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The big drug dealers got a package in and there was no problems. I simply began
buying from them. My woman (Gert) was having my first son (Dennis). I was loving the
idea of becoming a father. Money came with ease until things began to slow down. I was
at the end of my package and needed to re-up. So I went to Pill’s house to pick up
some more money. What I didn’t know or understand was all this time Pill himself was
a junkie. Pill didn’t have any money nor any dope. This part of the game I had always
heard about but I had never faced. I always knew that one day I would, but I thought it
would be with a stranger not a friend not Pill. In this world the rules are written in stone,
have my money, have my dope, or see my gun.
Pill had been with me from the beginning and was like a teacher of mine, but
the rules are clear, Pill had to pay me. I asked him for my money, with anger in my
eyes as he tried to explain how he was sick and used most of the dope himself. My
stomach began to churn. I began yelling and shouting, I was ready to kill him. He offered
up his families stereo for payment. I really didn’t want to take it, because it wasn’t
really his to give. Nevertheless, I had to take something. It’s the rules of the game, get
your money or hurt someone. Hurt whomever it is that owes you for dope. They are in
violation of the rule. If you don’t or can’t play by these rules, then you can’t play in this
game.

I loved the money I was making, but I didn’t like mistreating my friends, it just
wasn’t me. I had to make a decision, so I had Pill to take his family's stereo and pay me
some of my money. It didn’t feel good at all, I was beginning to reconsider my
choice of becoming a drug dealer. I was always told that in the drug game you
would have to kill someone one day. You read about it in the newspaper every week
never thinking it would be someone I knew as a friend. Now that bothered me. A
stranger would have been easy, an enemy even easier, but Pill was someone I
knew and someone who really helped me through. No way was that going to manifest
like that.
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I didn't understand it then but my spiritual man was warring against my carnal man. I
began to reconsider my decision to become part of the heroin trade, so drugs were out and it
was back to the drawing board for me. Being a thief had always paid off well and I
never was confronted with having to kill someone, so a thief it was.

About two weeks had gone by since the incident with Pill, after stepping away from the sale
of heroin. Then one day I was hanging out on 20th and Franklin Ave. at the pool hall
when my friend Little Daddy drove up with his girlfriend Shelly in her mom's car Little
Daddy invited me to ride with them so I got in the back seat were I found a pretty young
thing named Christine seated there. Christine was 21 years old and fine as hell. Shelly
and her were known thieves.

So there we were four young black men and women riding down the boulevard in a
brand new luxury 98 Oldsmobile. I felt good all over, this was what I wanted in my life, nice car
and a very fine woman. Little Daddy turned to me and asked did I want to make some money
with them, and of course I said yes. He made a right turn and drove a few more miles down
Kingshighway and then we made a left onto highway 70 westbound, headed toward Northwest
Plaza Shopping Center. I began to think back to my last experience out there. I wanted to get
that off my mind so I started paying more attention to Christine sitting in the back seat with me.
We seemed to be hitting it off pretty good, and beginning to like each another.

I could feel the vibe; we were beginning to dig each other. We arrived at the shopping
center and began to exit the car. We all gathered together to go over our plan. We
would split up in pairs and meet back up at the car. Little Daddy and I went inside and the
girls would enter from another entrance together. We chose a department store called
Famous & Barr. When we first enter the store where the linen department was it seemed like a
perfect place to start. The linen department had two sales clerks working the same registe
Little Daddy stepped to the register and asked them could someone show him to the blanket
One clerk asked him to follow her and another customer had the attention of the other clerk.
was the perfect time to make my move. I began to open the cash register, the register of course
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would ring but the catch is, each sales clerk would think it’s the other clerk opening
the cash drawer. That’s why timing has to be perfect and quick. It went off flawless,
I rung the cash register and retrieved all the money. Little Daddy saw me
leaving and he began telling the clerk a story of how he left his keys inside the car
and he had to run to the car.
As we were leaving the mall we ran into the girls. They were just about to go into
their first store. Little Daddy and I stopped them and told them we had to leave
quickly because we just knocked off a cash register. "Damn, Shelly said, it’s just
been ten minutes." She was upset about it but she knew we had to go. Inside the car
Shelly suggested we go to another mall about 10 miles away. So we took off for the
mall. I started counting the money that we stole from the first store, it came out to five
hundred dollars. I reached over the seat handing Little Daddy two hundred and fifty
dollars. Christine’s Eyes were on me. I never turned my head to look at her but I
could feel her eyes locked on me.
We arrived at the next shopping center, this time the girls hurried out the car and
headed for the shopping mall entrance, they were determine to beat us and steal
something quick. The thing was, the girls were after clothes to steal, that required
shopping, and shopping takes time. Little Daddy and I were not out for clothes, just
cold hard cash or diamonds. See that didn’t take a lot of time. You didn’t have to
browse like a shopper or pretend to look over clothes. You didn’t have to look for
certain styles or sizes, you just needed to spot the right place, an opportunity. It
wasn’t long before we found just that.
We entered a department store and headed up the escalator to the second
floor. As soon as we reached the top of the second floor, we saw a cash
register left unattended. We didn’t see a sales clerk in site, but not knowing
how many clerks were on the floor presented a problem. If it happen to be just one
clerk and she heard the cash register ring it would set off all kinds of alarms.
So this took a different approach and skill and I had that skill. I gained entry into
the cash register through the side door where the cash register paper is inserted.
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I then pulled the lever that activates and releases the cash register drawer. I caught
the drawer as it popped open. It was a quiet, one ring bell, just perfect. I retrieved the
cash and we started toward the escalator headed down to the first floor. As we exited
the department store we ran into the girls coming into the same store.
We stopped the girls again telling them we had to leave. We had just knocked off a
cash register upstairs. They hadn’t boosted anything yet and that seemed to piss
Shelly off. Although she knew we had to leave. We made it to the car and Shelly
begins to rant “we’re gong to drop you nigga's off back at the pool hall because we
can’t steal shit with you guys!” Although Shelly was upset Christine and her were
really impressed with the way we got down.
The girls dropped us back off at that pool hall. Little Daddy also went about his way
and I stay there to gamble. I continued to gamble into wee the hours. Around about
9:00 pm. here comes Shelly and Little Daddy still in Shelly’s mom’s car. They wanted me
to go out and party with them. I said sure but I needed to go home and change clothes.
I climbed into the back seat and to my surprise Christine was also
still with them.
As we rode toward my home Christine and I began to converse. She started by telling
me how impressed she was earlier. Christine continue to emphasize about how niggas
from the projects where some mean ass hustlers and I had proved that today. I
responded by telling her that everyday doesn’t happen like today. It was just one of our
better days. My modesty seemed to have impressed her even more than my hustle.
She then reaches into her breast and brings out a wad of money. “Here” she says,
“take it, it yours.” Not understanding the moment it at first, I refused the money. “I can
get my own money well enough.” I emphasized. She then says to me, “yeah I know or
I wouldn’t be sitting here.” I then reached out for the money in her hand pulling her
closer and kissed her. I really didn’t know what it all meant, was I now a pimp, player
or something, whatever it was leading to, it sure felt good. Christine and I were now a
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couple. She was so sexy and beautiful. We would have sex for hours and
hours. She would go stealing and I was so drunk off making love that I
mostly laid in the bed waiting on her. I wasn’t stealing or going hustling with
my partners. I thought that I was on easy street, but I was wrong. Christine
wanted to be with me because of my stealing and hustling ability. The less I
hustled the less she was beginning to want to remain mine.
My closest friend Ghant kept saying I had to continue doing what caught her to
maintain her, otherwise she would leave me. I didn’t believe him, I thought he just
wanted me to start stealing and hustling with him again. Well, Ghant must have been a
prophet or something because Christine did just that, she ran off. Christine never
wanted a pimp like nigga, she wanted a guy that would hustle and steal with her, a
crime partner and lover. Christine was good to me in many ways, so I had to win her
back.
I found out she was living with her son’s father, Patrick. I couldn’t go
over to his house to talk with her that would only cause her problems not to
mention she would end up being more irritated with me. I knew Christine used
Shelly’s mom, Mrs Barclay as a fence for her stolen clothes. So I would go by
there to try to catch her going in or coming out. I never could run into her that
way so I had to come up with another plan.
So I went to Mrs. Barclay house and spoke with her. “Have you seen
Christine,” I asked her. She said, “Dennis sit down boy.” I thought she was
going to tell me Christine was dead or something. What she said would
forever change my way of thinking about women. She said, “Dennis whatever
it took for you to get her, is same thing it will take to get her back.” (I head
the echo of Ghant) “You stop hustling and she stops making love with you.
Get back to hustling and she’ll find you.”
I left there with one thought racing through my head, I had to get back to
getting money. When I got home I called my friend Stan Banks who was a top
notch thief, smooth like me. I liked the way Stan did his thing. Stan and I got
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together and went downtown and lifted some jewelry at Stix Baer & Fuller
Department Store. If Stan ever found out my motivation was to get a girl back he
would have laughed me out of town. I would become a joke for all to tell in the
projects. So I never revealed to him my motivation.
Now armed and dangerous with the diamond rings, I headed over to Mrs.
Barclay’s house. I presented the rings to her as if I needed to sell them all at once. I
did this knowing it would take some time and she would eventually tell
Christine. She did just that. When I returned to Mrs. Barclay’s house some days
later Christine was sitting on the couch, acting like she didn’t know a thing. So I
commenced to play the game as well. We greeted each other and I was bubbling and eager to burst out and talk about our problem, but I somehow remained cool.
Mrs. Barclay had sold some of the rings and handed me seven hundred
dollars but before she could hand me the last dollar I blurted out “I came t get
my baby back” Christine looked up at me with a big smile. I grabbed her hand and
lead her into the kitchen. I expressed to her how I missed her and how I needed
her back into my life. Then I took her hand and place a large diamond ring on
her finger. That did it, she was mine once again.
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Chapter 4
Christine and I became inseparable like a real Bonnie and Clyde type couple. I
kept stealing and she followed my lead. We were always together and everyone knew
we were an item. We really never would work (steal) together. She did her thing and I
did mine. One day she asked me to go stealing with her. I said okay, but women are
too bold in their methods and that really scared me. We could both get busted and
there would be no one to make our bond. So I needed to come up with something
better. We enlisted a young woman name Deborah B. a well known booster. Deborah and
Christine knew each other well. So well that one day Deborah approached Christine with
the idea of her sharing me with her.
Now Christine was a gamer, she didn’t come to me as if she approved of the
idea. She acted as though she was mad at Deborah for bringing it to her.
Christine was very cunning and shrewed when she had to be. The next morning,
after all that talk last night about how bold Deborah was and the nerve of that girl,
Christine gets up early and leaves the Hotel room, and guess what returns with
Deborah. "I found me a wife-in-law and you another woman,” she said. “What a wifein-law, what is that?” I asked. See Christine had figured that she could rest a little
and wouldn’t have to steal everyday with Deborah on the team. She later told me she
wanted meto bust Deborah’s feet off by working her ass. Oh yeah, I was going to bust
something alright and it wasn’t her feet I was thinking of.
Now I have two women I’m hustling with and loving. Sounds a little like pimping right.
Wrong, boosters are not like prostitutes who will live in a stable type life style. They are
unique, very possessive women. They like their very own time with you and that will soon
become an issue even though they knew about each other.
One night I thought I had gotten lucky and was about to make love to both of the in
the same bed. It was my eighteenth birthday and both girls had been with me all day.
Both girls had intentions on loving me that night. As we continued to party through the night
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and bringing it to an end, I asked both girls were they ready to go home.
Neither replied, so I drove to the Warwick Hotel. Now, I had never made love to
both of the girls at the same time. So I really wasn’t sure what was going to
happen. I began to test the waters by asking, which one of you are going
to give me a birthday massage. “I’m too high,” said Christine. “I don’t know
how” says Deborah. I continued to drive into the hotel parking lot. I approached
the desk clerk to purchased the room and he asked “how many beds.” before I
could say a word Christine blurted out “two will be just fine sir.” My
expectations of a night of sexual bliss was quickly fading away.
Once we made into the room I decided to take a shower. So I laid my gun on
the dresser. When I came out the shower I found Christine in one bed an Deborah in
the other. So now they wanted me to make a choice between the two. It was an
obvious test from both of them, to see who I really loved. Hell, I was just hoping
for some butt naked fun with both of them at the same time, but like I said before,
booster chicks are not like hookers.
Well, they both knew I was making love to each of them anyway, and before
there were fake butts Deb had the real thing. Deb’s bed was closes to me I simply
climbed into bed with her first, along with the obvious. Christine then turned her
back to us as if to say go ahead and make love to her. So I did and within five
minutes of sex I heard the click of a pistol behind my head. It was Christine
standing with my gun to my head in tears. She started yelling, “Take your dick out of
her right now!” She was shaking and I was very concern but not scared yet. I rolled
off of Deborah and said, “Do you think I would leave a loaded gun laying around!”
She reacted by looking into the chamber to see if it was loaded. That’s when I
leaped from the bed like Superman at a single bounce. I snatched the gun from her
while pushing her upside the head. “You crazy bitch, this is all your doing!” I
yelled. “You didn’t have to act like you were enjoying it!” She replied. Christine
then went into the bathroom and ran some bath water. "Who is that for?" I asked. "
It's for your ass!" She blurted.
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“You’re not going to make love to me with that bitches’ scent all over you!”
Deborah never even moved through the whole ordeal. I went into the bathroom to
bathe and came out and began making love to Christine. She would not let me
stop for hours, for she had that (that-that) ability, making sure I never got
into to Deborah’s bed that night again. Deborah played sleep the rest of the
night.
The next morning I took both girls home both were mad as hell at each
other. They never worked together again. I kept seeing both of them and they
knew it, but now it was a competition thing between the two for my affection
which turned out to be a good thing for me. With the two girls trying to out
do one another, they hustled harder and more money was being made than
before. I learned a great lifelong principle for when you pit two thorough
people against each other you bring the best out of both.
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Chapter 5

The street life seemed like the good life. I had money, women and the respect of
a lot of hustlers in the streets, but trouble was never too far away. I got a phone call
from Little Daddy telling to me to turn on the television and watch the news. There
was a shooting at the court house downtown, and it was people from our hood.
Robert Young had allegedly just shot Jimmy Lewis outside the court building. Jimmy
was a known drug dealer and a high ranking member of the Pruitt Igoe drug gang.
The news only meant one thing around here, a series of gun battles were
about to erupt in St Louis. Little did I know that I was about to be placed right
in the middle of it.
Nobody came to pick me up that day, so I laid around the house making a
few phone calls. The next day June-June came by my house in order for us to
go hustling. I suggested that we pick up PJ. We arrived at P.J.s' house and I
asked him if he wanted to go hustling with us, he didn’t respond, so I asked
him again and he still doesn’t say a word. "What’s wrong," I asked. He lifted his
head up and says “You were with little Robert when he killed Jimmy
yesterday.” I replied. “Nigger have you lost your mind, where did you get that shit
from!” I vehemently replied. “I heard you were the getaway driver” he said. “First
of all Robert didn’t get away nor did I drive him.” I stated.
Now here I am just blocks from the Pruitt Igoe Projects on Dickson & Elliot
learning that Jimmy's friends are looking for me in order to kill me. I hear JuneJune yell from the car let’s go Dennis! I just saw Brock and he is headed
to get the people who's looking to kill you. I jumped in the car and we drove off.
Now I was in the middle of a freaking drug war. I had nothing to do with the
kill-ing of Jimmy Lewis, but a rumor in the projects can be just a deadly as
the truth sometimes.
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There was no convincing to Jimmy’s family or friends that I had nothing to do
with it. They would only kill me to make sure revenge was swift and eminent. To me
there was only one way out, I had to kill them first. So here I was forced to go up
against the most established drug dealers in the city. I was really
penniless compared to them.
I only had one 38 revolver and one 30 caliber rifle. I did have a few partners
willing to help me. June-June and my friend Ghant but June-June would soon
disappear and betray me like Judas did Jesus. Things were quiet for a few weeks, I
lived from house to house trying to stay a step ahead of my enemies. I continued
hustling a little to keep money in my pocket and would occasionally go out to a
club or two. Everywhere I went though people were still saying that those
Project Guys were looking for me to kill me. This kind of talk only made me
angry and I knew I had to get busy killing these niggers if I was ever going to
have some peace.
I was walking down Newstead and Carter not far from my mom’s house when a
car began to slow down in front of me. It was Robert’s ex-girlfriend, Black
Marsha we called her. Inside the car was another Lady named Emma Jean, they
called out to me asking did I need I ride. I felt I could trust them being their
relationship with Robert, so I hitched a ride with them. I asked them to drop me off
to meet Ghant across town.
Marsha had great concerns about me and my situation. “It’s so many of
them and it’s just you and Ghant. Why don’t you leave town before they kill
you.” She pleaded. Even though I knew she was concern about my welfare, the
statement only made me even angrier. I was ready to get out the car but I turned
to her and said “it’s about kill or be killed I am not going anywhere!” They dropped
me off at Ghant’s place and I suddenly understood what they were really telling
me, that I was really alone in my fight. Everyone but Ghant had backed away from
me.
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I was without transportation because June-June had vanished. I had no income for
Christine and Deborah were gone also. I had to make some serious moves if Ghant and
I were to survive. The pressure was on. I decided to go back to my old neighborhood
Carr Square Village Projects. My home boys received me very well. They heard about
my war behind the Jimmy Lewis incident and they weren’t frightened by it in the
least. They seemed to be real proud that someone from their hood was standing up to
the downtown drug dealers.
My first move was to get me a new crew. I wasn't sure how to do it, but one thing was
evident, I knew I had to. In order to get them to buy into my cause and believe in me
would be a task. Also, it was imperative for me to project a touch of fear in them.
This would assure them, in no uncertain terms, there would be grave consequences for
any type of betrayal.
My opportunity wasn’t long in coming. Some of those Pruitt Igoe niggers came
down in the Village while I wasn’t there. They came in and drove off and not a
single shot was fired at them. When I found this out I snapped. You niggers let
those motherf******s come on our turf and not do nothing. I snatched my 357
magnum from waist and began waiving it around saying “I wish one of those punks
would come over here while I’m here, I will blow his f***king head off!” I told Ghant it's
time to get out of here because these ain’t the Niggers I grew up with! I was so mad I
wanted to kill somebody so I told Ghant to drive over to the Pruitt Igoe Projects.
As soon as we got over by there I spotted some of our rivals. They were sitting out in
the front of a gas station. I signal to Ghant to slow the car down so I could get beam on
these lames. Boom, boom the sounds rung out as I unloaded that magnum at
their asses. I just kept firing, I ran out of bullets then Ghant passed me his pistol and
I kept firing as they ducked and ran. Just watching these gangsters running and
hiding from me was very gratifying.
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Then we drove to Pendelton & West Belle where we saw Sylvester sitting on
his car talking to his gal, Jackie. Ghant on cue began firing at him as he dove
under a car barely escaping the barrage of bullets. We were thinking that we
had eliminated one the top three in their organization. When we got back to
Ghant’s house I called back to the service stations and spoke to Big Woods the
ring leader (SLPD reported) I said, “You can pick Sylvester's dead ass up
around the corner, I laughed. Sylvester picks up the phone and answered “You
missed fool” "I won’t miss next time sucker!” I promised him. I had now become
a worthy opponent in the eyes of my adversaries.
I began to be known as a crazy, angry, mad, gun-happy young fool. I believe
I was more angry, at the fact, that all of this was unjustifiable. They didn’t
understand I really had become a tactician, a person who would take
any means necessary to reach his goal. I didn’t have anything worth much, only
the clothes I possessed. What I did have was priceless, a fervor desire to live
and the match-less willingness to kill and the fearless heart to die. These
attributes would prove to be golden in this world we call the game. What I
really needed was a bankroll if I were to survive.
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Dennis Haymon, 19, and Adrian Moore. 21. both of St. Louis were charged with first
degree murder in warrants issued by the St. Louis Circuit Attorney’s office Thursday
The pair was charged in connection with the killing of Jerome Gaines, 27. at a
service station here, Sunday police said Police believe the shooting was related to a
struggle among narcotics dealers and suppliers in the city

I spent several nights with Gert and one morning I asked her to call me a cab.
The taxi drives up about ten minutes after she called. Now in this neighborhood
that was unusual and I remember thinking how quick it came. Gert went to the
door and yelled out “he will be out in a minute, hold on please.” She then shut the
door and quickly turned around with a look of fright in her eyes and screamed,
“Dennis don’t go outside, it’s Earl, he’s driving the cab!” I grabbed my gun and ran
out the back door. I scaled along side of the house in hopes of surprising him. As
I tip-toed along the wall getting closer to the front I heard the cab pull off. He
must have figured he was made and decided to leave. Lucky for him he did,
because I was just a few steps from blowing his head off.
My evening plans had just changed! Instead of a quiet night at home, I
went to Carr Square Village to gather me some troops and mount an counter
attack. I was infuriated and angry and wanted to kill like never before. The
problem we had was no one had a car. Suddenly my friend Fred Jackson, pulls
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up. I quickly began telling him what had just transpired and asked him to drive
for us that night. He was reluctant at first but he sensed I was not taking no for
an answer, so he decided to drive us over to the Pruitt Igoe projects.
So Fred, Ghant, and I got into the car and headed out. We carried in the
car my 357 magnum and Ghant's 30 caliber rifle. We drove over to the gas
station were Earl Jr. and his friends hung out. We found seven or eight
of them just sitting around hanging out. Ghant and I placed our weapons out
the window and began to open fire. A barrage of bullets began to fly through
the streets. Sparks from bullets began jumping off parked cars as men hit
the pavement. Bullets began chipping flesh of guys as they stampeded over
each other going through the narrow door. Blood was spilled that night, but
no one was killed. This dissatisfied me, because Fred never stopped the car on
a dime like I told him to.
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Chapter 6
The war between the two projects continued and I was crowned the leader
of our crew. There was Scott also who was older and guided us with his wisdom.
The Pruitt Igoe guys were not easily deterred by gun battle, they were
somewhat use to it. So certainly they would try to land a devastating blow to us.
Just days after our gas station attack, three cars of guys from the Pruitt Igoe
projects drove into the Carr Square Village and they meant business. The cars all
moved through the streets riding closely together, never separating for more than a
couple of feet apart. The news of the unwanted vehicles driving through the
village spread quickly to us. We began to prepare for battle, like a small tribal
village at war.
We quickly planned for battle against the men riding towards us. We began to
spread out around the streets, some guys hid behind buildings, some hidden
behind bushes. As the cars entered the block of our trap, we open fire hitting the
first car with flying bullets. The second car started to return fire but it was too much
fire co-ming from every side of them, so they drove off. The third car was met with
shotgun blasts from the bushes and turned around and drove off. Victory was
ours that day, but I knew these guys and this war was not at all over.
The reality of going up against drug kingpins was beginning to set in. I had no
money, and no way to make the smallest of bonds. I was forced to take a real
hard look at my future. Things had gone too far to stop but if I continued on like
this I was surely be a dead man or jailed for killing someone. More and more
shootings occurred almost on a weekly basis. It got so bad that some of the guys
began to leave town to stay with relatives out of state like Little Daddy.
My friend Little Daddy left for Detroit, so I decided that would be a good place
to go for some peace of mind. I called Detroit and spoke with my
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friend about my plans to come there. He thought it was a very good idea and
told me about the city and how beautiful it was. I was easily convinced and
started making plans to leave town. It took me a couple of weeks but I finally got the
money up to get a flight and living expenses for Detroit. My flight landed around
noon and as I exit the plane I exhaled a deep breath of relief. Little Daddy was
there waiting for me with a big grin on his face.
This was not just two friends reuniting, this was two street hustlers hooking up
once again to get paid. It didn’t take long before we got right back to the business of
stealing. We hit cash registers and money drawers all over town. As we walked
through these department stores we notice how badly they were set up. They
were perfect for some top notched booster’s and we knew just who to call. So we
called St .Louis and persuaded Christine and Shelly to fly up. Christine had been
avoiding me back home because of the gun battles. I knew that she still had
love for me and being away in Detroit would allow her to show me how much
she missed making love with me.
Now that the girls were here we had to get a better way of getting around. We
rented a car for a week and the girls went right to work, making a killing in the
stores. I was somewhat envious of the money they were making, so I decided to
step my hustle up. I started focusing my attention on diamonds. I was able to
steal a few trays of diamonds but I didn’t know anyone in Detroit to fence them to.
The only people I knew I could quickly sell them to where in St .Louis. My job was
now done in Detroit; it was time to go home. Christine and Shelly had several
boxes of stolen clothes; I had a few trays of diamond rings. I ask Little Daddy to
come back with us but he declined and stayed there until the war was over.
I allowed Christine to pick out any ring she wanted from my tray of diamond rings.
It was a sort of parting gift because I knew once we got back to St. Louis she
would part ways again. We landed in St .Louis Airport and caught a cab into the city.
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I dropped the girls off first then my clothes and diamonds. I eagerly headed to the
Carr Square Village Projects to get right back into the thick of everything. It was a
hot sticky afternoon in June. We sat around the parking lot of the Village, doing
pretty much nothing. Kay Kay, a very short almost dwarf kind of guy; drove up in
an old beat up car; sitting on three pillows in order to see over the steering
wheel. I ask him to take Ghant and I to the drug store out West on Union and Page
Avenue. I was going to purchase some Robitussin AC cough syrup to get high on.
We left the projects with me riding shotgun in the front. I had the only gun in the
car as we came to a complete stop at Grand & Enright Avenue. I looked to the right
of me as the oncoming car was pulling beside us in the inside lane next to the
curb. I saw Noble from the rival projects tap Jerry on the shoulder pointing at
the same time with his eyes bucked! I could read his lips saying to Jerry “there’s
Dennis” with that; both cars started firing a barrage of bullets at each other. By the
time I finished unloading my rounds into their car; they were jumping out of their
car and began running into the nearby Bluemere apartment building. Kay Kay,
my driver, jumped out of our car and ran. I then slide under the driver’s seat and
hit the gas but the car didn’t move. Kay Kay had took off with the keys.
I didn’t know if the other gunmen were coming back so I decided to get out
and run. As I was about to exit the car I heard Ghant from the back of the car,
yelling out “I’m shot” I quickly open the back door an picked him up and
began to carry him, then suddenly I heard a voice say “halt, don’t move” and
“drop your weapon” I stopped as if I was paralyzed in my legs. I turned and sat
Ghant back in the car. I then turned and faced the officer. The officer began
coming forward and sirens were in the air as more cops were coming. I looked
up and saw a cop bringing Kay Kay toward us in handcuffs. The police had
also captured the other guys we were shooting it out with. They placed
Ghant, Kay Kay, and myself in a separate cruiser from the other guys. Ghant
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began kicking at Kay Kay for running out and leaving us without keys to the car. I
didn’t see the others any more. I ended up in a cell by myself. I figured that they took
Ghant to the hospital along with Lewis.
I wasn’t really concern with the charges at first, because I knew no one would tell
the police anything and the rival guys wouldn’t press any charges. So when the police
came back to book me I was curious of what the charges were going to be. “You’re
being charged with discharging a firearm in the city limits, and assault with the intent
to kill. “ Is that it” I asked, “No” he replied, “you're also being charged with the murder
of Jerome Gains and three more assaults." Those resulting from a shooting at
Sunoco Gas Stations near the Pruitt Igoe Projects. They then sent me to the Central
Holdover Department where I found my comrade Adrian Moore already there charged
with the same crime. Adrian made a ten thousand bond and I remained in jail on a
twenty-two thousand dollar bond.
While in the city jail I became friends with a guy name Richard Lee Burruss
reported by The St. Louis Post Dispatch (STLP). I knew him prior to jail by seeing him
on different sets but no personal relationship. Richard was charged with a grand
larceny case he made his bond five other times in nine days for the same crime
before the bondsman could revoke his previous bonds.
Richard Lee (STLP) was his street name and Bishop Burruss would later be his
God given name for his true calling. Richard Lee and I spent about two months locked
up together where we got to know each other pretty well. We would sit up all night
talking about the crimes we both had committed and how to do them better. We would
also talk a lot about our families; something I had never done with my friends on the
streets, not even Ghant.
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I tried to come up with my bond a couple of times but never could. I thought I
had a good chance once I received a visit from Christine and convinced her to
pawn her diamond ring with mine. It didn’t come up to the twenty two hundred
dollars I needed but I thought I could get Ghant to use it to make some money with.
Ghant and Christine came to visit me together after she had pawned the rings. I
told her to give a thousand dollars to Ghant. I instructed him to buy a half an ounce
of heroin with the money; that would triple the money in no time. I was sure I could
count on my friend to come through. Two weeks went by and I didn’t heard a word
from Ghant.
One day he shows up outside the city jail yelling up to my jail cell. I knew it was
bad news because he didn’t bother to visit me in the visiting room. I yelled down to
him, “why am I not out yet, what happen?” He then tells me that the package he
bought was moving slow and the product just really wasn’t the best out there.
That’s the way it is with heroin the best dope sales first. I didn’t want to hear any
bullshit like that especially from my ride or die friend. That was the last thing! The
one person I could really count on came through with a better ideal. My mom hired
me a lawyer. About a month later I was released because the Grand Jury failed to
indict me. Mom was hoping I would go back to Detroit and stay with Little Daddy’s
people, but when I was locked up a truce was agreed upon by the two Projects
and the gang war was over. You see drug dealers like to make money more than
anything and street wars hindered their efforts, so Fat Woods called it off.
I spent two months in jail and came close to losing my freedom for the rest of
my life but I still continued to commit crimes - burglarizing at night and selling
dope in the day. I turn the volume up - committing more criminal acts
than before. I was out of jail two months before I got popped again for a
drug possession. I trusted a junkie friend and broke the number one rule
letting him know where my main stash was. I was back living with my mom
when the police kicked in her house and found 3 grams of heroin. I got locked up
but this
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time I had bail money, but mom was pissed and put my ass out of
her house that night. I had now become the property of the streets
and I had to succeed or death would surely find me.

Page 4 The St. Louis Times December 4, 1978 to Dm Other law enforcement
authorities fear that Petty's rival, Dennis Haymon, could become a little more
bold with the feared Lorenzo behind bars. "Haymon has been losing the battle
badly," investigators said. At least three of Haymon's associates have been shot to
death and four others wounded in recent months, they said. Only one of Petty's
associates has been killed. "Haymon may see his big chance now to get proven,"
according to investigators. There are two different theories among authorities as
to the nature of the feud" between the Haymon and Petty factions. Some say they
are vying for territorial rights in the sale of heroin. "When you've got something
that costs 300 times the cost of gold, you're going to have trouble," said Homicide
Detective Sgt. Herb Riley. But others say the fighting has gone beyond territorial
control. "I'd call it a power struggle for existence itself," said one high-ranking
detective. "It's become a thing of self-preservation. They're shooting each other to
keep from getting shot themselves." Authorities said Haymon, 25, of the 3500
block of Vista Avenue, has been in the heroin hierarchy since James Harold "Fat"
Woods was convicted of selling heroin and sentenced to 30 years in prison in
1973. Woods had headed a drug sale by Bill Bryan A bloody drug war that has
left at least six persons dead and 15 wounded including eight innocent bystanders
may be - quieting down now that two of the leaders of one faction are in
jail, investigators say. The 10-month war has centered around control of a large
chunk of the heroin operation in St. Louis. Au-
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Chapter 7
With two new cases pending in court; an expensive lawyer to pay; I
couldn't afford to let anything hold me back. I needed to become my own
man in the drug game. Someone telling me where, when, or how to sell my
drugs could no longer be. Mom’s house was out; I had blown it with her. I had to
succeed at this thing at whatever cost. I decided to totally concentrate on my goal
of becoming a bona fide drug kingpin.
I learned through the years that drugs were the way to real success, real
money. No more stealing and small time hustling for me it was time to go big
and go hard. I still had one major problem, I didn’t have any heroin. I
needed a supplier and someone big enough to make me big. Arthur Quarrels
was that guy. I had gotten very close to Arthur when I was stealing diamond rings
and had my boosters. He would often buy my stolen goods and many times
we would go sit at a soul food restaurant and have a bite to eat together. We
would kick game around. He was a cool older guy. So Arthur becomes my main
source of drugs to buy and sell. I was able to purchase some heroin and get more
on credit.
The heroin wasn’t the best, it couldn’t be cut much, just enough to cover the
cost and double your money. Living in hotels and sometimes with other
women became very expensive. The women thought that I had more money
than I really had and forever placed an expectation on me. So I went to Gert’s
mom’s house and moved in with them. Gert fail in loved that. It was like we
were united as husband and wife. Gert and I often went shopping together and
out to eat at some nice restaurants, she loved every moment of it. This was of
course her dream coming true, but not at all mine. I mean that I was fine living
with Gert but I still had hopes of becoming a drug kingpin in this city.
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One day we were out and about the town shopping and we came across Fat
Woods and Stan Banks. I hadn’t seen them since the truce. I still resented a few of
those niggers for trying to kill my ass just months prior. If they were willing to let it
go, I was also. “What’s up Big Guy” I said, ‘how’s life treating you” I had
already heard of the trouble they were having with the FBI. However if he wasn’t
going to mention it nor was I. He then says, “the game has been treating me good,
those federal boys are on my back but I’ll shake them soon.” The real question is
Dennis, are you ready for some real money in this shit?” “How so?” I asked. He
then replied, "I have better dope than Arthur, plus it will sell faster and you can
cut it more.” He continued, “whatever you spend with me I’ll match it in heroin.”
Now this offer was too hard to refuse. I needed money coming in faster having a
Lawyer to pay if I were to stay free. It was a difficult choice because these guys once
wanted me dead.
I was around Woods when I was younger, even spent nights at his house. He
was genuinely a good guy and I learned the integrity of the game by observing him
up close. Fat Woods was about business and was more of a businessman than a
killer like Earl Jr. So I answered, “if I am interested how do I contact you?” He
replied, “just come down to the Pruitt Igoe and we can take care of everything.”
Now, I’m a little worried. Does he mean take care of everything by settling the score
of the past by killing me or was I really going to get some good dope to sell. I
really didn't know. “What about Earl?” I asked, “Don’t worry Dennis, everything
will be alright.” On the way home Gert constantly warned be not to do any business
with Fat Woods and those guys. I listen to her but really didn’t listen to her.
When we got home I decided to call my friend Ghant. I conveyed in part about
the proposi-tion I had received. Ghant was always down for whatever I wanted to
do. The next day Ghant and I drove down to the Pruitt Igoe Projects. One thing was
certain,
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by this we would have an indicator if the war was really over with or not. In route
there Ghant turns to me and says “nigga you crazy and I’m just as crazy as you for
coming down here.” “You know these guys can’t be trusted.” I replied,” Calm down man.”
“They would be fools to kill us with all the federal eyes down here on them.”
Besides we’re strapped and if anyone looks like he is going for a gun I will kill him
dead.” “Now you’re talking!” Ghant replied.
.
We arrived at the spot, stopping at the east end of the building, we surveyed the
area, checked our guns then tucked our polo shirts over them and proceeded toward the
meeting place. Fear was trying to surface inside me but I was end too deep into
enemy territory to entertain any of that. As we came to the entrance of their
stronghold, Fat Woods and three of his henchmen stepped out from under the
breeze-way. Woods comes up and says “I see you made it.” I replied, “I’m ready
to do business, but not out here.”
Suddenly one of his guys hurled out, “no nigga you ready to die with your wanna-be
tough ass.” Quickly I whirled around toward the sound of the voice pushed my way
passed Woods and placed the barrel of my 357 magnum to the center of the guys head.
Ghant had already snatched his pistol from his waistband, “nobody move!” he
commanded. The other two henchmen had already drawn their guns finding
ourselves in a Mexican-standoff. “Stop this shit right now!” Woods ordered
everyone. “Dennis let him go, he was out of line I know,” but do it for me man.” I’ll put up
my guns when they put up theirs. “Ok, do what he asked fellows, put your guns up!”
They followed Fat Woods orders and put their guns away, so I did the same. Through
all that I finally got to do business with Woods and spent two thousand dollars for an
ounce of heroin and he kept his word and fronted me one more.
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It was what you call decent dope and the old school cut on it enhanced it. Money
was being made hand over fist. I was selling the dope fast and getting Woods his
money promptly, and he kept me with heroin for a while. Nothing last forever in
this game and it wasn’t long before the Feds indicted Woods for drug trafficking and
he was sent to prison for thirty years (SLPD). Earl killer Williams Jr. was the only one
who eluded prison. He was all alone therefor he went underground. He was
eventually killed not long after.
Things were quiet for me after that so I just hung out at High Note Lounge. My
bankroll was getting low, as no money came in and plenty went out. My legal bill
tapped me for about four grand that and about tapped me out. Regardless of
my financial woes I refused to deviate from my plan of action. Word got
around that the High Note had become the new place to be. That brought a lot
of players and boosters in the place.
One evening my old fling Marsha came into the lounge to sell some stolen
merchandise. I hadn’t seen her since I got locked up in city jail. “Good evening Mr.
Haymon," she says as she approaches. “Hello baby you’re looking nice today,” she
goes on. “Don’t tell me you’re alone tonight,” I said. “Yes Dennis, not only tonight
am I alone, but also figuratively. Michael and I are still living together, but our
hearts are apart.” Well I said, “That’s too bad for him and good for me.” “What
do you mean Dennis?” she asked. “He doesn’t know how delicate and fragile
you are. You are a priceless jewel. Gentleness, compassion, and strength turns you
on,” I said.“ I see you understand,” she said. “I was hoping you and I could maybe
recapture the magic we once had and if so, then it’s settled, I will tell Michael
personally that you have chose up."
Michael’s oversight of her attributes and love

became his loss and my gain

Longevity was predicated on everything I would gain with her. May it

be physical,

emotional or materially, I must maintain it in order not to lose what I had gained,
which was her. Unmistakably, it was time to make it all work, to bring everything
together.
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Plans were made for the future as we laid naked together in our hotel room. Not
only was it a leap of faith for me, but more so her. She stepped away, relinquishing
her home, which was her comfort zone and security blanket. Her success was
established in Michael's life story and now she had to venture off into the land
of the unknown with me.
“Dennis,” she says, “ I am going to pawn my ring and rent a car so Dee Dee and
I can go to work (boosting) up in Chicago. When I return we will have enough money
to get on our feet.” With that I began to make love to her as if I was going to win an
award, and in a way, I was. The next day she came by the lounge with Dee
Dee to see me before they left for Chicago. I was hoping big time that nothing
would go wrong, because my world really was in a whirl spin.
While Marsha was away in Chicago I basically camped out at the high note
with high expectations of things to come and boy did they come. The High Note
was owned by two ladies, Lady Shaw and her partner Connie. Connie was a thirty
year old six foot, two hundred pound smoothed bright skinned attractive Amazon.
She was refined, reserved but ruthless as a businesswomen. Connie wasn’t never on
my mind as a potential prospect. Serving drinks was all I had ever seen her do.
Lady Shaw however was quite known for her field of drugs, prostitution and
conspiracy in violence. How her and Connie hooked up was beyond me.
I arrived at the lounge about two o’clock one day. It was a Wednesday
and the business was slow. Connie was already there alone. She invited me to
have a drink at the bar as she continued to prepare the place for business.
Dusting the bottles of liquor off with her back turned to me, she began to
make small talk. “Dennis I have a propositions for you” she says. “What is it” I
replied. She goes onto say, “ I have an unlimited amount of good heroin that can
be cut three or four times are you interested? “ How much you want for it,” I asked.
“To you, she says, sixteen hundred an ounce, to others two thousand.”
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I didn’t have much money but this was an opportunity I couldn’t let get away. How
lucky could I be, a connect right under my nose disguised as a barmaid. I guess
she sensed my troubled and concerned demeanor, so she asked, “how much money
can you come up with?” I replied, “I can cover six hundred of it now and the rest in a
few days.” “You have a deal” she replied. She then asked me to watch the lounge
for about five minutes. She hurried out the door and minutes later returned with the
drugs.
The heroin was everything Connie professed it to be and she equally measured
up. It sold extremely fast and prompted me to return earlier than I had planned to
pay the grand I owed. She told me, after I paid her that she was out of drugs, but
assured me that it wouldn’t be long before she was in pocket again. My spirits were
lifted with the return of Marsha. Marsha came back from Chicago with a load of
fine expensive pieces (clothing). Marsha was very proud of her accomplishments
in Chicago and I was excited for her. Marsha had gifts for me and I had gifts for
her. We both were feeling the love only two hustlers could feel and know. We made
love all that day and night. We planned and plotted together on how we would
become the hottest new power couple in the game.
The celebrations continued into the next night. We got fly, sharper than a tack,
cleaner than board of health, then headed to the High Note Lounge. I paraded
through to the door of the club with Marsha’s arm locked in mine with Ghant
strolling behind. She was glowing with pride and we floated through the club. Connie is
doing what she usually does, working the bar. Connie is not liking this shit at all. She
considered me her man even though we had no real arraignment of such. Connie
and I had a business arrangement to me but with women you can never really
tell what’s on their mind. I retired to the VIP section of the lounge, reserved for
players only. My friend Arthur and his partner Leroy were in the back snorting
cocaine from a plate. I said “pass that plate around to me, so I can get like you
guys.” Connie struts into the closed VIP section of the lounge,
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"Can a bitch get a blow of cocaine?” She boldly ask. Connie took a couple of
long snorts of coke, then fired with her tongue. “What do you think about a nigga
who you give your money and dope to, then slights you for a nickel and dime
ass bitch!”
Now she reloads by taking another snort of the coke then fires again, “I get
more money than ten of those rag snatching whores!” “Are you talking to me! I
inquired? “Yes you!” she screamed. At that point everyone's eyes were on me.
“Young lady, I calmly said, “When you see men talking you excuse yourself
first of all. Secondly, you haven’t given me anything I paid for every package of
dope you gave me. You couldn’t be calling yourself my woman, my women give me,
they don’t sell me anything.” Connie stood stung but forever game, determined to
see it through. She responded, “Yes, I understand, nevertheless, I still want you.”
With that, I wrote her address down and told her I would see her later. Not to be
out done, Connie threw me a door key. “Use this to let yourself in. I don’t want
you standing outside too long, because one of those man hungry bitches might
snatch you up!”
After leaving Connie’s house the next morning I met Marsha over Rose’s house.
Naturally, she wanted to know how did things go over Connie’s last night. I
informed her that she now had some help in getting us to the top with the efforts of
Connie. Marsha and Connie were now in competition for my affection and love.
Marsha turned up the volume by hitting the highways, taking her stealing act on
the road. Connie kept the heroin coming in, it was that consistency that powered
and fueled my success. For it wasn’t about who had the best drugs some of the
time, but who kept good dope all the time. Fat Woods taught me that a long
time ago.
The majority of my drugs were distributed to and through my home boys.
Now our vision was finally coming into view for us to control the downtown drug
market. We gradually migrated to the West-side of town with no resistance from
rival drug factions. My drug business was growing twenty thousand dollars a
week, a lot of money in 1972.
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A lot of guys joined our team, some wanted to get rich, many just wanted to be
around money. Selling drugs was easy money but dangerous, yet you still had fun with
it. There were parties, and lots of women to choose from. Some of the finest women
this town had to offer. Then there were individuals who just loved to stay high on
weed, cocaine, syrup, pills, and heroin itself. That’s when stuff got bad. Many of the
guys were just putting heroin up their nose in the beginning, then began shooting
heroin and virtually started shooting each other over the heroin.
My money began to suffer but I couldn’t nor wouldn’t kill my childhood friends
over dope and money. What I did do, was cut their asses off and demote
them placing someone else in their position. As they watched their one time
underling rise; while being dope sick themselves; they reverence the fact that I held
their lives in the palm of my hand. This moment was the defining path of things to
come.
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Chapter 8
With my business and money back on track it was time to take care of
home. Marsha and I found an apartment in U City that was perfect for a player
like me. As you entered the door you stepped into a spacious sunken living
room. Then you would sink even lower into the dining room area which lead
to the kitchen and den. The three bedrooms, three in-a-half bath apartment was
meant for real classy gangster. My patio was enclosed by a wooden stockade
fence which was perfect for the cocaine parties we would sometimes have.
The weekend parties Marsha didn’t mind, but when Ghant and Marvin (PJ)
came over for the weekend parties they would also stay over night. Then their
weekend stay overs turned into daily stay overs, and Marsha became very
upset about that. Marsha started to complain everyday about the guys
staying over. I had to put an end to it and I began to make plans to get rid of the
fel-lows.
I first went where I could think clearly. So I got in my car and drove to
Connie’s house. While riding through the streets of St Louis I came across a
triple brown Fleetwood Brougham Cadillac sitting under the lights of a large car
lot. That baby was calling my name. That car stayed on my mind all the way
to Connie’s house. As Connie and I began to retire for the night I mentioned
the car again to Connie.
Three days passed and I was awakened by Connie’s voice. She
placed a soft kiss on my forehead while leaning over whispering in my ear
saying, ”Baby, you need to call Freddy Christian Car Sales to see if your car
is ready.” “What car are you talking about?” I asked. “The brown Fleetwood
you kept going on about,” she continued as she was dialing the phone. She
passed me the phone and I heard a salesman saying you can come pick up your
car. I jumped out of bed, hugged and kissed Connie like never before. We
drove over to the dealership to pick up my car but Connie wasn’t through
with her surprises for the day. After we took a spin
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around town enjoying the ride of my smooth gliding Cadillac, Connie suggested
we go back to her house. I’m thinking she wanted to make love being that
we were in such a good mood. When we got into the house she heads
straight to her closet and pulls out a ranch colored wrap-around mink coat with
a matching hat. Connie was on a mission to please me, so I return the favor with
some x-rated love making. Now one might think with women in your corner like
Marsha and Connie a man would be satisfied, but not the player I thought I was.
A brand new Cadillac, a mink coat, and plenty of drugs to sell with a stash of
cash, I thought I was God’s gift to all women. I pursued every woman I
desired, and there were plenty.
My personal conquest of women would be a flaw in my game and would
become my biggest mistake I ever made. There was this sexy young thang
around town known as Pam Parker. Pam was sexy and I wanted to have some of
that, or maybe it was who she was that made me hunger for her. Pam Parker, the
wife of Jim Parker, one of the brothers of the notorious Parker Boys. Jim, Sal, and
Lucius Parker were known drug lords and killers in the city of St .Louis. Even with all
that I wanted Pam anyway. One night I went skating at the popular Skating Ring,
St. Nicks. It was ladies night and boy were the ladies out that night. I really didn’t
feel like skating, so I just hung loose and let the atmosphere dictate the night. While
standing at the guard rail enjoying the beat of the music, this strik-ing figure whisked
by me. It was Pam, she skated with such grace, style and attitude that set her apart
from the rest. No makeup on, with a big afro and eye glasses. I marveled at
her statue!
Now this was my chance to make my move. After introducing myself, I made my
pitch. She was there with a girlfriend therefore, I didn’t have any man in the way.
She accepted my invitation to take her home and told her girlfriend she was riding with
me. I took the long scenic route in getting her home. First, stopping by Regal Sports
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Lounge for drinks, then a late breakfast at Denny’s by the airport. We ate and
talked the night away. Time had escaped us. She reluctantly insisted that I get her
home before her son awakes. She told me her and Jim were separated, giving me
the green light to continue my pursuit. Separated she was, but Jim’s jealousy
would bring him back.
We became inseparable for five straight days. We only departed each others
company to gather fresh clothing or attend to our personal business. After teaching
her how to drive, I allowed her to drive us to Maurice's Gold Coast Lounge. St.
Louis black socialites all traveled and hung out pretty much in the same clubs.
Pam knew Jim would get the memo and so did I. When we walked in the club it
seem like everyone’s eyes were on us. People spoke and greeted us, but their
looks were saying something else. Like, what in the hell are you two doing together.
Man, don’t you know that’s Jim Parker's wife you’re with. Nigga are you crazy!
Everyone’s eyes said it, some of my friends like Arthur Quarrels even voiced it. He
then asked me if I had my gun.
Jim wasn’t my concern at time nor did his brothers posed any threat to me as I
saw it. Pam had chose-up, so I could care less. I was a Made Man (Gangster)
proven as they were. My real problem was Marsha and Connie, how do I justify
her to them. We all knew our purpose for being together - getting money. So having
another woman around just because she had terrific sex wasn’t going to cut it. It was
the fifth day that we were together when I gave Pam an ultimatum, either get down or
get ghost. I gave her until next Friday to give me an answer. Pam understood by
choosing me it meant hustling with me. With her husband Jim she really didn’t
have to do anything like that. Her answer should have been clear to me but my
ego wouldn’t let me see it. The next Friday Pam came with her an-swer by driving
up where I was sitting in Jim’s Ninety-Eight
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Oldsmobile. She honked the horn and then drove off. There was my answer. I
was boiling inside. I taught this chick how to drive and she plays me like
that. I wanted to jape-slapped and kick her ass good. I thought I was passed my
anger until I later spoke with Ghant.
A couple of weeks later I passed her and Jim on the streets riding in his car.
Both of us gave a friendly wave and kept on moving, going our separate ways.
I didn’t think much of it, for it only signified to that our little fling was over. To
my surprise, I found out this chick was going around town saying I saw her with
her husband and ran the other way. Now I’m pissed at this chick who I once
viewed as a stand-up lady. I promised myself the next time I see her ass I was going
to check the shit out of her. It wasn’t long before I got my chance.
I arrived at my partner Ghant’s house waiting on him to get dressed so
we could go ride and check some traps. While waiting, there was a knock at the
door. "Dennis can you get that," Sandra yelled out. To my surprise there she was,
Pam. We exchanged some shitty hellos as she entered the living room. Right away
I began to interrogate her about the rumor. “Did you tell anyone that I ran from
you and Jim?” “It’s really none of your business!” she hurled without even looking
my way. This bitch is too strong I thought, so I spun her around to face me and
began to scold her. “Get your finger out my face!” she yells. She then slapped my
hand back from in front of her face. I just zoned out and went directly to her head.

I grabbed a hand full of her hair and banged her head against the living room
wall. I kept yanking her head back and forth off the wall. She screamed out!
Sandra and Ghant ran into the living room both begging me to let her go and
stopped as Ghant grabbed me by the waist and pulled me away. “Mellow out,"
Ghant yelled, "you’ve got your point across, let it go!” With a stern look in my eyes
and tears flowing from hers I slowly began my retreat. She ran out the front door
and jumped into Jim's car. I ran out following her toward her car. She saw me
coming and
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reached coming and reached under her seat as if to grab a pistol, I remembered that she
carried one sometimes. I then raced up to her and kicked her in the head through the front
driver window. She cried out while driving off; losing control of the car; hitting the side of two
other cars and kept going.

I knew she was headed straight over to her husband’s store to tell him. I ran and jumped
into my Cadillac hit my secret compartment where I kept my guns and headed over to Jim’s
store. When I got to Jim's store I parked about a third of the way down the next block. Sitting
in my car for about two hours thinking about how to approach and kill him. Pam however, never
shows up to my surprise, I just knew she was headed there. Maybe she couldn’t figure out how to
tell him or conjure up a believable good reason for our fight. The flip side is, she just might get
her ass beat up again by her husband so she decided to leave it alone. To this day I believe
she kept it to herself. So I decided to do the same and drove off.

Connie grew tired of all my player type shenanigans, so she moved to Chicago.
When she left my dope connect left with her. Arthur was on his way to federal prison so
couldn’t turn to him. Marsha, my only ace in the hole, did as always, came through for me. “
can get you a bigger heroin connect through my cousin that lives in California, she
says.” “Tell me about your cousin,” I replied. After she told me some detail stuff about her
cousin’s operation in LA we gave him a call. I began making plans to go to LA and just
as I thought things were looking up, my damn car breaks down.

Three days passed, my car was ready andI was ready to get back to my plans for
LA. I decided not to drive after all and thought it better to fly. I set the trip up for the end of
the week. While I was killing time waiting for the day I would leave, I heard my friend from jail
Richard Lee was eagerly trying to contact me. I was just as eager to see my old friend but we
kept missing each other. Then Thursday night, just days before I was scheduled to leave, he
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drove up while I was entering Rips Lounge. Richard and I had always planned
to control the drug scene when we were locked up together in city jail. He was
driving a brand new Oldsmobile Tornado so I figured we were both at a good pace
in our lives to team up. I decided to invite him to join me on my LA
connection venture.
Everything was set, I called ahead to Marsha’s cousin Tony to confirm our
arrival. We got all I ducks lined up and took off for LA. When we got to LA we went
straight to our hotel room and dropped off our bags. Then we caught a cab over to
Marsha’s cousin's apartment. Once we arrived at the door of Tony’s place we were
greeted by his girlfriend Rosalind. "Make yourself comfortable.” She said. "Tony
stepped out for a minute but he’ll be back shortly." Rosalind was a very nice host,
she even disguised her interrogation of us with what she called conversation. That
was all good, in this business you expect that kind of thing.
After about thirty minutes Tony finally showed up. After our introductions we got
right to business. Tony was not really the connect but just somebody that could hook us
up with the real deal. Richard really didn’t like that aspect of it, although he let it ride
but not without his brand of interrogation. Tony made some phone calls and after a
brief conversation with someone he said the deal was set. An hour hadn't gone by
before there was a knock at the door. It was the connect, his name was Ron. He
didn’t look street and rough like us, he seemed to me a little soft, not the type of heroin
dealer I was use to. Ron began to layout the deal. The heroin would cost twelve
hundred an ounce, and sixteen thousand a pound. Every ounce will contain twentyfive grams an ounce not the twenty-eight you would expect, it’s called a Mexican
Ounce.
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The heroin itself can be stepped on nine (9) times. Damn, I thought to myself I
never got it like that before. Ron had a catch though, we had to give him the money
and wait for him to return. Richard and I were like hell-to-the-law, money for dope
across the table, bottom line. The deal seemed to be at a stalemate, until Tony
interjected an ideal. Richard and I could stay at their house until Ron comes back
with the dope. Tony continues to say that he trusted Ron, and he would put his
life on the line to back up his word. I don’t know all what Marsha told Tony
about me but he really had put his life on the line. Richard knew it because he
knew me, and with that Richard gave Ron the nineteen thousand dollars.
I really felt awful about the arrangement, this was Marsha’s cousin. I would
hate to go back to St. Louis and tell her I had to kill her cousin after trying to
help me. This wasn’t Pill and the game elevated to a whole different level.
Richard had no problem with it, he didn’t owe Marsha anything. Rosalind tried
to break the tension by throwing a house party later on that week. We really just
wanted to get our dope and get the hell out of LA.
We had been living with Rosalind and Tony for about three days now. Richard
and I thought the announcement of a house party was a ploy to get us out the
house hoping we would want to leave and change clothes. We didn’t care if we
smelt like goats, we were not leaving their place for anything. In the heroin business, game is always just around the corner, so you must stay on your game at
all times. We understood that and that’s why we never shared with them about
Renee who would smuggle the drugs back.
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Chapter 9
That night the party went down as Rosalind said. Lots of Los Angeles'
elite showed up. We even got opportunity to meet R & B Singer Billy Paul. All
of it was cool and fine, but our mines stayed on our real mission. This also was
the night Ron was to return with our package. Ron called that night and said it
would be best for him to come in the morning. We agreed. The next morning
Ron showed up with the heroin and we were elated at his sight. I was overly
joyful that I didn’t have to kill Marsha’s cousin. Unknowing to anyone Richard’s
girlfriend Renee was still sitting tight. She had been waiting at our hotel for
days without any contact from us. We couldn’t call her to convey the situation
because we didn’t want the others to know nor did we trust the hotel’s telephone.
Renee was a down ass chick she knew the game for her and Richard made
moves like this before, so she just waited.
In route to swoop Renee up from her lonely hotel room, we stopped and
made flight reservations. Our flights were thirty minutes apart. She would fly
American Airlines, and we would fly T.W.A. While in flight Richard and I made a
toast to our new beginning as we soared toward St. Louis. Richard and I got to
St. Louis and went straight to work implementing our new enterprise. The
heroin was remarkable and sold very quickly. The return on our investment
surpassed our expectations. I was finally headed to a wealthy place.
Word gets around fast when money is flowing and our name was worthy of
mentioning in close knitted conversations. We were getting money and getting it
fast. Everyone in town was talking about our success. Connie returned from
Chicago and added to our line of drug connects. When she saw I was
rolling without her, turning 21, she wanted to celebrate my birthday in a big way.
There was a new club opening called, “The Talk of the Town.” How fitting I thought,
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with me being just that (The Talk of the Town) having my birthday party there.
Besides it was owned by a friend John Pinkens and Connie spared no expenses.
The party was set to start at 9:00 o’clock but it was almost 11:00 o’clock
and I still wasn’t there. I had to pick Connie up who of course wasn’t ready.
She also purchased some cocaine for the party out of Chicago for she loved
to blow. She was taking so long I decided to leave for the party. She said that
she would catch up later while handing me the two ounces of coke. I was
doubled park outside, thinking I would only be a few minutes. I hurried out the
front door and step out right into the sight of a policemen standing beside
my car. I had just locked the door behind me to the building, to misfortune,
the cop had spotted me right away. If I would've turned around to ring the door
bell for Connie to let me in; he would surely search me. So I decided to walk
straight for my car and just be cool.
I then recognized the two detectives right away and I knew it wasn't a
coincident for them to be riding through Connie's street. They wanted to
harass me and that they did. They knew about by birthday party and by the
way I was dressed they didn’t bother to search me for drugs. They did pat
me down for weapons and then searched my car.
I previously picked up a friend of mine, Bruce Mason on my way to the
party. He was seated in the back seat, thinking I would return with Connie.
Bruce was also known by the two cops who knew he had a warrant out for his
arrest. They handcuffed him and lead him to their police cars. I shouted out to
him don’t worry I will make your bond tonight. With that I headed to the party.
It was gala event full of St. Louis's finest women, players, pimps and dealers in
this town. We partied hard - drinking champaign and snorting coke all through
the club. When the club closed we moved the elite party over to John’s house.
Only the VIP's, were allowed to enter John’s house. Even Pam and her husband
Jim came with his
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brother Lucious. The next morning I woke up 21 between two of my favorite women
(Connie and Marsha) feeling like a king. Later I learned from Marsha that Connie
had taken on a boyfriend. This aggravated me and disrupted my sleep. The next
morning I went out looking for her. Finding Connie was all I desired at the
moment. I kept riding around her apartment complex until 6:00 am. Connie still
was nowhere to be found. I must have rode by her apartment every hour on the
hour that day.
Finally, she arrived at her place. As she exited her car I got out of mine. I
met her at the door and escorted her inside. “Where have you been all night!” I
shouted. She dropped her head and sat down on the couch. I suddenly notice she
was carrying a overnight suitcase. “What is this?” I asked. “Just tell me what’s going
on with you Connie?” “It’s Crow,” she said, “he’s trying to kill me!” She tried to
omit the part where she had being sleeping with him and played him out of a substantial amount of money. Crow call himself playing for my drug connect and got
played by Connie, subsequently, it cost her - her life. Arthur Tillman aka Crow
(according to Channel 2 News). He and I grew up a few doors from each other in
Carr Square Village for sixteen years. She looked terribly upset and afraid.
“Dennis are you going to help me” she asked. “Look Connie, I have to go out of
town tonight with my partner Richard Lee, but I will be back in three days. So sit
tight until then and I will talk to Crow or deal with him if he doesn’t listen okay.”
“Yes baby, and thanks so much,” she said with a sigh of relief.
Prior to leaving Richard and I went out that night to this new night club called the
Lindel Club. Richard introduced me to a young lady named Sue Davis. She once
was the girlfriend of my old rival Sylvester Atkins. She was a slim pretty woman,
just like I like them, and yeah, I had to have her but I acted uninterested. We talked
for a while and I could tell she was digging me and I knew I would ask her out to a
movie and dinner one day. Through the conversation I discovered that Sue and
Richard grew up together. I decided not to wait until that day, but moved in the
moment and invited her to LA which was uncharacteristic of me.
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Sue and I returned from Los Angeles around ten o’clock. As I entered my apartment
I turned on the television, the news was on. There to my surprise, was a photo of Connie
and the news reporter saying "Connie Jackson has been shot and killed in Carr Square
Village. Also shot was Gertrude Cherry. Immediately I became furious this nigger killed
Connie and shot the mother of my children. I was dead set on finding and killing Crow.
Richard had rushed over after hearing the news of Connie and Gert. As Sue let him
in, there I was standing there with a twelve gauge shotgun and 44 magnum
revolver. “Dennis don’t do it man,” Richard pleaded!“You can’t kill for every
woman you use to be with” he continued.“ If you are not going with me, then just
get out of my way I commanded. That night I never found Crow anywhere.
Connie was buried a week later; I sat outside parked across the street never
entering the fun-eral home with tear in eye. I wanted to remember Connie as her
jovial self.
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Chapter 10
Connie’s unfortunate death inevitably became Sue’s prelude to the prosperous
life. She was eager to make a lasting impression on me. It wouldn’t be easy to
replace Connie, but the young undeniable Sue had other thoughts concerning the
matter. Beyond the scope of her beauty manifested a shrewd businesswoman.
Life being what it was I decided to take Sue to California and I proudly
showed her off to my connect. Bill and Jasper were older than Richard and I plus
they were just as success driven as we were. California was good to Bill he
sported a new Mercedes 1974 triple white 420 SSL Sedan with a white
contemporary four bedroom deck-out home to match. Jasper with his aging
features and mingled gray hair and beard was much older. He had recently been
released from prison a year before we met. Jasper was a semi big fellow in
statue but had a gentle and quiet demeanor. It was obvious, Bill was
carrying Jasper, for nothing happened or moved without Bill's approval. Bill was
the Man! I met them through Marsha when they came to St. Louis to transact a
heroin deal with Marsha's brother best friend Reggie.
Unbeknownst to me, while they (Bill and Jasper) were taking a tour of St.
Louis nightlife Marsha swooped down on them. She assured them that it would
bea total waist of a good trip if they didn't meet her man (yours truly).
Marsha conveyed to Bill that the majority of money Reggie was spending with
them was mine. Reggie and I did a couple of recent deals but he couldn't be
trusted and Marsha knew it. Once Reggie discovered that I had met his connect he
disconnected himself and ended his association with Bill and Jasper. I picked up
were Reggie left off at and assured Bill that Reggie's twenty thousand a week
wouldn't be missed by doing business with me. Reggie was a shifty-eyed
leprechaun, forever trying to convince someone that he had a crock of gold
hide somewhere. His discontent for Bill and I led him to venture off to Oakland,
California to see an old friend of mine,
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unbeknown to him. His nickname was Short Life, who in turned tricked
Reggie out of his last twenty thousand dollars. Short Life was Arthur Quarrel's
uncle and one of Connie's best friends. Connie and him would hook up and
lock up in a room and snort cocaine for days when their path’s crossed. After
losing his money to Short Life in a drug transaction scam, this set the stage for
Reggie's unwarranted robbery of me, thereby, vicariously robbing himself of his
own life.
By convincing Bill to partner with me and to send Reggie into exile
somewhat, Marsha was riding high once again. The void left by Connie’s death
was fulfilled in her, by way of Bill, my new California drug pipeline. Sue still was
jockeying for that number one place in my life for Marsha was her only true
opposition for Christine had already defaulted. The drug pace was too fast for
Christine for she was still stuck in a shoplifting time capsule. Everyone wanted
more than just enough to live on and we knew or at least we believed that the
drug scene was the stage to perform to acquire financial success.
After arriving back in town behind making a major drug deal, Sue met
me over her sister Annie's house. I was excited to be back into the flow of
things. My customers had been waiting for a week and that was unusual for
Richard and I. It was very important and vital to the business to always
maintain supply. For one, it didn't allow our customers to venture off
searching for new sources and two, by maintaining a steady inventory of
product it made it hard for the FBI and others to pin point our move
(purchase). It was paramount to our survival to travel and operate efficiently
and in a businesslike manner.
For the last couple of months we were using Annie's apartment to cut
and package the heroin. As always, I took the blender out and placed the
pounds of heroine on the table next to the seal-a-meal plastic packaging
machine. After opening the first package and before I could start to pour any of it
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into the blender, Sue said the long awaited words " Slide over and let me do it." I was
taken by her sudden statement but game enough to allow her to step in position to
take some of this pressure off of me. So I slide back from the table with a slight
questionable but delightful smile on my face. I said, "Show me what you know."
Without hesitation she commenced to scooping the brown rocked heroin off the
album covers with the playing card that I had left laying there. One scoop after
another she went with that left hand as I admired her with appreciation and
validation all at the same time. After packaging the product in their perspective sizes for delivery she stood up from the table and reach for her purse, “Where
is the list of people you have to see?” She asked. I proudly handed her the list of
names as I watched the newly discovered Lady Drug Czar emerged.
It didn't stop there - Sue entered the house a couple of hours later. "How did
things go I asked?" She dumped out of her purse eighteen thousand dollars
onto the kitchen table. "Did the guys give you any problems, I continued to ask?"
"No Baby men love giving their money to a pretty Lady. Don't all men?” She
facetiously asked. She turned and strutted into bedroom beckoning me to follow
her. I figured why not enjoy the moment for I had being gone for a week and
really I needed some sexually healing. The next day she set the books up in
order to keep a written record of all drug transactions. She used a color
scheme for the amounts of drugs, reversed initials for the individual and money
was described as car mileage.
This made things much simpler because I kept everything in my head for
math was always my strong point in school. Although it was safer that way, it
forced me to handle the majority of the business which equated to me taken the
majority of the risk. Sue being by my side and implementing the books was a
key step in expanding the business and freeing me up to recruit.
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By 1973 and 1974 the business started to boom, we had made over a half
million dollars and we stacked two hundred thousand to the side. We were talking,
having a light and playful conversation and out of the blue she hollered, "I have never
paid a man money before in my life!" Without thinking, I bellowed right back, “Well
what do you call the two hundred thousand you just paid me!" Sue smile and gazed
back at me but I knew she didn't like that statement. This was a reality check for her for in
her mind she saw herself as little Ms. Nicety. but found herself operating like Connie
and Marsha. At that point I believe she had an epiphany that she had invested
too much and in too deep.
The thought I had just planted gave her a new perspective of where she
stood with me and her self-worth to her. She started speaking her mind more freely
even when it was in direct contrast to mine. Her spending habits increased and
found a liberty in her ability to produce, not only for herself but for others as well.
She had qualities that were rare for a twenty year old young lady and of three kids.
Everything was going smoothly - my life in the game looked very promising from
my vantage point. My dreams of obtaining the wealth that I desired were drawing near
and my quest of successfully beating the odds surfaced.
As I embarked on the pentacle of my climb to the top I started thinking about
dying or spending the rest of my life in prison. Even though it was my plan from the
outset to beat the game and the system but my most inner thought was, "Who Has
Actually Done That!?' I began to question my whole concept, but I pushed full steam
ahead. I didn't want to become just another average black drug dealer who tried and
failed. I hadn't reached the millionaire status but a half of a million was just fine. I
began to reevaluate my plan and my future as a heroin Drug Kingpin. With five
hundred thousand cash I was preparing to sign off on The Street Life (The Drug
Game). I didn't have the dollar amount I wanted but I had all that I could stand from
the heroin business. I knew Sue would be all for it and Marsha could care less.
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Chapter 11

Sue was pregnant with my son Deron, which also played a part in my
thinking. I was at the end of a two year probation sentence in which I knew I
could walk it down without any complications. I pictured myself being legally
case free of any judicial holds on me and that was a good feeling. The mere
thought of winning in this game was a sweet song in my mind. I took
my idea to Richard, for he was my partner and had a right to know. My mind
was made up I wanted to enjoy the fruits of my labor. He took it okay but then
he asked, "Dennis before you do quit will you score (purchase drugs) for me one
more time." It sounded like it was a fair request and an opportunity to break
clean of our illegal partnership on a positive note. Even then I thought money and
violence was the answer to all things. Since I was on my way out and about to
take a chance risking my freedom it made damn good sense to me to include
myself in my last move.
Richard gave me fifty thousand andI added another fifty thousand
dollars to spend with Bill and Jasper in California. On the flight we soared
at 30,000 feet altitude all I could think about was this is it, it’s finally over. Bill
and Jasper awaited my arrival while parked in front of T. W. A. exit terminal.
They met me with a big smile and a firm hand shake as they would always do.
“Man it’s good to see you again," Bill expressed. “I don't know if you will
continue to feel this way after I lay this news on you," I hesitantly stated. "Don't
keep us in suspense Dennis! What's up Man?" “Well " I said, This will be
my last move. I’m getting out the dope business. The car became
silent. You could literally feel the chill from my statement. Only the
humming of the air condition gave sound as Bill turned onto Central
Blvd. “Somebody say something, " I shouted!" Bill replied, “What can we say,
we wish you the best, we never consider the fact
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that our business relationship would end so abruptly." “Well how does one hundred
thousand sound to you today, I hopefully asked?" “Now that's something to smile
about, Jasper enthusiastically reminder us!"
We pulled up in front of Bill's house and his woman Jackie was waiting in the
doorway. Jackie changed the pace of things with her warm and playful greeting being
oblivious to the moment. Bill suggested for us to go down to the basement while
Jackie prepare us something to eat. After sitting down Bill dump a half an ounce of
cocaine on the coffee able and asked, “Dennis do you still have that diamond
studded coke-spoon? “I sure do,” I quickly assured him. The three of us began
consuming the cocaine with very little conversation in between the blow while wetting
our throats with sips of Hennessey.
" Man I appreciate the hospitality but I would like to get down to my purpose for
being here. I want you to know that I have encouraged Richard to continue to do
business with you, proudly stated." “No way! Bill angrily yelled. "I don't like him for
he has insulted Jasper and I one too many times!” “That’s your problem and it will not
become mine!" "Let's calm down for a minute for we probably have had on too many
hits of this cocaine, I said." “No Dennis, it is not the cocaine, it's your arrogant
partner and this is not debatable! Without you Dennis there is no us!" “So we do
the deal that is before us and if you decide later to change your mind or fall on
bad luck - look us up." Bill said. “Now there is something you might be able to help us
with," Bill whispered as if there was a crowd of people in the room.
I leaned forward in my chair for he had captured my full attention. "There is a
guy in St. Louis that has gone sour and has set one of my connects up with the FBI
and his name is Teddy,” Bill stated. He met my connect in Alabama at a Western Inn
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and the place was swarming with federal agents." "What happen?" I asked. My
connect manage to get away - he jumped in that pretty Triple Black
Bentley, got ghost and headed back to L. A. like a thief in the night." Bill
explained. “How can I be of any help?" I asked. “We thought since nothing
escapes you in St. Louis, you might be able to solve our problem,” Bill paused in
stating. “Now that you mention it - I'm presently doing business with a guy named
Teddy" I pondered while saying. It shouldn't take long - by the time you get back
to St. Louis I will call you with his address," Bill said.
While Bill was making a couple of telephone calls to solidify our deal, Jasper had
passed out from the booze. I was painfully hoping that the cagey conniving Teddy
in Alabama wasn't the same cautious convincing Teddy of St. Louis.
Everything went well. The next day I left LA and arrived back home about eight
o'clock pm. I wasn't in my apartment a good twenty minutes and the telephone
rang. "Dennis, its Bill calling from California," Sue bellowed from the bedroom.
“What’s up Bill?" I asked. “I got the information that you wanted," he said. “Run it
pass me," I said with great anticipation. “Our problem lives behind Deaconess
Hospital," Bill claimed. I was awestruck at the whereabouts. The phone locked
in my hand, my body stiffened, and my mind raced forward to the demise of
Teddy. “Dennis are you still there?" Bill asked." Yes, I'm here." “Does the
information help you any?" He asked. “That’s him Man! That's where he stays! Tell
your people they won't have to worry about him because I'm on it." I assured Bill.
Sue was angry about it all. She had always suggested that we discontinue
doing business with Teddy due to his constant complaining. Every time she
transacted business with him he had something negative to say. This time I decided to
go with her. She still was reluctant, although her faithfulness to me overrode her
disdain for Teddy. This time Teddy allowed some White Boys in his house while
Sue and I were there. Behind that she waved her hand exiting out the door mad as
hell. When we got in the the car I put the money in a brown paper bag and told Sue
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if the police stop us for her to burn the bag of money up. I thought about what had
transpired for a couple of weeks. When nothing happen out of the ordinary I went back
to business as usual until Bill's telephone call that night. The call was every
drug-dealers nightmare! The reality of all his labor being in vain. The deniable but
foreseen possi-bility of what could befall him. The mask fear within every man or woman
that partakes of the forbidden fruit of the game. I began to ponder, “It is one thing to
retire on your own as oppose to being forced out of business." I had always
considered myself much sharper and wiser than my predecessors.
It was imperative for me to remain cool, I knew I couldn't panic. I told Marsha
and Sue of my plans to eliminate this situation permanently. Richard had no
knowledge of my flaw of allowing an informant inside our operation. Eventually I would
tell him once I clean up my mess. I was more embarrassed than anything for I
had allowed blind loyalty to cloud my judgment. A couple of years prior to this ordeal
Teddy did me a big favor in selling me a few ounces of for out of town wholesale
prices when I really needed it and this is why I went against Sue concerning
leaving him alone. There have always been grave consequences for tampering with a
foul individual like Teddy. There can’t be any slip ups or whoever ass would
become a puff of gas seeping out of the "Gas Chamber" at that time.
I was in a world of my own. Nobody else had a clue as to what was going on in
my life except the two women I slept with. This was a lonely space of time for me.
There's such things as fate, chance or karma,whatever one deems it to be but it
happen to me. Only days away from seizing Teddy I bumped into him while riding
my motorcycle on Delmar Blvd. Even though I was preparing to deal with him I still
didn't want to believe that my stint in the drug arena was about to come to a
squelching halt. I in turn did the unforgivable - I stop him at the red light and pulled
along side telling him to pull over. Basically, I woke him up to the fact that I was
tripping on him. "Hey Teddy," I yelled! “Pull over." Immediately he glanced my way with a
frighten look on his face.
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He had never seen me on a motorcycle. Or was it the mere fact he saw the
man that he had betrayed; who in his mind; held his destiny, one way or another. I
eased over to the curb and got off my bike and walked over to his car never
taking my eyes off of him. Teddy got out the car with his five year son with him.
He began clutching his son’s hand tightly. “What’s up Dennis? I haven't seen you
in few weeks." “As if you were looking for me," I disgustedly uttered." Where is
all of this coming from?" He asked. "Forget the small talk! Who was that white
boy you let in your house on me?" I asked. "He was a friend of mine. That's all
Dennis!" Teddy claimed. "What is that joker's name!" “Dennis he’s the cat that has
been selling all the drugs for us. Him and I have made hundreds of thousands
of dollars together."
I became furious with him evading my questions. "Nigga what is that honkies
name because him or you are in big trouble, so now for the last time what is his
damn name!" Okay man - his name is Dana McAllester." He nervously blurted
out. “Fantastic, now eliminate him and cut off his left index finger so that when I
hear the news I’ll know it’s him they are reporting about, I ordered. Teddy
wasn’t expecting to hear that from me. He knew of my reputation but had
never experience the real deal. “Dennis that is not necessary," he cried. “I don't know
why nigga!”
That was the end of discussion. It solved nothing for matters got worse. I had tipped
my hand and the only thing I received from it was a bogus name and a headache.
Sue's girlfriend Jeanie worked in the record department at St. Louis Police
Department. I gave her Dana McAllister's name to run a record check on him. She told
me to see her after work that night. Outside of this distracting escapade I still had a
drug business to keep running because getting out the game seem more distant than
ever. I now found myself out of product (drugs) and not out of the street life and
beating the odds look bleaker and more bleaker... Will I stay or will I quit
became a No - Brainier.
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That same night Sue and I made reservations to fly to LA But somehow missed
each other at the lower terminal. With sixty thousand dollars between us and part of it
wrapped around my waist there I stood. Sue came running through the scarcely
crowed corridor with two small suit cases. "Am I too late Baby?" She slowly asked
while catching her breath. "Yeah, we will just have to leave tomorrow sometime.
“Why were you late?" "Jeanie called from work and time slipped by but you
really need to get with her - it's important." We drove straight to Jeanie's house
wondering what come be added to an already miserable day. Jeanie gave me the
information without any hesitation. “Dennis, she said, I ran an in depth computer
record check on this fellow Dana McAllester. I ran it every which way one could
and nothing. If this guy suppose to have made his mark in the game and made all of
the money you mention, something should have sprung up in the computer on him
- at least one arrest." “Thanks Jeanie, now I know what time it is and I owe you
one.
It's getting late so Sue and I are going home because we have to get up early. I
don't want her too tired she has to making up to do in bed tonight for being late to
the airport. I don't want her to miss another plane." “Put it on him right girlfriend,
then Dennis just might buy you your own airplane." Jeanie encourage her. “Yeah,
right Jeanie but Sue knows better."
It was a frustrating day of events for me. Sue fail asleep as her body touch
the bed and it never touched mine. So much for relieving my frustration for sex was
out. My mind would not allow me to unwind as I continued to process all the
things that had transpired. I did finally manage to fall asleep then the phone rang
and my greatest fear surfaced. It was Teddy calling me at 5:30 am. “Dennis I really
need to see you," the panic voice demanded!" “Who is this?" I asked. “This is me,
Teddy; I really need you to meet me now!" “Man I'm half sleep, plus I don't know
what you could want at this time of morning." “I don't want anything Dennis, only to
talk." With that statement I knew my grace with the FBI had just ran out... I quick-ly
shook Sue and told her to be quiet with my hand placed over the
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telephone receiver. "This is Teddy snitching ass on the phone." Then Sue frantically
rose up in the bed. “I’m still here Teddy and I will meet you at the restaurant." He said
okay and hung up. We always met at the Steak N Shake restaurant not far from my
house.
It was foggy that morning, at that was one thing that was working in my favor. If the
FBI could have their way - this would be my last morning waking up a free man.
I sent Sue to meet him, well at least to go watch his movements at the
restaurant and report back. In the meantime I went over to Richard's apartment and
waited for Sue to return. Teddy only had a telephone number; he had never
been to any of my apartments or houses. Even though Richard stayed across the
street and I knew it was safe. Sue called me at Richard's place to inform me
that she had arrived at the spot but no Teddy insight yet. I told her circle the area
one more time before returning because of the distance was longer for Teddy.
Twenty minutes later there was a pounding at door. Renee, who was Richard's
live in girlfriend and Sue's childhood friend, answered the door for us. Richard
was still getting dressed as I was sitting at the kitchen table. Sue comes in the
apartment quickly and began giving us her report on Teddy and the restaurant.
She begins to describe how the FBI Men were hiding behind cars; then there
were three standing beside Teddy looking out the restaurant window. Baby he
was doing about seventy miles an hour trying to
the time they got Fat Daddy!"

beat us there. This reminds of

She said. Sue then passed out into Richard's

arms. Richard lays her on the couch and begins pacing the floor while continued
to eat my breakfast. "What is wrong with you Dennis?" He ask with frustration.
"Don’t you realize the Feds have us now!" "If that be the case Richard what is the
rush, let me figure out our next move. Richard had a bewildered look on his face
as he turned quickly toward his bedroom leaving one house shoe behind in his
rush to abandon the apartment. The four of us gather

some

clothing

and

personal things and went to a hotel and I never went back to any of my houses or
apartments again.
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Richard and I left the women
and he told me to stay put until
talked for awhile but I could tell
mind. Whatever Richard told her
four hours later he wasn't alone;
before.

and went over to one of his sister's house
he got back. Shena kept me company, we
she never talked about what was really on her
it wasn’t resolved within her. When he returned
he had two guys with him that I had never met

"Dennis, this is Jimmy and his partner Pat.” He said. “They are going to make
our problem go away." "How are they going to do that?" I sarcastically asked. "These
are professional men who specializes in making things disappear." He excitedly
assured me. Now let us get down to business Richard went onto say. Jimmy was
very dark in complexion, he spoke in a monotone voice but direct while standing
on a six-two well built frame.
Pat was the exact opposite. His voice was deep and sported a countenance
mounted on a 5’ 10” slender frame. They wanted five-thousand dollars for their
service guaranteeing my problems would be over. They suggested I should leave
town in which that could've went without saying. After smooth Jimmy finished running
down his request and instructions, it was time for me to make a few
guarantees myself.
“Look here fellows, I really appreciate your assistance, nevertheless, I need to
make something perfectly clear." I adamantly stated. My words caught there
undivided attention. Jimmy scooted to the edge of his seat and leaned toward
me. At that point I picked up my shoulder bag,similar to a mailman's sack and
poured the same sixty thousand out that I had the night before when I was
about to leave town. I picked up a five thousand stack of hundred dollar bills
and handed it to Jimmy. Then I reach in my personal carrying bag and retrieved
two 38 caliber pistols and my personal 44 magnum and laid them on top of
the money that was on the table.
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Now the stage was set - Richard was standing beside me placing them right
across from us. Now I was ready to run my spill." Gentleman you need to be
assured of one thing - if you take my money and don’t produce what we have
agreed upon today; I will take the rest of my money to find both of you. Outside
of that we have a deal." I stated without any reservations. "Other than that I have
no other concerns." They both nodded their heads to confirm they understood.
I told them I would be leaving town for a month and that was their time limit
to deal with the issue at hand. So within two days Marsha and I were off to
California leaving Sue in St. Louis. At this juncture of the game I needed my
thoroughbred in this underground race to maintain my freedom.
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Chapter 12

After Jimmy and Pat were paid in full, I also handed them the keys to a refurbish
police car along with walkie talkies and badges. The stage was set and chess game
of freedom was being played with its opening move. Marsha and I left for California
by way of Chicago on the ground to take flight at Chicago O’Hara. I had to shut my
operation down in St Louis but I had a few loyal customers that I felt obligated to see
that they stay in pocket. So I turned them onto Little Daddy until my return.
I had one customer ( My Secret Weapon ) in Centerville Illinois that no one knew
about that I maintained. Marsha would visit him every two weeks. As we boarded the
airplane I began to feel a little bit better about the whole ordeal believing that I
wouldn’t become another FBI statistic. We arrived at LA airport got our luggage and
caught a cab downtown in which was my ﬁrst bad choice. I didn’t really want to check
in a large hotel trying to keep a low proﬁle so I chose a medium rate hotel on
Peachtree Blvd. Unbeknown to me the task force had this particular hotel under a
stake out for prostitution. I didn’t realize it at the time of checking in. Marsha wanted
something to drink I knew she like Pepsi sodas. While on my way down the hallway I
notice a White Man casually dressed walking behind me keeping pace with me.
Instead of getting the soda and returning to the room I proceeded outside to see if
the gentleman was truly following me and he was. When I got outside onto the
parking lot the police jumped down on me asking me “What are you doing here,” I
replied “Renting a room like everyone else here.” After asking for my ID (which was
fake) they let me go so I hurried to the room. I was on the run for one the day in
LA and had an encounter with the police about prostitution. I’m a long way from
being a pimp.
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Marsha is a top flight booster not a whore and was very proud of it. So we
checked out of the hotel the following morning headed to the Omni Hotel where I can
gather myself and figure out my next move. I called Bill and Jasper ( my connect ) to let
them know that I was in town and where we were staying. Bill and I discussed our mutual
problem and in no uncertain terms I reassured him that it would be taken care of. We had
a great trust factor between us so we commence to discuss our future arrangement for
my Centerville client.
A few days passed and Bill took me to a couple of used car dealerships and I
purchased a 1970 Corvette for cash. In California the license plates came already on
the car. That part I loved as oppose to how Missouri does it. Next it was time to
make my exit from the Omni, Marsha rented us a two bedroom furnished apartment
on Western Ave. Now I was set, a resident of LA laying back buying time until I hear
from Jimmy. I waited thirty (30) days and nothing. Then I was able to catch up with
Jimmy and he had no encouraging news because all I wanted to hear was “Problem
Solved!’ I spoke to Richard about staying on top of those guys because he was the
one brought them to me.
My mind began to wonder without any positive results. Where these guys delighting
in my demise? Is St. Louis hoping I would stay on the run never to return while they
continue to feast off of the money through the clientele I had built. I’m now tripping
off of my probation situation. Trying to solve one problem without creating another one
with a probation violation. If that be the case I lose anyway. In the interim of all of
that, Marsha had made a few quiet runs to Centerville. That kept the cash flow
coming at a twenty percent rate of what I walked away from in St. Louis. It truly cost to
be on the run and still trying to keep a semi-lifestyle you are accustom to. Although,
even with that, boredom was rapidly kicking in. I pictured in my mind the whole town
was laughing at me but I was determine to win at the end.
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Sue was on my mind as well, I had to leave her behind while pregnant with my son Deron. Gert
did me a big favor by allowing her to stay with her at her mother’s house. Gert was always a team
player no matter what woman I was with.. I always looked out for her. After the ﬁrst month I got in
contact with Sue for the ﬁrst time for we longed to see each other. So I conveyed it to Marsha
knowing they didn’t really like each other, but at this juncture, their very existence existed with me
remaining free.
So I sent for Sue, directing her to have someone drive her to Kansas City and then catch the
LA flight from there. She said okay, but never thought I would check the flight times. Marsha was
on the road to Centerville, ILL. while Sue was hitting LA. I had her to catch a cab from the airport
to a surrounding hotel. When I arrived at her room both of us l it up happy to see each other.
“What flight did you catch?” I asked. "I caught the 1:15 pm flight from Kansas City." She said.
“That flight came in from St. Louis!” I stated. I grabbed her and began shaking her vigorously
saying, "Why did you break team and alter the plan! See this is the shit I’m talking about. This is
the very reason I left your ass in St. Louis!” "I’m sorry,” she said. "Sorry didn’t do this shit you did,
now we have to leave." Down the staircase we went.
We went to eat and then drove around for a while making sure the coast was clear. We
checked into a hotel in Long Beach in hopes of truly relaxing because I was stressing after all of
that. Sue and I made love enjoying the few days we had left. Regretfully, she had to leave, I gave
her a thousand dollars. I told her that should hold her down until I get in town. Nevertheless, she
wanted a deﬁnite day but behind the flight lie I dare not give her one.
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Marsha made it back to LA and everything went well in Centerville, she asked
me how did it go with Sue? "It went well." I replied. That's as far as the
conversation went. "Baby, we will be going back to St. Louis job completed or
not and if not, it will be when I get there." I conveyed.
With that being said I called Jimmy to check on the progress they had made.
Which was none. Jimmy tried to spin me with weak excuses and a few lies. I let
him know, “I’m on my way home therefore, you need to ﬁnish what you signed up
to do. If I ﬁnished your work I’m going to demand the return of my money and I
know you don’t have it and that’s going to be a problem!” I assured him. Now I’m
frustrated for real. Marsha started packing. “When are leaving?” she asked. "In
a couple of days I need time to check on some things okay.” I stated.
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Chapter 13
We made it back to St. Louis and I contacted some key people downtown who
worked for the FBI and they told me it all was a hoax. Now you know that was hard to
believed but I wanted to and needed to believe it. The following day I went downtown
on 15th and Market Street to the Federal Building and boldly walked in asking
does any want to see me. The receptionist went into another office remaining there
for about ten minutes then came back out and said I could leave. I held my
composure, although I wanted to dance and shout for my problem no longer
existed.
I was back in the saddle so to speak about to do a roundup of my customers
in which I somewhat knew there would be a light resistance. I was prepared to
clown and they knew it. Little Daddy had never made that kind of money and
definitely not within that short span of time (two months). I was back in action,
hoax or not but I swore never to go through that experience again. My next move
was reporting to my probation officer with the best concocted lie I could
conjure up and I did. He allowed me to remain on probation even though I
hadn’t reported for two straight months.
It was business as usual which Richard Lee and I had the city on semi-lock. Also,
there were Ike Young, Calvin and Noble from the Pruitt Igoe Projects as well as, the
Kinloch Crew. All were doing well at the time. Money was flowing heavily in 1975
the drug scene was booming, boosters where having their way and gambling
was amazing. It seemed like money was everywhere. The Cab Stand on Spring
and Enright was the main spot where all the players ,Hustlers, Gamblers and Killers
frequented on any given day. You could walk in and find $100,000 around the table
and nobody was worried about security nor guns. Sometimes in the summer-time
we got so comfortable that you can tell the guys didn't even have a gun for we were
all dangerous in our own right. Reggie, the Little Leprechaun who robbed me on this
particular day, claiming I owed him.
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This relationship set the stage and tone for several unfortunate events to
take place between Reggie, Baby Harold (his cousin) and I. Six months prior
to the upcoming events Reggie and I did a jewelry transaction. I gave him
some diamonds to sell that wasn't even mine. I just was helping some young
friends out. He held the jewelry for a week claiming he couldn't get the price I
wanted. So he brought them back and then a couple hours later he said he
found a sell for them. So naturally I'm thinking I can trust him to bring the money
right back but he didn't. So I didn't see Reggie for months, he disappeared on
me leaving me to pay these guys their money.
I ended up giving Big Boy and Bumpy drugs and cash until I paid off the
debt. A new club down in Laclede Townhouses called "The Glasshouse.” I
heard he frequent down there in the summertime and that’s were I caught
Reggie at. I walked in and he was on the Dance Floor. I had P.J. with me
as we eased through the crowd, Reggie never looked up to see us. He was
just having a good time. He had purchased a brand new Corvette, Volvo,
and was having his way. Reggie had drugs all over the city, especially cocaine.
I was so upset with him and I told myself, if he doesn't respond right to-day I’m
going to gun him down right here in this club. He had to see it in my face because
he said the right thing. I asked him for my money I told him no excuses today
you have to pay me now. He told me he had money and
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some heroin. I didn't think he had it at first. He began telling me about the drugs he
had. Then what type of hit it could take. So he said, "I'm going to leave a
tablespoon of the heroin with Marsha for you to check out. He handed me
$500 in cash right there, so it was worth taking a look at. "I'll call Marsha
and tell her to be expecting you." I assured him. He hung out with her brother
(Baby Huey). They were best of friends. I counted on him doing what was right
and he did. He left the product and the money.
Later on I went home and Marsha told me that Reggie had been by. Once I
checked everything out I called him up and said okay let's do business. That
was our first trip to California . I spent $10,000 and everything went well and we
went back again the second time I spent $20,000. After the first trip I ran out of
product and so I borrowed 3 oz from Reggie and I told him I'll pay him back on the
next trip he said okay. He called me back again a few days later and I told him the
same thing that I would pay him out of the second trip. We get to California after
spending the $20,000 I was prepared to pay out of the package once we
returned home but he got impatient and took $1,000 worth of product.
We made it back to St Louis I went to his girlfriend's house Gloria who was
real cool with Marsha. I had him to meet me down there and when I came in I
had 1 oz with me. "Man the ounce you took from Marsha got her slapped in
California. Plus from the jewelry that we had transacted, you never finishing paying
the rest of it. So with that being said, I deducted it and the one ounce in California
so here's another ounce that's $2,000; that $1,400 that you owe me for the jewelry
makes us even. I'm going to let the balance of the $400 go and I never want to
mess with you again because I can't trust you. That really was a coward move on
your part." He went about his business. Later I heard that he went back out to
California and did business with Short-life who I met while being with Connie.
Short-life was an Uncle to Arthur Quails. He loved to snort cocaine and loved the
party life, but was a low-key guy in the business who lived
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out in California. Reggie went to see Short-life and he took him off for $25,000 then he
told him to come back out to see him again and bring another $5,000. Reggie said, "I
will bring what I can." Short-life kept Reggie's other $5,000, and now he's scuffing
around the city basically broke. So he calls me up about the $1,000 he claims I owe
him. We argued over the telephone one more time, "I do not owe you and don't call
me any-more about this shit! I thought we had settled this issue." Reggie hung up. I
thought it was all over with. I was shopping at Leading Men Clothing Store and
bumped into Reggie and Baby Huey while Ghant and I were leaving the store.
That desperate fool asked me for that same $1,000 again as he got directly in my
face. "Nigga I will kill you right here if you blow another breath of air my way!" I
promised him. The manager (Phil) got in between us and I went about my business. be
I knew Reggie was a punk and not a killer. I didn't owe him first of all, for he had put
me in a bad situation with someone else's diamonds. I understood he was broke but
that's not my problem. Although we transacted business a couple of times I had no
sympathy for him. He figured I was rich and probably would just give him the $1,000 for
the sake of peace, but I wasn't having none of that. I never have caved in to pressure
and I wasn't about to start with the Little Leprechaun. Not this day and no other day!
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Chapter 14

Now the Day of Reckoning has come I'm at the cab stand on Spring and
Enright gambling inside. I had won $3,000 and put it in my sock and $200 in my
front pocket. So I'm walking out going back to my El Dorado and Reggie is on
the far end of the parking lot. PJ was with me but he was just standing on
the porch as Reggie beckon me over to the car. I didn't think nothing
was wrong, like I said I believe he was a coward anyway.
I wasn't expecting anything, so I walked over to the car, my brother-in-law
Baby Huey was in the car on the passenger side. Reggie asked me about the
$1,000 one more time. I'm frustrated at this point Big Time. "I'm not going to
give you one dime!" When I said that his whole expression changed and
next thing I knew the driver's door was swinging open. I still didn't
wrap my mind around the fact that he would try something. He got out of
the car with a 380 automatic in his hand pressed against his leg bringing it up
put ting it in my face. "Give me my money!" He demanded. "Man I don't owe
you anything you are wrong." I said.
I said, "Give me my money!” he screamed! "Well okay, if I owe you let me
give it to you." I was reaching to my sock where I had placed the $3,000 to give
him the $1,000 he claimed I owed him. I didn't want this fool to shoot me. He
told me to get my hands up. I put my hands up, he stuck his hand in my
pocket where the $200 was and took it. Then looked at me and said take
your Jewelry off. I took my gold ring and watch off. l guess he had his
mind made up realizing if he let me go it would be a big mistake on his part.
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He then told me to get in the car at that point the atmosphere shifted this has
gone too far. When I didn't move he walked up on me even closer. Then I
grabbed him and began to wrestle and struggle for the gun. While I'm struggling to
grab the gun his hand hit me in the back, so I didn't want to get shot in the back so
I push him back off of me. PJ just remained standing on the Porch and did no-thing
in the struggle. He could have come and got the gun out of his hand but he never
made a move. So that's another story for another time.
Anyway, I let him go and we stared each other down. He then ordered me to get in
the car again. “I’m not going for no rides you are going to have to kill me or shoot
me right here." Then he said, "Run!" "Man I'm not doing any running you have
taking my stuff you need go on man because I'm not doing any running!" I wasn't
about to be the laughing stock of the city.
It was a bright afternoon with everyone watching me get robbed in the city. That's a
No-No, so he knew his ass was in trouble. So he told Baby Huey to drive. Reggie
jump in the car and they sped off. I ran and jumped in my car and tried to catch
them. I didn't have a gun I was just so mad, I had in mind just to ram the car and kill
this fool with my bare hands. That's how mad I was. This couldn't be happening I
thought. All I knew that something had to happen. When I didn't catch him I came
back and picked PJ up and took him where he was going for he never left a finger
nor asked anyone for a gun to help.
Then I went home and got my shotgun a n d my 44 Magnum. I went out to
one of his houses in Creve Coeur in Olivette where Lisa was living with him. I
knocked on the door in broad daylight with this 44 magnum pint to my leg trying to
conceal it but yet had it openly displayed. She came to the door with her baby in arm
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saying please don't hurt us he's not here. I said, "You tell him if he doesn't give me my
jewelry back I'm going to kill him!" I walked away. I didn't know where to find a him
until I received a telephone call from Baby Huey. He said that Ronnie Jefferson is
going to bring your jewelry back and only thing Reggie wanted was his money. "My
question to you," I stated, “When he told you to slide behind the steering wheel for me
to get into the car what were you all going to do, kill me?"I asked. Baby Huey said
“No, Reggie was going to take you to get all your money." "Get my money! That
puck wasn't man enough to get me in the car less lone shoot me while
looking at me. So what made that nigger think I would give him my money!" I
told Baby Huey all I wanted was my jewelry and I would let Reggie off the hook.
At the time, I didn't know that Ted Dobson and Baby Harold were at the
same house, while Baby Huey and I were having that conversation.
Ted Dobson called me and said we needed to talk, I told him to meet me on
Union and Page at the Drug Store. Three days prior to Reggie robbing me
Ted Dobson called me to setup a business transaction with Baby Harold. All
went well. Baby Harold is Reggie's cousin. When Ted Dobson met me I was
sitting on the corner on Union and page. I had my double barrel shotgun on the
back seat of the car, 44 Magnum in my lap. Red gets in the car, he asked, "why
are you riding like this? "As soon I see that little Leprechaun I'm going to hurt
him real bad; I can't let that go down." I replied. "I was out there when you called
and were talking to Baby Huey. While you were
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talking to him, Baby Harold t o l d Reggie that punk Dennis Haymon and Richard
Lee has this city on lock and they are not strong enough to maintain it. If he
tries anything with you I kill him myself. This comes out of a childhood friends
mouth meaning Red who I do business with. Therefore, I had to take it to heart the
words of Baby Harold who being the killer in the family. I had to take his words to
be true that he was going to do what he said he's going to do. That was from a
killer, but for the most part he only robbed and killed his friends. He was
considered dangerous and a man to be taking serious. If he says a certain thing he
did just that and I took him seriously at his word.
I knew Reggie had to pay for his misconduct. Ultimately he would meet his Maker,
not by my hands nor did I give the order. There were so many people trying to
get into Richard Lee's and my good grace. The field of candidates were
plentiful. When he met his demise I was in Los Angeles, California. Thank God
I was because I would have been frame again as I was with Earl (Killer) Williams
later.
Ronnie Jefferson called me and said he was bringing me the pawn ticket to
my jewelry and not my jewelry. I had always liked Ronnie so much so, that I
allowed him to stay in my LA apartment. He hustle with Marsha out there in
which they ended up getting busted with stolen jewelry. The jewelry they had was
small stones and the fence-man who was the police demanded larger stones. If
they were to do business Marsha needed to acquire some bigger stones. I had about
twenty-five (25) diamond rings stashed at her Auntie's house that she presented with
her and Ronnie's diamonds. Without my knowledge or consent to impress the
police and the bottom fail out.
They were busted and arrested in a police sting operation - my corvette was
confiscated and diamonds lost, I was irate and furious at her. All of this was going
on while I was dealing with Reggie in St. Louis. Bill called informing me that she
was locked up and asked me did I want him to get her out. I told him no because she
needed to learn a valuable lesson.
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In the meanwhile, Ronnie was out, and back in St. Louis bringing me a pawn
ticket that would light a dangerous fire for so many. My plan was once I retrieved
my gold set of jewelry from the pawn shop the games would begin. That's what
ensued when Baby Harold drove onto the parking lot of the Cab Stand three days
later. I unloaded four (4) rounds into his body leaving him for dead. I was trying not
to shoot the two women in the car. His hand being locked on the steering wheel.
As I aimed the fifth bullet at his head he was falling and slumping over causing me
to miss. Although at the time I thought I had connected to his head. Baby Harold
was the true treat of the family. If Anderson Young hadn't played Captain-Save-A
Nigga rushing him to the hospital, Baby Harold would have died then. Instead,
years later he was gunned down by an Islamic organization.
Years ago I was in a crap house when Anderson Young gunned down Fast
Eddie over of a woman that both loved. Not one person lifted a finger because that
was his business and his business only. I conveyed that to Anderson out to
Marsha's mother's house. Baby Harold identified me at the hospital and gave me a
case for shooting him. Anderson Young assured me if the charges weren't dropped
he would eliminate the witness himself. I told him I could respect that, and
therefore, we have no problem. The charges were dropped by my Lawyer who had
plans for Baby Harold in Las Vegas. They said I did them a favor by exposing his
negative behavior in response to me shooting him.
This is how the prior event transpired. See, I had sworn to kill Baby Harold on
site. Little Daddy came into the Cab Stand as I was shooting a one thousand
dollars ($1000) shot and whispered that Baby Harold had just pulled up. I
continued to roll the dice until I missed my point. I commenced gathering my
money off the table and headed outside. There he was sitting parked right outside
the door. We spoke to each other while both sporting a Shit-Eating-Grin (Smirk) on
our faces. I walked away towards Pat (Jimmy's friend), looked up and saw Baby
Harold's reverse lights come on. I told Pat to excuse me, I had something I needed
to do. I wasn't going to let Baby Harold leave the Cab Stand lot unscathed. As I
approached his car, both
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Jeep (Robert Vaughn) and Ted Dobson was leaning on his drivers door talking,
inadvertently was blocking Baby Harold's view. That gave me an opportunity to tip up
on him. I waved at Ted Dobson to move but he didn't relate to my signal until I took
my 44 magnum out. Ted jumped back I stepped in his place unloading rounds of
fire. Then I turned around and leveled my gun telling everyone I have one bullet left
and all the gangsters took off running. I guess they didn't know who I would shoot
next because so many of them had ill-fated thoughts toward me. I had four of my
children with me parked in my Eldorado. I wasn't planning on being there long and
definitely wasn't planning on committed an attempted murder.
I drove away safely over to Sue's father's house to change clothes and cars.
Then I came right back twenty (20) minutes later and sat down at the front door of
the Cab Stand. The police and homicide detectives were still on the parking lot
investigating the scene. I was basically defying anyone to talk because I thought
I had killed-killer-of-killers. Even though he survived a six month comma, that move
caught the attention of the St. Louis Underworld (Sarkis Webbe and Company)
according to the (SLPD). Later on that same day I went over to The Parker Boys
Store and we went upstairs snorted some "BLOW” discussing Baby Harold.
My mind still held Baby Harold in plain view because I knew one day I would have
to finish what I started. Reggie was still floating around town running scared and
trying to play brave all at the same time. Richard Lee was my partner but he had ill
feelings about me shooting Baby Harold. He made it known to me for reasons I found
out later as we were going to see our Mexican connect. Earl Harris, while
incarcerated in Leaven Worth Federal Prison, gave us a "New Mexican Connection."
These were best prices at $30,000 a kilo taking a five hit and being equivalent to
any heroin in St. Louis that we had thus encounter.
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Chapter 15
Earl and Baby Harold became friends while they were in the Federal joint. Earl
made it clear to Richard Lee that he was disappointed at the fact of me shooting
Baby Harold. I shot him for running his mouth. Also, I told Richard Lee that I knew
Baby Harold robbed him back in 1969 and he did nothing about it. Now Baby
Harold thinks he can protect his cousin for robbing me but that's not happening.
Now it was clear why Richard Lee was half-hearted about his approach when it
came to Reggie. Richard took the defensive position rather than the offensive
position in helping me catch Reggie, he almost lost his life twice.
Reggie did a drive-by shooting in front of his Richard's sister's house on Kennerly
Ave. in his old childhood neighborhood. He wasn't hit. Nevertheless, a month later
Reggie saw Richard with a young lady going into a Theater on North Lindbergh
Blvd. He followed them in as they sat down in the last upper row. Reggie reached
over the railing and shot Richard twice in shoulder running out of the theater. I
tried to explain to Richard that people viewed us as one but in his mind, this is not
his problem. Due to of his relationship with Earl Harris he could have lost his life.
This was the same problem and reason that so many others like Kay Kay died
and others were wounded in the war by taking a neutral or defensive position.
I knew this little dust storm would be weather soon, so I went about business
as usual because Reggie wasn't a warrior at all just a thorn in my side. Our Mexican
Connection was out of product. That forced me to search for a temporary
substitute. It came in the likes of Omar, who was the head of an Islamic organization.
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He owned The Manta Inn Lounge on Newstead and Natural Bridge in which would
soon be known as "The Blue Room Lounge" by way of a drug deal gone bad. I
went to see Dave Williams who owned Sound Town Records. I decided to go next
door to The Manta Inn with no particular reason in mind and Omar was sitting at the
bar. We greeted each other and kicked up a conversation. I didn't realize how
prideful and braggadocio he was. He started talking about he had the biggest drug
operation in the city and I immediately disagreed with him claiming to be number one.
While standing there this "Thick, Dark and Lovely Chick" who I had never seen
before walks in coming straight toward us and stops. At the time unbeknown to
me - Deborah (Lucky) would bear my youngest son and last child of five.
Omar introduces me to her as his sister-in law for she was dating his younger
brother Al. I went to Franklin Elementary School with Al and my brother
Larry played on the Vashon High School Basketball Team together.
Deborah left us to finish our conversation. Omar shared that his heroin could stand
to be hit five times but on a three-hit, it would have junkies knocking the door down.
So I called him on it and asked him what kind of weight could he produce? Me
knowing that this would be only a test run for me and probably a one time deal until
my connect gets back in the pocket. He had me to meet him back at the Manta Inn
within the hour.
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In the meantime I called Larry to meet there as well. He gave us a gram to test
the potency of the heroin and immediately I passed it to Larry. He left and beeped
me later, saying it did what Omar said it would. Larry told me to purchase it, so I did.
I only bought a pound (lb.) for $15,000.00 because really I didn't trust him. He always
talked under his breath making it hard to understand what he was saying.
Nevertheless, the deal he promised to transact in three days, after three weeks it
still hadn't manifest. After calling him several times prior too, still nothing. So the next
day I called early and told him it was imperative that we meet. Richard and I both
got strapped not knowing what to expect. In one of our previous conversations Omar
fed me a line about his connect kidnapping his brother; taking his money and mine but
he would work it out.
I had my ear to the streets, checking to see if he had drugs out for sale. To use
my money to capitalize on my misfortune, the thought of that made me furious. Now
my trigger finger was jumping because I wanted drugs more than my money
back and Richard was hoping the same thing. He thought if it turned out to be
a good deal he would do business as well. I had made my mind up today if I didn't get
one of the other I was going to take Omar's black life and whoever else
wanted to play the hero. It was clear to Omar that tension had seriously mounted
and he mounted his people. Richard and I walked into his office as he sat with
five guys in the room along with supposedly his kidnapped brother (Ben) standing
beside him. Ben is packing a noticeable Glock hanging off his waist.
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It was like we walked into a trap so Richard tapped me on my leg as if to
say, "Be Cool Dennis!" So I was. I didn't mix words, I stayed true, still being
firm in a business manner. In no uncertain terms, I let them know I needed my
money or my drugs within the week. He gave some old weak story about
working on getting it. In which that process sounded like it would take longer
than a week. I wasn't having it but I knew I had to get out of this trap we were
sitting in. We all shook hands and left. The first thing Richard Lee said, " You
know that nigger is lying." "Yes, I know. I also know, I'm going to blow that
nigger's head off the first chance I get if he doesn't come through with my money!"
I assured him.
The following day I was driving across Fair & Lee Ave. and spotted Omar
by himself going into the liquor store on the corner. He never saw me so I waited
until he came out. Surprising him, if not startling him when I approached. He was
aware of the fact that no one knew our paths had crossed. It being a grand
opportunity if I wanted to, in taking his life. If he didn't adhere to my proposition,
basically an ultimatum, he would die right here on this corner in broad daylight. I
didn't ask him, I told him that he had to pay me right now on the spot or signed the
Manta Inn over to me. I assured him something has to happen right now.
I didn't really want to have to kill him but I was prepared to do so. I gave him a
little incentive that I believe was fair. I learned early on, you always leave a man
room to save face otherwise, one day you have to kill him if he doesn't kill you
first. This is what I'm going to do I said, "I will give you five more thousand in
cash or five ounces of heroin or half and half." Omar jumped on the half and
half. We made the deal the next day. In a month’s time, after remodeling the
Manta Inn The Blue Room Lounge was now officially open.
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Chapter 16
The J C's Get Up and Go Club was the hottest disco players spot but we were
in hot pursuit of their title. I wanted to keep a low profile not wanting St. Louis
to tie me directly to The Blue Room but it was too late for that. It made for
good marketing for the lounge but brought unwanted attention from the law.
I decided to move to San Francisco Ca, then Oakland Ca., Chicago and landed for
good In Atlanta (1976) all within a two-year span of time . Although, I frequently made
my presence know but made sure Sue and the children were safely tucked away out
of town. While I was on the road driving to San Francisco we stopped in LA and
stayed overnight there in order to finish the 2000 mile road trip if you will. After I
got Keith and Vaughn (my step children) bedded down Sue was having a hard
time getting Deron to sleep. He was just six months old and he wasn't enjoying all
of that highway driving. Finally, everyone was sleep and then I called my mother to
check on her and she told me Larry was arrested for killing Reggie according to
(SLPD) and she had to get him out on bond. If that wasn't enough, she went on to
say that the Police has an arrest order out for me as well concerning Reggie.
That goes to show how messed up and corrupt the system is I'm nowhere in
site. News reported that Reggie was gunned down at the Diplomat Hotel. A party
given by an elite all Ladies Social Club, in front of five hundred people, but you
have no witnesses. Larry was arrested for it but never formally charged by a
warrant for the murder. I was never brought in for questioning not once, after
returning to town. Things were getting back to normal, Baby Harold was in the
hospital and I started back remodeling the Blue Room with my special touches.
I've al-ways wanted my own business and I was proud of it. But, I had to maintain a
low profile because of the
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police. The way it was structured, being convicted of a drug possession charge back
in 1972, I was unable to acquire the liquor license in my name. I spoke to my brotherin-law and he agreed to put the license in his name.
With that process the doors would be open shortly. Blue has always been my
favorite color, the wall was lieutenant blue and floor was royal blue carpet. We had
service buttons placed on every table to summons the waitresses to place your
orders. Saint Louis hadn't seen anything like that at the time with the custom
waterfalls flowing from the upper seated level. I brought a little California and Atlanta
flavor to town. After a month or so of decorating, we had our grand opening. The
town came out to see what the Blue Room was all about.
Baby Harold had recuperated, he was out the hospital and one day he came past
the Blue Room in the daytime and shot at my brother. I said well here we go again.
We're riding down Delmar Blvd. Larry P. and I were in my Corvette and we spotted
Baby Harold's orange and white Tornado. He still had the bullet holes in his car from
when I assaulted him at the Cab Stand. I sped around on Delmar Blvd. and Clara
Ave., pursued him catching up with him, Larry P. fired four or five shots into the car
hitting two people in the car but still missed Baby Harold the Cat with Nine Lives.
We didn't stop there as we were going to eat one afternoon. Driving down
Newstead headed to Soul Food Restaurant on Taylor Ave. We spotted him on
Newstead and St Louis Avenue hanging out on the corner where Arnold Robinson
told me that he frequent. Arnold only wanted me to do his work for him, but that was
ok because I wanted Baby Harold just as much as he wanted Harold away from that
corner.
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Chapter 17
Arnold thought Baby Harold would eventually rob him and mostly that would be a
safe bet. He played on the fact that I wanted him, and it was a problem that I
needed to get rid of anyway. Larry P., Bo Bo and I were riding and didn't have any
guns on us so we had to turn around at Newstead and St. Louis Ave. and go back to
the Blue Room to get them. I decided to drive the car. I pulled up on a group of guys
that were standing next to Arnold and Baby Harold. Larry P. and Bo Bo started
firing rounds as I sat there in the middle of the street as they rocked those guns
until they were empty. Two men along with Arnold ( De De's man) were hit. Dee
Dee was a good friend of mine. Arnold was shot in the arm, he knew it wasn't
intentional because we had a prior discussion concerning me coming on his set..
He was the one who told me that Baby Harold would be up there.
I never would have shot him on purpose. By me driving the car and the other two
gunmen did the shooting; they just said whatever it took to get Baby Harold. I sent
Bo Bo back around to see who was actually shot and he saw Baby Harold talking to
the police describing the shooting. We saw my brother Larry and Bumpy and told
them what just transpired. While we were still at the Blue Room, Larry and Bumpy
went back to the scene of the crime. They shot four other people in their attempt to
get Baby Harold. Baby Harold gets away again! Less than an hours time seven
people were shot on St. Louis Ave. and Newstead. The Cat On A Hot Tin Roof with
Nine Lives would still remain a thorn in my side.
When I read the World News Paper they attributed the shootings to Jerry
Lewis-Bey. I just smiled and said to myself, "They are framing him like they framed
me so many times in the past." St. Louis was corrupt, they didn't care, playing cops
and robbers fair was out the question. For they were masters of the framework in
sending people to the penitentiary for things they didn't do. After those two
encounters and the shooting on Delmar, Baby Harold called Bud Green telling him
he wanted a truce.
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Baby Harold said he couldn't go anywhere without getting shot at in the city
of St. Louis, Bud conveyed to me. I told him no truce because I was going to get
rid of that snake once and for all. Baby Harold left town after that to recuperate
to get the pressure off of him. Again, I refuse to let one man stop me from doing
anything.
I continued to work on the Blue Room going in and out with no worries.
We knew we were well respected after Baby Harold and others of his
caliber. Him being known as killer of killers who had gotten away with so
much. Even though I was charged with the murder on Earl (Killer) Williams it
being a frame job. They were afraid of Baby Harold. He had the respect of
the City and the integrity of a snake. I guess I was one of a hand full
who stand up against Bullies including Jerry Lewis-Bey. His and my encounters
happened in the early seventies.
Now I’m back in St. Louis and quickly my heroin crew is growing with younger
aspiring men. I had two young men riding with me Larry P. aka (Juice) and his
brother Bay Bay. In addition to two other guys Bo Bo and Sugar Ray. The old
players and gangsters that I came up getting money with we remained together.
Although, we stayed close but I had a young group with me now. Larry P. always
wanted to go past Labaree School in North St. Louis on Thekler and Emerson
Street. This was an all girl high school and Larry P. would have me take him by to
see Sherry and her Keena would always be close by. At the time they were so
well built and mature it never crossed my mind to ask how old they were.
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Larry P became my delivery man and my go-to man. He held it down for me and I
retired Sue. He took care of all of the business at that particular time. I gave
him 10% of everything that I touched. If I brought in a hundred thousand he
will get $10,000. That was guaranteed money from everyone that I was doing
business with. I directed them to him and he took care of the business at hand. Larry
was an athlete who loved to play ball so we played baseball on his father's
baseball team. On the team were two teenage guys, one being Larry B. aka
(Eyes). He played shortstop sometimes and second base.
He was good at both positions. He never let any balls get pass him so we
began calling him (Eyes). Leroy was his road dog and one of the team’s big home
run hitters. We played throughout the city against different lounges in St Louis. I
used to play first base and sometime we played against police officers and they will
be so shocked to see me on the ball field. I used to fly in from Atlanta from time to
time when it was game time just to play ball. I loved the game. I was an athlete
myself, but not like Larry P. (Juice). So as we made money Larry P. followed my
format, he hired Bo Bo and gave him 10% of what he made to work alone with
him. Sugar Ray wanted to get down like Larry P and Bay Bay doing what they were
doing but I wouldn't allow it. Sugar Ray (Arthur) wanted the same kind of money
they were making but he was my "Smuggler" with fixed pay.
I was using him cross-country, he would meet me certain places and smuggle
drugs back by himself. It was paramount for him not to be directly associated
with he mainstream of business. I had to keep all the attention off of him, thereby,
he really couldn't hang out with us. I didn't want people to know that he was
asso-ciated with us for the most part on that level.
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All of them grew up in the same neighborhood over off of Emerson and Davidson in
Walnut Park. Larry aka (Eyes) and Leroy grew up shadowing Larry P, Bay Bay and
Arthur (Sugar Ray). Eyes and his partner Leroy wanted to make some dope money.
So they inquired to Larry P. Eventually they saw me a couple of times and cut into me
for some work. I directed them right back to Larry P. Then the youngsters came on
board and were now a part of my heroin crew. The two teens, Eyes and Leroy were
quick learners. They became some of my big money makers. Both were new to the
game so the police never tied them to me. There was a youngster we called
California that we acquired. Larry P. was dating his sister Mercede who lived in the
Cochran Projects. Now California was one money getting young gangster in his own
right. He later would survive a gunshot wound to the head in the War that took him out
the game too soon. He died eight years later. Before all of that he was one promising
young player that I had the pleasure of knowing.
So the New School blended with the Old School (Richard Lee, Ghant, Larry Haymon,
Red Hayden, P J, Big Boy, Bumpy, K.C Slim, and Fred Jackson). They were
considered the immediate circle and the elite of the group. There were twenty
others of business associates but not everyday associates. Yet instill, I considered
them friends, as well as, business clients. Ronald Blazer and Ted Dobson were
special guys to me for it was like I created a two-headed monster (mobster). I killed
in self-defense and justification; there were times when I thought they did out of
enjoyment. Both were dangerous in their own right and close to me.
I remember when my probation officer eventually violated my probation after shooting
Baby Harold. The St. Louis County Police arrested me in his office, I was heartless mad. I
had been trying to convince the parole officer that my conviction that led to my two year
probation, was a onetime life mistake but he wasn't haven't it and I wasn't either.
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While they were placing the handcuffs on me I revealed my true hand after I
found myself in this power play of deceit. I turn around as I was being escorted
out the door and said, " White Boy I'm rich, I have too much money to stay locked
up just wait and see!' I was then rushed off to the County Jail for two months until
my court date.
At my parole hearing my parole officer took the witness stand and sounded like
one of my character witnesses you would love to have. The Judge extended my
probation for another year giving me a strict directive. Saying, “If you are caught in
the presence of Mr. Ronald Blazer or Mr. Cornell Dobson you are going straight to
the penitentiary, do you understand Mr. Haymon!' I nodded my head in the
affirmative while saying yes Sir. What I forgot to mention at the time I was violated. I
only had three days left to go before my release from probation the punk probation
officer had me arrested. My lawyer Doc (Gordon Benzes) got to his boss and again
he became my character witness.
As drama would have it, Larry and I preceded out of the courtroom and who do
you think I saw, yes, Ronald Blazer running toward me, glad to see me. Before he
could get a word out my brother Larry grabbed him slinging him to the side and
kept walking while telling him to meet me at the White Castle lot on North Florissant.
I had to apologize for Larry's rough handling of him and explained to him the Judges
instruction. Sue was taking care of the business in my absence but guys knew we
were about to get truly paid on my return. Sue had been out of product for a couple
of weeks and the crew was in somewhat of panic mode. So she went back home to
the hills of Concord, California right outside of Oakland. I caught a flight home later.
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Chapter 18
Everything was going well from 1976 - 1978, Rodney was taking care of
the Blue Room; drugs were flowing smoothly and productively, finally, Sue was
happy with us being in Atlanta. She was my Rock, lover and sometime adviser
she spoke her mind because every decision I made directly affected her and
our children. We would argue and there were times afterward I was glad that she
did because she was my voice of reasoning. Several times she talked me out
of killing different people that I truly thought had it coming but lives were spared
at her request. She sort of resembled Tasha's life in the series “Power“ as I
look back.
A situation arose in Los Angles while Richard Lee, and I were in search of a new
connect (heroin supplier). Richard Lee and Renee (His Common Law Wife) flew
into LAX from Atlanta; Red Hayden and Big Boy flew in from Chicago; and Larry
P., Patty (Larry's P Woman), and I flew in from St. Louis. Sugar Ray caught a flight
from Memphis in which would be the route the drugs would return to St. Louis.
I had already arrived in LA and choose the Wilshire Hyatt House Hotel to
check into and everyone would follow suit. I was short of cash and needed $7500
to complete my dollar amount for the $100,000 first buy (score) with
our new source. Who that would be was unknown as we search it out. I
asked Richard Lee to go by my house before he heads this way to get my
money from Sue. As you would have it he didn't and that was the beginning of
problems to come. He always wanted to be in control for there were times in
our business relation-ship that I might have primary access to our connect
and other times he would. Both our Mexican Connects had dried up and our
friend Blanca was now in federal custody. We now need to search for an equal
new connect.
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Now Sue was good at making things happen without being micro-managed.
There were times I would give detailed instructions. Other times she would get an
assigment and her job was to just make it happen by any means necessary. I would
live with the results or correct it later without complaining. With that being said, this
is one I went completely off on. I don't know which were true, but she got three of
Pimping Bill's Call Girls to send $2500 each to Patty, Larry P., and me. In order not
to draw suspicion by sending the whole amount to one person.
I knew we were in trouble when Patty stepped to the Western Union cashier
window inquiring about the wire. While Larry P. and I waited our turn, Patty turned
around to ask "wasn't this supposed to be $2500 instead of $25 dollars. I quickly told
her not to accept it and tell the cashier she had to call the sender and we left. I
immediately went back to the hotel and called Sue. "What in the Hell happened with
the Wire!" I exclaimed. She told me about the three Call Girls, so naturally, I'm
thinking Bill is playing me but on the other hand I'm thinking he knows better. I ask,
"Do you have the receipts?" I asked. She said, "Yes." I told her to read what was
on them. They added up to the $7500. Now, I didn't know who I was really mad at.
Richard Lee for leaving Atlanta without my money or Sue for trusting some white
prostitutes, either way, it spelled trouble.
I wanted to see Sue anyway. I had been in St. Louis for over a week rounding
up cash. While being there I was rocking the police to sleep as if I'm in St. Louis to
stay. But as it was, "Now You See Me - Now You Don't." I told Sue to fly out to LA,
and the reason being two-fold. I needed to see the wire plus I was horny as hell. Not
realizing that my hotel room phone was tapped at the same time. All of us had
arrived and checked in. We went out later to shop and party!
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Before Sue arrived in town, Larry P., Patty, Sugar Ray and I went out to The Total
Experience Nightclub Friday night. As we moved through the club I was rocking
my mink coat and hat, literally suited and booted. Dressed in a brown three-piece
suit and brown boots to match I heard a familiar voice that bellowed across the noisy
room, "St. Louis, St. Louis over here!" The voice screamed. I turned and there She
was, Candy Burns (From Sound town Records) standing with the biggest inviting
smile. "I'm so glad to see you, Dennis, I was telling my guy about the real St.
Louis Money Makers and Shakers, the Parker Brothers The South Side Crew and
here you are, what an impeccable moment!" she added. In her excitement, “Come
meet my Man, Michael Rodgers!"
Everyone was properly introduced and as we ordered drinks, Michael said he had
heard a lot about me and St. Louis as a whole. He said, “tell me about
yourself, Dennis," "I'm Real and that's the best description I can give you," I
assured Him. Michael immediately replied, “That’s the only description for guys
like us." He then told Candy to take us to his home in Beverly Hills while he
and Corliss make a run to pick up some cocaine for tonight. Corliss a light
complexion beautiful slim figure girl. Candy had all the curves with a taste of body
licious, although you couldn't lose with either choice.
Michael and Corliss made It to the mansion at about one o'clock in the
morning an hour after us. We blew the blow. Afterwards the women took Patty and
start-ed giving her a tour of the house as Mike and I talked shop. Although Richard
Lee and I had been paying $30,000 a kilo from Blanca in Albuquerque, New
Mexi-co; he was going to let me have the kilos for $28,000 cash up front at his
pur-chase price; on my return I had to bring $10,000 back for his profit, so every
kilo cost me really $38,000.
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The next day I took Richard Lee to Michael's house to meet him he already
knew Candy. Michael invited both of us to his bedroom to talk and we didn't get
far in the conversation before Richard Lee started acting strangely. He was
making gestures as if we need to hurry up and leave. He tapped me on the leg and
it started to become obvious to Michael. I told him we had to get back to the
hotel and we would table the discussion until tomorrow. We got into the car,
Richard sped off from in front of the house hitting sharp turns down those steep
streets in Beverly Hills like a crazy man. I'm asking him what's wrong he's not
saying anything while his eyes look like they are going to pop out of his head.
Finally, we hit the main Boulevard and he pulls over in a gas station trying to
convince me that Michael is the FBI. I ask him how did he come to that conclusion.
He said didn't you see all of that stereo equipment in the bedroom. I told him
he was tripping because sound systems in the bedroom were a common
thing. Plus Candy wouldn't do that to me. He always wants to control the source
of supply so he tried to manipulate the situation. I didn't say much after that
and we went back to the hotel.
The next morning I called Richard Lee in his room and told him I needed to
talk because I believed I had found something special but first I had to pick Sue up
at the Airport. Sugar Ray road out there with me and when I arrived back to the
hotel I gave him the car because I wanted to spend some personal time with Sue.
As luck would have it, the bed never happened. “WOW!" As Sue and I exit the
elevator proceeding to our room which was the very last room on the floor by the
fire escape staircase. Sue notices a hotel-room door open in the middle of
the hallway. Once we entered our room she twirled around and emphatically
said, “Baby, that's the FBI in that room!" I'm like what room because I never notice
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the door. I told her I didn't think so because we hadn't really done anything yet;
accept mixed a business trip with pleasure. It had been all pleasure up to this point.
She adamantly stays with her argument of persuasion until she raised a
questionable thought in my mind. I bought into her theory and I told her let's walk
outside giving me a chance to peep the room. We casually walked down the
hallway making small talk after making an obvious noise in closing our door. While
passing the FBI's room a plain clothed lady officer jumped to the door asking to her
comrades, "Do you all want a soda?" Now the soda machine was next to the
elevator. The convincing eye opener for me was the fact; as she stepped out into
the hallway to keep us in plain view; she realizes she has no money and quickly
hurries back into the room.
By this time, we are at the elevated and she rushes to the soda machine and tries
to make small talk. We weren't having any of that. It became as real as can be. I
knew we were in a good position not to incur too much drama, although our money
was an issue. Now I had to wait for Richard Lee and the Crew to tell them about the
police, plus they had both rental cars.
Sue and I went down to the lobby acting like we were using the telephones and
the police followed suit. Although this time it was a male agent. Okay, the cat and
mouse game was really on so we proceeded outdoors and walk to a restaurant on
the corner. As we were almost halfway there I did one of my favorite moves - I spent
around stopping on a dime. The female agent who was following us immediate stop
yards from us as if she had seen a ghost.
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So we ordered lunch to go that I never got a chance to eat once we made
it back to the room. For Sue became relentless, insisting that I packed my
luggage so we could leave. I had a minor problem, Richard Lee in his
exuberance purchased a couple of unnecessary measuring scales
anticipating a deal. Now I'm cornered by the FBI trapped in my room with
$60,000 a scale and no car to leave with even if I wanted to.
Sue stays the course in her relentless pursuit to leave and leave everyone.
I attempted several times calling everyone rooms but to no avail. She pleaded
and pleaded with tears in her eyes, "Let's go, Dennis before it's too late!"
What she failed to realize - it was already too late. I was true to the game
and would never abandon my comrades nor leave without giving them fair
warning of the situation. She gave me a headache, as well as, it hurt to see her
like that because of my loyalty to Richard Lee first. Finally, everyone was
back, Sugar Ray said he went to the movies by himself which I disbelieve more
like a massage parlor knowing him. Everyone was out shopping or
strolling downtown on Wilshire Blvd.
Anyway, everyone met in Richard and Renee's room. I started conveying to
them what transpired while they were gone. I asked everyone what they were
going to do. We hadn't purchased any drugs yet. With only two cars between us
crucial decisions concerning how we would disperse was on the table; in order to
finish what we set out to do (Establish The New Connect).
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Richard Lee did his usual, self- preservation kicked in, he told Renee to start
packing and grabbed his and Red's money then asked me what was I going to do. I
told him the FBI is sitting on my room for sure all on the fire escapes and hallway.
So I'm laying, I have no choice until tomorrow. Then I asked Red and the others;
they all said that they were going to stay with me.
As I watch Richard Lee flee out of the room I knew then our relationship was in
jeopardy and would forever be strained. Until both eventually give their life to Christ.
At that time this was nowhere in the scope, but in the divine plan of God. I stood in
the Hotel window that overlooked the garage watching Richard zoomed out the
garage hitting speed bumps like a daredevil driving. He hits the right turn, the FBI hits
a left turn. Richard Lee gets away never thinking to ask me about securing my
money in that's still in my room that the FBI might confiscate.
Now Sue is looking at me with the worst damned, "I told you so look" that all men
hate to see when their women think they have been proven to be right. When we got
back to the room she said, " look what your loyalty got you that nigger ran off
without giving you a second thought!" Then she cried herself to sleep.
The following morning I notified everyone that we will be checking out at 11:00
am. Over breakfast we would discuss our next move. Well, we didn't make it that
far. While Larry P., Patty, Sugar Ray, and Kenny (Ken was low-key sitting tight on
the heroin tester once we scored) were still checking out.
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Red, Sue and I stepped out on the front of The Wilshire Hyatt House
and there they (FBI) were moving, bobbing and weaving between cars on
the parking lot across the street. The cat and mouse sequence ceased and
the jig was up. The task force literally but attacked us rushing up on us ordering
us to lie face down on the middle of the sidewalk at high noon. Red refused to
lie down and as Sue and I followed the command. They threaten Red
telling him if he didn't they were going to shoot him for resisting arrest. I
hollered while looking up at Red telling to lay his ass down before getting all of
us shot.
The FBI was bringing everybody else out of the Hotel in handcuffs, so off to
jail we went. When we arrived they didn't book us because we hadn't done
anything yet. I guess you could say that. I was determined now, not to leave
California empty-handed. One by one they took us into the bathroom and
found nothing after the search and the Sergeant was irate at discovering
nothing. He commenced hitting and pounding the booking desk saying, "They
have to have it, I know they got it somewhere! Did you all check the luggage
well?" he shouted. “Yes, and the only significant thing we found is this $60,000
in one of the suitcases." Sir he stated. They asked whose money it was and I
told it was mine and that they could call HR Blocked about me.
As irritated and frustrated as the Sergeant was he told me to take my money
and buy my drugs and get out of "His City." I assured him that I would do just
that. "Furthermore, as fast as that other guy came out of that garage last night
driving like a bat out of hell, there's no telling what he had in that car. You all
remind me of the "Young Purple Gang." "No one is over thirty years old. We
are going to use this encounter in the television series "Police Story!"
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Once we were released we walked to a downtown restaurant. Then I told Sue
and Patty to catch a cab to a hotel close to the airport check in but don't check out.
Just walk out the back of the hotel and flag another cab. Check in another hotel
then call Candy's number to let her know where you all are at. If there's a tail on us
let her know okay. After breakfast the guys and I hung out downtown going in and
out stores making sure we weren't being followed. A couple of hours later I
called Candy and she gave me the information to the hotel and we caught a cab
there.
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Chapter 19

So we all gathered in LA for the last time. Sue, Patty, Ken, and Red flew home.
Larry P, Sugar Ray and I had unfinished drug business to transact for I meant what I
echoed to the FBI. We went to Michael and Candy's house where I
explained in detail the sequence of events. Michael took everything with a grain
of salt never showing any suspicion or distrust in which most people in his
position would behind an encounter like we just experience. I ended up buying
two kilos for $48,000 up front with the promise of bringing his $20,000 profit
back on my return purchase. Larry P. and I caught a flight back to St. Louis and
Sugar Ray went underground with the package and we met back up two days later.
All of us made it back to St Louis having survived the young purple
episode. We went to Larry's apartment took a look at the drugs, they were on
point. We started racking and sacking it and getting it on. After getting
everything together and hitting the streets with it and calling our people. I
de-cided to give Richard Lee and Red Hayden a call to let them experience the
drug that I brought back. They were anxious to hear from me so they rushed
out to the apartment. We sat and talked. I told him what happened and how the
deal went down and what the prices were.
Red was staying true to Richard Lee because Richard, when Red first got out
the workhouse fronted him $10,000 to get started. I spent the $10,000 in California
so that made Red. Richard held it over his head until years later when
Red was shot in the head and died. Red had a blind loyalty and it cost him later
as Richard took him to the cleaners, "meaning he broke him cash wise."
Richard said the next time I get ready to score let him know. He was thinking about
spending some money as if he had the right to do at this point.
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I still had it in my heart a little bit about the fact that he left me. I was playing with
the thought - how do I end this relationship. Again, loyalty was everything and that's
what I put on the table. Everything went well, I purchased two kilos of heroin with
no problem I was ready to go back to score. I spoke to Richard and Red, they ended
up buying two kilos themselves and by me getting the discount that I got $28,000 kilo
bringing the $10,000 for each kilo back using the "principle (OPM) other people's
money." When I went back to see Michael I purchased 6 kilos cash and he fronted
of me four more. He said, "this looks like it's going to be a good relationship. I trust
you and we were off to the races.
Things were looking up, I had the city under control even Richard and Red
under control as well. I decided to be fair with him for he was fair with me. I have
to give him that. I don't think he ever played me but he always wanted to control
everything. In between time, Rodney Calvin and Benny Noble approached me
through George Noel for George and I were doing business for two years without
them knowing. George always told me, that if they found out he was doing
business with me, because of the hatred they had was so great, they probably
would kill him.
Something happened one day, they did business with Adrian Moore who
played them for their money, a drug deal went bad and the next thing I knew
Adrian was dead and they were calling me. I had my suspicions and theory about
who killed Adrian based on the type of sea trunk they found him in the vacant
building. George Noel who I thought was a thorough guy eventually set the
meeting up between Rodney, Noble and I.
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We met on at a Smorgasbord Restaurant on Lewis and Clark Rd. in North St.
Louis County on this sunny afternoon. I walked up with an all-white tennis outfit on
being obviously transparent that I wasn't carrying a gun. Noble had a puzzling look
on his face that he couldn't hold back, “You came to meet us without a gun by
yourself?" he asks in amazement. “Yes, I did. I'm not worried about y'all killing me
because I know George told you how potent the drugs are therefore, you would be
a fool to kill me because I'm going to get you rich!" I assured them. I charged them
$48,000 a kilo then I put 8,000 with it and bought two kilos for $56,000 giving me
the power of the dollar the use of (OPM) other people's money. I guaranteed
them that I will be back in 3 days and the only reason I wouldn't be back, I will be
dead or in jail. They knew I had the money to reimburse them otherwise.
Understanding that I could control how many hits they can put on it, also I could
control when they put it on the street. Mine would be out there prior to handing them
there package a day before. It was a good move all the way around. I think he
thought I was just moving too fast. So I went to California and made the deal
returning in 48 hours instead of 72 hours. I did what I had to do with our package
and I waited to the 1st hour to call Noble and Rodney. I just wanted them to
feel that anxiety teaching them about trusting me, that I'm true to my word. So it
was at the 2nd hour when I called. They said, "Man you kept your word all the way
to the last second!" I said, "Yes I did, so meet me at the spot (Lewis & Clark) again
and I'll be there in 30 minutes."
We transacted the deal. I guaranteed them that the drug could take a four-hit
and would be as good as anything on the street. It really was a five-hit drug and it
checked out. Get back with me if it's does I said it would do. I thought they would
probably spend more money the next time, although they never came back again.
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I guess their connect got back in order so it was business as usual. Richard Lee
had been calling me consistently Larry P was telling me. They wanted to know
was I back yet, it became a nuisance as if he didn't trust me. I called them and gave
them their package (two kilos) as well answering Richard Lee's 101 questions. I
told him I had something to do, here are your drugs and I'll talk to you later for I
have business to take care of.
This was in the spring of early 1978 everything was fine except the production
of the Blue Room. I went back to Atlanta just to get me some rest. I flew back
to St Louis about a week later to see my brother-in-law Rodney at the Blue
Room. I walked into his office in which was in the beer cooler, papers all over
the desk, everything in disarray. I asked him, "how do you even do business
man, how do you even function!" He said this is how I have to do it. I had Larry
P. and Bo Bo with me, I told them to gather up all these papers off the desk and put
it in a box. "I'll be back to see you." I said. I was questioning everything my
decision to put Rodney in the position.
I never asked for a dime for two years; never looked over your shoulder in
two years; he was my sister husband. Therefore, I tried to trust him and I believe
in him. I took the paperwork down to my lawyer Robert Hampe. I asked him to
take a look at the paperwork to determine how much money I was losing.
Afterwards, to set up some type of safeguard for me.
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Robert Hampe called me back 2 days later and asked me to come down to his
office. He was upset with the way I was conducting my business. He
scolded me, "Didn't I ask you a long time ago before you start anything to come
see me first and not afterward!" Now, you bring a box of confused trouble and
flop down on my desk saying figure out what's wrong." He said he saw $500,
000 missing with the naked eye and he was afraid if he scrutinizes it any closer
I probably would kill Rodney. So now I'm really pissed, my lawyer had checked
me business wise and people are stealing from me is my thought. Hampe saw the
anger on my face and said, "I'm not saying Rodney literally stole the money,
although in this type of business it could be whoever is dealing with inventory
or handling money perse. The decision I am about to make would change my
life forever “From Guns To Redemption!"
I decided to remove Rodney from the managerial position. Although he was
on paper as the owner everyone knew who the real owner was, even the police.
He resisted at first. Larry P. and Bo Bo reach for their guns and I told them that it
isn't necessary he's family! Nevertheless, he had to leave. He stated that those
were his liquor license, I said no, those are my license because I paid for them.
What you can do is this, get a razor blade and cut your name out but the
license stays on the wall. I liked Rodney when I put the Blue Room Lounge in his
name I gave him to a 1975 Lieutenant Blue Fleetwood Brougham Cadillac paid
for. One day Richard Lee and I were at Sound Town Records where High
rollers would come through from time to time, so happen this night, Richard Lee
loses about $10,000, most of it he borrowed from me.
I had purchased the first Seville Cadillac in the summer of 1975 before the
traditional new car releases in September. Richard Lee asks me if I wanted his
Fleetwood for my money I said okay and I gave it to Rodney. He loved every bit of
his new makeover (Blue Cadillac - Blue Room Lounge Owner). By removing
Rodney and taking over forced me to semi-relocate from Atlanta to St. Louis. I still
was maintaining my house in Atlanta.
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My thought was to remodel and open a restaurant upstairs by me being present that
would be the drawing promotional aspect to prosper. What it did draw was a failed
assassination attempt on my life; by placing myself in a vulnerable stationary
position; due to managing the Blue Room on a daily basis.
Prior to Rodney's departure, I purchased the formerly known Sir Richards' Night
Club on the corner of Warne & West Florissant. I hadn't opened it yet. I offered
Richard Lee half of the deal, he said yes. When it was time to put the cash up he
reneged later saying, “If you give me half ownership of the Blue Room also, we
would have a deal. I asked him, “why would I do that for that wasn't our agreement at
the outset!" Well, Renee said, “I would have half a business and you would have a
business in a half." He stated. In which I thought this was the worst asinine shit I
have heard. "You are telling me that a woman made you break your word to me. Well
I'm good with it but let me say this - if I lose my upfront money you owe me and I'm
done!" I emphatically conveyed.
I couldn't believe it, although he was changing on a regular

beginning to form

a noticeable pattern. I knew Renee was tipping going in his packages getting high
while stealing his money saving for her walkout day. I started wondering about
him doing the same. I renamed it “Club Seville." And got Dave Williams the owner
of Sound town Records to manage it for me in my absence. The deal falls in my lap
due to Sir Richards getting flagged by the FBI at Lambert Airport with one pound of
heroin. He needed some quick cash to pay lawyers and to keep the Club from being
confiscated.

The

deal

was

too

sweet

with

him

being

motivated.

I

bought everything for $30,000 cash and the building for $75,000.
I still had a drug cartel to run with a fractured group and a new connect forcing me to
turn the Blue Room over to Sue to run as she saw fit. The crowds' grew at night but the
newly decorated upstairs restaurant was a work in process. Things were going well no
problems but jealousy was brewing around me in St. Louis. I was a twenty-four-year-old
force to be reckoned with. My peers reluctantly gave me my props but had to respect my
fearless heart and intelligent.
.
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That combination even demanded the respect and concerns of the police, as well
as, the streets. All the known Players, Hustlers, and Top-Notch Drug Dealers were
in and out the Blue Room Lounge and Restaurant on the regular basis. Naturally, that
in turn drew every fine chick of age and underage looking for her ticket out of the
hood. Then there were other women who were infatuated with loving a Thug and
Thug life.
A hand full were looking for a real man to love who could protect, provide
and pamper them. Being secure was high on the radar of most young ladies. One day
I had to go to court for the Capital Murder charged on Earl (Killer) Williams.
While Larry P., Bo Bo, Bay Bay and I were sitting in the back of the courtroom
waiting on my name to be called. We noticed these two beautiful White Chicks
sitting right in front of us. So Bay Bay started a light conversation with them before
the Judge walked in.
The bailiff asks everyone to rise then we were seated. Then I whispered while
introducing myself to Becky with her girlfriend Kay who was an RN. She asked me
what type of charges was I there for. I told her Capital Murder and she said me
too. She shocked me with her comeback statement coming from a young pretty
innocent looking White Girl. The clerk called my name and I stood up and
approach the bench and the judge gave me a continuous. I went back to my seat
curious to hear the charges on Becky. Just as I thought, she wasn’t charged with
murder but seven counts of buying and distributing pharmaceutical barbiturates.
They walked out of the courtroom and we followed in hot pursuit trying to capture the
game figuratively.
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They were standing in the corridor as if they were expecting us. I asked her,
"why did she tell me that?" She said I knew that would catch your attention and it
did. I asked them if we could take them out to lunch and then home. She said
first, we had to follow them to drop Kay's car off. I needed to make one stop
myself. I had already made arrangements to meet Johnny Triplet to purchase an
ounce of cocaine. From the courtroom to a drug purchase, it was like that.
We met at the White castle lot on Kingshighway & Natural Bridge. Johnny
walked over and handed me the blow and I immediately ask Becky to hold it and
we drove off. Larry P. stayed in North St Louis on Thekler & Robin so we
decided to drive to his apartment with Kay and Becky. When I pulled in front of
the apartment complex I saw a panic look on both of their faces. So it struck me
that they might be thinking we were trying to rape them. They didn't know us and I
had an epiphany.
I'm going to take them over to my mother's house and make them feel comfortable. I pulled up to the house and they asked, "Where are we?" "I want you to meet
my mother," I said. I knew it would work, whenever you take a young lady home
to meet your mother she always feels special. That relaxed them at that point and
time. I explained to her that we just met and Mom at times when talking to her
you would think she was game tight the way she flowed with the
conversation.
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My mother always like Pepsi-Cola so Larry and I decided to volunteer to go get
her some; leaving Kay and Becky at the house with her alone. Larry P. and I
went around the corner staying gone about 10 to 15 minutes. When we came
back Mom had interrogated them and at the same time relaxed them. When we
got back everybody was laughing, grinning and talking. Afterwards, I wish
my mother well gave her a kiss and we left.
Then we went back to Larry's apartment on Thekler. Now everything was all
right this time. We knew it was on. Everyone went upstairs to the second floor. It
was our hour. I was ready for the cocaine plus Larry had a little marijuana at
the house. The table was set for a good time. Afterwards, we took them home to
the Laclede Townhouse Apartments where Becky stayed. Before she exited the car
Becky asked were we coming back that night. We returned and spent the night and
the next morning Kay went back home to Vandilla, Illinois. Becky and I continued our
relationship.
Larry Ps' due diligence began to pay off, he was making money, prospering
purchasing motorcycles and a Pontiac Trans-Am triple black sports car. Success
always breeds haters, contempt, enviousness, and jealousy. Larry found it to be so.
The guys he grew up with downtown became jealous of him. An attempt robbery was
made at his apartment by June-June. Larry's brother-in-law stayed on the first floor
and Larry was on the second floor. His brother-in-law noticed June-June and another
guy in the bushes by the hedges along the side of the house. He called Larry to warn
him that it looks like a robbery was about to take place.
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Larry P. grabbed a rifle and gun then came down the steps and June-June
spotted him with the weapons and took off running. George Noel and Larry had
met several times; he knew Larry P. was the one handling a lot of my business at
that time. Evidently, George must have shared it with someone else. Larry
wasn't known for being a killer and didn't have a reputation for shooting a gun. But
they knew he was my right hand at the time. Therefore, they were going to silence
him by killing him to keep it from me. One thing about St Louis, if you don't have a
track record or reputation in this city it was hard to maintain anything. Through
association with me and others alike, haters really wouldn't openly do anything.
I took it personally, so I decided to go to the JC's Get Up & Go Lounge
where we saw June-June that night. He was with Benny Noble and Rodney Calvin so
I approached them. June-June was in total denial of the attempt but I warned
him, another such incident it will not be another conversation. I told Rodney
Calvin and Noble to talk with him because I know he works for them. I assured
them that I was going to hold some people accountable for his actions. They
understood it but still in denial. It was all good we walked away but they would
pay later. That location had become too dangerous for Larry P; the word was
out on him that he was handling big money.
A couple of days later we decided to go over to Carbondale, Illinois to look at some
apartments and townhouses. Patty went with us she signed for their apartment and she
my loft in Carbondale, in a total different complex. That became my bachelor's crib, my
getaway and my hideout. I had it for 6 months before Sue even knew I had it. When
we had to go to the mattress due to the Parker Boys War I move my family over there.
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Sue was so surprised when she saw it wondering how long I have been
there. I never really brought anybody there except Darlene Parker and Alberta prior
to the war. Darlene helped me pick the furniture out as well. Alberta was my ride
or die girl, she had my back. My hideout in Carbondale gave me time to reflect on my
future. Again, I felt like it was time to get out the "Game!" It was like with Michael
Corleone, "Every Time I Try To Get Out They Pull Me Back In!"

6063 Page 5 Drug War "Lorenzo is one mean dude, and just about everybody is scared
to death of him. Maybe, just maybe, with him being locked up, things will cool
down." , Detective Pete Gober Dennis Haymon Joe Petty Lorenzo Petty Samuel Petty
shooting in the 3700 block of Maffitt Avenue. Anthony Henderson, a lieutenant for the
Pettys and a suspect for other slayings, was a suspect again but warrants were refused.
Police believe Washington was responsible for the shooting in the theater. Nov. 16.
Lorenzo and Valentine were arrested. Also, authorities with search warrants
recovered about three ounces of heroin, several weapons, eight sticks of dynamite,
walkie-talkies and a bullet-proof vest in raids on the homes of Lorenzo and Valentine
and a house in the 4600 block
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Chapter 20

Larry P. became a consistent target for my opposition, even with Sue. She tried to
be pleasant toward him but she charged him on two fronts - the young ladies he
exposed me to and her money that he is making doing what she used to do.
Lately, Sue began to nag me, started complaining about everything, really it was
about all the whoring around I was doing. She and I argued at her fathers' house
on Kennerly & Warne to the point I told her we were done. Then I sent her in the
house to get my pistol, money and a few ounces of heroin that I left there a few
days ago. As karma would have it, blocks from her house the police noticed me as
they were going east, while I went west on Natural Bridge in my Green Seville.
I stopped at the light on Kingshighway as they were breaking a u-turn. and I
was at a stop light saying, “Please Change," and it did. I hooked a left turn
with them in hot pursuit. Then I hooked a right turn on Norwood slinging the
gun out but I missed the sewer entrance this time. I continued to drive tossing the
drugs out the passenger window trying to prevent the police from seeing my arm
come out the window. I turned one more corner and pulled over because police cars
were coming from every direction.
I'm sitting there thinking “Why did I get mad at Sue of all days!" Now I'm
surrounded by cops everywhere and one officer walks up with my gun in hand
saying he got it from a guy around the corner. I asked the officer, “Why didn't you
arrest him then, instead of trying to free case me?" I went on to ask, "Where is this
mystery guy at? You didn't get his name or nothing, you just let him go, so you need
to let me go also. That's not my gun and you didn't get it out of my hand nor did you
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see it leave my hand?" The other officer said he's right, we have to let Mr. Haymon
go, we have nothing to arrest him for. After issuing me a couple of traffic tickets I
was gone. I doubled back immediately, once the coast was clear looking for my
drugs or the mystery guy (Good Samaritan). I figured if he saw me tossed the gun,
he saw me tossed the drugs as well but he was no where to be found.
Now, with no Sue briefly in my life, Darlene and Becky were the only women I
was seeing. Sue had a disdain for both, always trying to intimidate any woman
she felt remotely had or I had an eye for. Darlene was a different breed - a
confident beautiful well-dressed young woman who was mature before her time.
Becky also surprised Sue when she came in the Blue Room and painted a mira on
the mirrors directly behind the bar. Later, Becky was arrested for an inside jewelry
heist and the police came in the Blue Room one night telling me I was under
arrest for the jewelry. Without handcuffs being placed on me, they said they would
wait outside, not to create a scene and I assured them I would be out in five
minutes.
Becky was a Caucasian, who loved Brothers' but her Vanilla culture surface
from time to time. One night all of us (Larry P., Bo Bo, Becky, Mary, Charlotte and
me) were at one of our sacred places. Only a select few knew about it in North
County. We were out partying and didn't want the party to stop. We had a little
cocaine, marijuana at the crib with some booze. We didn't need much alcohol
because they had been drinking all night anyway. The music played while we sat
around cracking jokes about Becky's outdated dancing, so she got up to prove us
wrong and the girls one by one put on a show.
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Then there was a knock at the door we weren't expecting anyone, Larry P went to
the door. It was this guy Mike that I didn't like from Larry P's neighborhood
(Walnut Park aka Murder Ville) who I was introduce to. It’s something about him that
didn't sit right with my spirit. Mike walks through the door and Larry gave him a
seat right across from the couch where Becky, Charlotte and I were sitting. Mary
was kind of hanging around the kitchen and Larry was moving through the room
and then pulled up a chair as well . I had a great disdain for him. I just didn't trust
Mike. Larry asked him if he wanted something to drink or to eat and he said no.
Mike reached into his pocket and pulled out a bag of cocaine, as my eyes
intently watched him. He asked for an album cover and then sprinkled a nice pile. of
cocaine onto the cover. He asked everyone if they wanted to blow, everyone said yes
except me.
Mike started a conversation and mentioned that he enjoyed riding with Becky,
Mary along with Larry. I was shocked at the discussion. Larry never mentioned that to
me. I wondered what else was said and done that I didn't know about. I looked at
Becky thinking, I will deal with her later. So everyone was getting high except me.
Mike and I locked eyes on each other said nothing for a minute and then he opens
up. Dennis why aren't you snorting some of the blow it's the best in the city? I told him
no thanks. As everyone else was still getting high Mike insisted I get high as well.
More and more as I refuse he begins to slide the album cover toward me like it was
the battlefield and I saw it as the battlefield for Larry.
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I didn't find out until a day later what type of conversation they had and which
Larry had basically okay and agreed to give my life up. As we sat there
across from one another, I'm on the couch with the girls and he straight ahead in
the chair. I got up to get some water, went in the kitchen and retrieved a butcher
knife. I put it on my waist and sat back down for there were no guns in the house.
The cocaine that was on the album cover really was Larry on the cover in
a tug-of-war for Supremacy, who will keep him on their team. Mike was
ada-mant about me snorting cocaine trying to upstage me in front of my own
woman who had been in the company of him without my knowledge, as well
as, my right-hand man. I became frustrated with his approach.
As far as I was concerned he had made his final bid being so persistent. I
took my hand and flipped the album cover over knocking it off the table. As cocaine
fell onto the floor, at this point, I was prepared to kill him right there with that
butcher knife. He played it off as if it didn't mean anything to him because he
has so much cocaine that was little or nothing to him. Larry jumped up, as well as,
Becky grabbed her mouth and covered it with a sigh of relief when nothing else
happened behind it. I just suggested, I think it's a good time for him to leave and
Larry escorted him to the door.
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I commence to going off on Becky, then turn around and looked at Larry with a
look of disbelief. I shouted, "What in the hell was this, what just went down. Man
why didn't you tell me about the other day!" Larry P said, "nothing really
happened, Becky did nothing wrong." Well, somebody did something wrong
that Nigger walked in the house - this is sacred and know way should he have
known. So that tells me that he's been here before. Larry, you have broken
team you've broken Rank and tell me everything! Let me talk to you in the
bedroom!" I sternly suggested."
I began to interrogate Larry about how long he has been messing with this guy
and what the conversations were about. Mike started telling him about all the
money he was making; the amounts of cocaine he had; and the planes to fly it
in on. Mike mention Patch, thereby, I knew planes were possible. Patch and I
were alright with one another and also, the Parker Boys were too. The Parker
Boys had switched their game to cocaine and marijuana because the
competition had thickened in the heroin trade.
Larry P was blazing on that cocaine spacing out like was getting high on acid.
He told me Mike said the only thing he had to do was to open the front door and lay
down on the floor and it would be all over with. I looked at him like he was a crazy
man. So, in essence, he was prepared to give my life away by setting me up. How
did he convince you of some shit like that!" I vehemently asked? “Mike said I will
make more money if I mess with him because you were taking advantage of
me Dennis. How could that be Larry, have you lost your fucking mind! I have been
too good to you. You didn't have a dime when I met you! You knew nothing
about the game I brought you into it and now you think you got the game and
gone with it! Now you want to sell my life out at this time. Larry started to cry while
telling me how sorry he was for allowing that to happen. “Now we are trapped,
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with no guns in this house.' I don't know what's outside that door waiting on us,
we are going to have to figure out something, but right now we aren't going out
this door until daylight. At this time I couldn't think of anyone else to call except
Sue. I knew I could count on her even though we had just broken up.
I briefly gave her a sketchy description of what took place. I thought I would tell it
all when she got here but the main thing I needed was some guns being trapped. In
the meantime, I went back to the living room and went off on Becky, she swore
nothing happened between Mike and her. She claimed the only thing he was doing
was flirting and Larry sat there and watch him flirt with me but I did nothing with
him. I was infuriated more with Larry, understanding I had a weak link and had to
do something about it. I liked Larry, we have gotten real close I also knew his
uncle Little Daddy growing up in our Player-Days hustling. I was thinking about his
brother Bay Bay taking his place who had more heart but he was a party guy. There
was a knock at the door at 3:00 am. the same morning, it was Sue and Bo Bo.
They were carrying a clothes basket as if she'd been washing with five guns and a
rifle in the laundry basket covered with towels. I was relieved to see her, while
stepping into the living room she pierced Becky, Charlotte, and Mary with a very
disdained look. Larry sitting around, still high as a kite, "Dennis let's go in the
bedroom so we can talk," she said. So we remained in the bedroom for about half
an hour talking.
The first thing out of my mouth was - I love you, I need you! I'm so sorry about
what happened to us. She said she was good with that and the only thing she's
worried about now, was me staying alive. She told me, once I get out of this Jam to
come by to see her. Then she said, "you need to get rid of those White Bitches and
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the half White ones too and come home!' We stood up as we were laying across
the bed talking, and kissed her. Sue stepped in the living room and boldly said,
“You all better not let anything happen to my man!" while walked out with Bo Bo.
So everyone went to sleep except Becky and I. Larry passed out quickly
being full of that cocaine, alcohol, and marijuana. He needed to feel good because
his life took a turn for the worse. I told Becky I couldn't believe that s***! She started
telling me about some of the conversations that she overheard Larry and Mike
having. She said, she played along as if she was a part of it but she didn't know
how to tell me because how close she knew Larry and I was.
When Larry woke up I finished Interrogating him, again, asking him where did Mike
take him when they were riding. He conveyed the stops that they made and two of
them involved the Parker Boys, although all the pieces to the puzzle weren't in
place, it was enough circumstantial evidence to charge them yet. It was
getting close to Halloween and I was preparing a Halloween Massacre.
I've always had that Godfather mentality. While preparing the hit California GreyHead, Kay Kay and a couple of younger guys that look like straight teenagers were
going to execute the Halloween Trick or Treat Massacre. After studying all of their
locations I thought it would be ideal to just knock on some doors and open up firing. I
purchased a few walkie talkies and the bullet-proof vests I already had. Everyone had
trained with the type of weapon they were getting ready to use to eliminate any
problem.
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I went to pick up the walkie talkies from my Father-in-law's house,
Rodman had stolen my walkie talkies out of the house, at least I thought it
was him. At that time Rodman went back to shooting drugs. That altered and
stagnated my plans and I tried to regroup, months passed, the next thing I
knew, Grey-Head, and California had fallen out. With that falling out - I
believe even today that Grey-Head gave up the plot to kill the Parker Boys
and Mike, as well as, a few other renown cocaine dealers that we had planned
to take out.

Page 4 The St. Louis Times December 4, 1978 to Dm Other law enforcement
authorities’ fear that Petty's rival, Dennis Haymon, could become a little more bold
with the feared Lorenzo behind bars. "Haymon has been losing the battle badly,"
investigators said. At least three of Hayman’s associates have been shot to death and
four others wounded in recent months, they said. Only one of Petty's associates has
been killed. "Haymon may see his big chance now to get proven," according to
investigators. There are two different theories among authorities as to the nature of
the feud" between the Haymon and Petty factions. Some say they are vying for
territorial rights in the sale of heroin. "When you've got something that costs 300
times the cost
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Chapter 21

I have a principle that I live by - when people change I ask why and until the why is
answered I don't make another move. I saw a change in the Parker Boys
Behavior as they began to frequent at the Blue Room. I always knew Jim Parker was
displeased at the fact that Pam Parker had dated me. One day I had to slap her for
lying on me and using me to make Jim jealous.
Lucius Parker came to the Blue Room while standing outside Kay Kay walked
up and Lucious made a statement to Kay Kay as he was looking up at the Blue
Room and said, He's (meaning me) was not strong enough to maintain this.
And as he walked away Kay Kay could not wait to get to me the tell me about the
remark Lucious made. I took it with a grain of salt but never letting go of it.
A couple of days had passed, Charles Cherry and I were back cool after the
fallen out of Red Bo's murder. He came to the lounge on a Wednesday night
and said Larry (my brother) what goes down between two people that's
cool with me I have nothing to do with it. Larry and Charles had gotten close
while in the workhouse. Larry was the one who convinced me to help Charles
once again, by giving him drugs on consignment.
The day Larry came and conveyed to me what Charles said, and on top of
what Kay Kay shared only days prior, I was convinced it was the Parker Boys who
tried to assassinate me a week before. Someone snipped at me through my
restaurant window about 5:00 PM. The bullets whistling past my head as I dove to
the floor barely escaping the bullets. My guns were in my office straight down the
hallway. I army crawled to my office getting my gun and then broke down the front
steps to Natural Bridge. Ghant ran out the back door to the parking lot. We met
up through the gangway but neither one of us saw anything or anybody.
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After that incident along with the new information that I received from Kay Kay
and Charles Cherry, I was convinced at this point I had to make a move on the
Parker Boys. Charles was a question mark In my mind but he was family so I let
him off the hook with me. Nevertheless, they found him dead over in East St
Louis stuffed in a sea treasure trunk as they did with Adrian Moore.
That night I decided to make a move on the Parker Boys store trying to catch
at least two of the three. Jim and Lucious or Joe and Sam, really Lucious. I could
save him for last because of his temper. I knew they were worthy opponents,
associated with Ray Brown who Sal was very close to, plus they were with
the "Brother Liberation Party" growing under that umbrella. I knew I was
up against guerrilla warfare so I begin to think as they thought to try to eliminate
them.
Later, as I look back, I gave them too much credit and that caused me
to over assess my opponent, making my task more difficult did it should have
been to eliminate them.

211 Wed., June 14, 1978 ST. LOUIS P0ST-D1SPATCH Jake Mcarthy a personal opinio
A Big Lea In Chinese Taste Drug Wars II "I had friends I saw turn junkie," Sam
Petty was saying. "When I was a kid, I would be in a dope house and ask, what are you
doin' that for? I saw it coming here. There was always drugs in this town, but never so
widespread as the last 10 years." So Sam Petty was surprised not long ago when the St.
Louis Police Department named him as one of the leaders of two rival factions that
were heading for a bloody heroin war here. Sam Petty operates a grocery in north
St. Louis. The leader of the supposed rival faction, Dennis Haymon, operates a nightclub
in the area. "I know Dennis," Sam said "He grew up in Carr Square Village. We were
from Leffingwell and Cass. We've been talking about a picnic.
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This would be the day that would change the course of all of our lives - “The
Daytime Attack on the Parker's Store!" Sitting in my office at the Blue Room I laid
down the strategy for the seven of us who would execute the destruction of the Parker
Family. The understanding was that no one would fire until the sound of my
shotgun. Key-Bird rode with me; California with Larry (my brother); Ghant
and Fred Jackson and Robert Sanderwood drove himself. I became frustrated
with a few of the guys because when it was time roll-out and take care
of the task (Hit) at hand I saw the hesitation (let me finish the drink or the joint). I'm
looking at men who had killed before but some were not killers in the sense of the
word.
See real killers are prepared to die as well as kill and with worthy opponents as
the Parker Boys, it was a great possibility you wouldn't come back alive. In my
frustration, Key-Bird and I got in the rental car as the rest of them moving slowly, as
I saw it, got in their cars. Robert Sanderwood and I didn't need a drink nor a joint
because

we

understood

and

had

embraced

the

moment.

Robert

was

guaranteed money so to speak, I assigned myself to take out whoever was
behind the front cashier counter, it just so happened to be Lucious my now
friend and comrade (From Guns To Redemption)! Robert position himself outside
the store; guaranteeing my exit no matter what happened in the store. I knew
even if the police drove up he was going to make sure I would have a
chance get out; even if I had to shoot my way out after committing mass murder.
There are times when the best-laid plans go astray and this was definitely
one of those times. I pulled up to the front of the store, double check my shotgun, and
Key-Bird and I jumped out leaving the car in the middle of the street in
position for an immediate exit. Larry and California's assignment was to
eliminate anyone behind the butcher counter and to stop anyone from coming
down the back steps from the apartment. Although, when Larry and Calo came in the
store we were coming out of the store. Just a botched move overall...
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Everything was scheduled to take place after the first blast. As Lucious was
handing the lady her bag of groceries I pushed her to the side and stepped into
her position with the shotgun aimed at Lucious. I pulled the trigger but the
shotgun wouldn't fire. I then threw the shotgun down and snatched my 9
millimeter out of my waistband. By that time Lucious got low and ran from
behind the cashier counter. He made it to the back of the store making a mad
dash upstairs. When he made up there Larry and Calo were coming through the
door and told him Lucious got away. The messed up part, what I question most
is - "Why didn't Key-Bird who was standing right there, fire a shot?" Instead
he allowed Lucious to get away. I believe Jim was already upstairs. They
unleashed so much firepower from out those windows I had to run past my gun
riddled car to get away. Robert and Ghant were firing back and that's the
reason I made it out of there alive. Nevertheless, I had to leave the
rental car behind unexpectedly that Sue rented. Fred Jackson drove off in the
heat of the battle leaving Ghant so he was foot like Calo, Larry and I.
We maneuvered through the side streets and gangways headed to Sound
Town Record Shop on North Grand. Our dilemma came when we had to cross an
open view Fairground Park in order to make it to the Sound Town Record Shop
to use the telephone. I wasn't counting on things backfiring as they did. With all
the hesitation and my frustration of it, it only stands to reason. I didn’t know where
Key-Bird went to at the time but I was so mad at him for not firing one round, I
wanted to put one in him. The only thing saved him he was a childhood
friend from kindergarten. So we made it to the shop and I called Alberta.
The bar had just been raised and stakes were higher than either side wanted
them to be. Jim Parker sent a message to me for me to call him at the store and
I did. I tell no lie, between the cost factor ($150,000) a three-month war.
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Not to mention, the potential profit that was being missed, I was glad he called. My
heroin connections were slow in delivery and when they weren't the product
quality was in question. So when Jim Parker reached out it was just enough
time for me to catch my second wind. Jim asked me if I had seen the
morning Post Dispatch Newspaper with all of our pictures on the front page and I
told him I had.
We decided to meet me at the Salad Bowl Restaurant on Lindell
Boulevard. Jim came with Larry Robins aka, Bucthie who I grew up with in Carr
Square Village. He surprised me with having Pam alongside him. We sat down
and talked about the Saint Louis Post-Dispatch and how did that look would
destroy us and how we were now being perceived by White America. We for about
twenty minutes negotiated a truce and portrayed that truce to the news media.
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Chapter 22
First, Jim, Sal, Lucious and I met outside in front of The St. Louis Police
Department on 12th & Clark with Channel 5 News reporting as Sergeant Herb
Riley conducted the interview somewhat. Sal and I did most of the talking but my
mistake came when I stated I had been arrested 52 times and never
convicted, only to make a point, that I couldn't be as corrupt as people thought.
The statement backfired on me and struck a cord (a slap in the face) of the justice
system (St. Louis Finest). We painted a picture of friendship on the outside but
killer from the inside both internalized.
The following day we met at the Downtown Sheraton Hotel in the lobby
and was interviewed by the North side Journal that Sal contacted. I had Walter
Cooper drive me to the meeting as a sign of peace, although Walter was known
for making money and dated Annie (Sue's Sister) he wasn't known for
violence. We were trying to rock everyone back to sleep concerning the war. As
Sal walked off with the reporter in hopes of solidifying the concept of peace
among us Luciuos, Jim, and I sat on the couch in the main lobby.
The conversation about the attack on the store came up and I told them that I
believe it was them that snipped on me through my restaurant window but both
adamantly denied it. This was the first time in the two day truce meetings that we
were alone outside of reporters and police enforcement so we seize the moment.
Lucious being Lucious, the enforcer let me know in no uncertain terms that
some shit like this can't happen again or there will never be a truce until
everyone dies.
He was always the intimidator and pride himself with the thought that everyone
was afraid of him. I calmly looked at him as he pierced me searching for a reaction or
reply and he got it but not the one he was expecting. I replied, "You tell people
that I'm afraid of you and that it had to be Robert Sanderwood who came in the
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store. It was me behind the ski mask as I look into your eyes but the shotgun
wouldn't fire as you ran upstairs." Lucious emotionally responded, " That's why I
like you because you have to have heart to sit here in my face and boldly tell
some mother****ing shit like this. By that time Sam return without the reporter
and Walter stepped from the bar as everyone shook hands and left. As Sal
and I were side by side exiting, Jim and Lucious were walking behind us as I
spent around to check them out I read these words off of Lucious's lips to Jim, " I'm
going to kill that punk ass Nigger" I gradually turn my head around as if I saw
nothing and thinking to myself, "Not Before I Kill You!"
Now the Cat and Mouse game was really on again. The City Of St.
Louis was probably happier than us I believe, about the temporary truce for peace
on TV that we made. Things went back to normal, our mid-level dealers had
their street dealers back out there being more visible and drug houses booming.
Although we still moved with caution but gave off the appearance of business, as
usual, that was so far from the truth. Money was flowing again and we were
back on the night scene enjoying ourselves once again while recuperating from a
nonproductive war season.
The Parker Boys had to notice our strong surge back to prominence to
regain our undisputed position in the heroin drug trade of "The City of St.
Louis." A lot of different city drug factions were able to master this - I could
name a few that did. The key was having the right connection with a backup
connect, at all times remaining consistent with a good product and good prices.
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However I was never greedy, forever making money for my partners keeping my
word on every level and facet of the "Game!" I truly embraced what I believed in
while dedicating my life to it. I was sold on the idea of getting rich while removing any
and everyone who would try to stop me. I had so many plans for my children and how
to distribute the wealth I would incur. As I write, my heart is saddened for it
seems as if I failed them. I fought hard to stay alive to be there for them, I really
knew the odds were against me. Within my last four years on the street I knew I
would have to avoid police, killers, and snitches. Those are the worse kinds of
snitches , were the robbers, drug dealers, and the killers who have killed until those
bullets touch their body.
The table was set for my demise by different contributors, some working in
concert and others just working to get rid of me by any means necessary. Being a
triple threat (Brains, Brawn and Bank) created problems for the law enforcement
agencies along with my rivals and competitors. We were the only organized group
who were never indicted by the FBI and that spoke volumes in this rat infested city. So it
happened, after leaving my lawyers office Robert Hampe, he calls me a few hours
later, waking me up from an evening nap in which I rarely do. He calmly tells me that
I'm wanted for Capital Murder on Jerome Brownand I'm telling him how could that
be because I've been at Sue's Father's house sleep. Hampe told me just turn
yourself in they have orders to shoot you on sight because you are known for not
stopping for them. The following day I surrendered to the homicide department
Wednesday making bond the same night and went to the JC's Get Up & Go Lounge.
A couple of people said they had just seen me on the six o'clock news and you
are out already? "Yes, you are looking at me aren't you, I got too much money for
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those Crackers to hold me in jail!" I stated. So, I sat a pattern of behavior up by
coming back to JC's lounge the second night in a row. Thereby, my
assassins had prepared to assassinate me upon my guaranteed return,
banking on a pattern of human behavior.
As amazing as it played out I was at home in the bed with Sue resting half
asleep and "DEATH" was calling my name. I got dressed making it to JC's about
fifteen minutes before closing time and the Club was wall to wall on the inside and
the same on the outside for people were all up and down the sidewalks and
parking lot.
About ten of my guys were there and none of us was strapped carrying guns
reason being, we were thirty days into the peace treaty with the Parker Boys
and secondly, we believed we had put the fear of God in St. Louis because most
guys in St. Louis - straight out feared the Parker Boys. My eyes were wandering
around the crowd trying to see what beautiful young lady I could tip off with and
up pops the sweet and tender Judy with her girlfriend Lisa.
We were talking probably less than five minutes and out of nowhere, gunfire
began to ring out bullets bouncing off of cars and concrete from so many different
directions the only thing could do was to hold my position kneeling down
behind the parked car while everyone was running and scrambling for the lives.
A young lady was kneeling down alongside me we raised up to run and the
whistling bullets coming past us forced us back down. Sandra Porter raised up
again to run although this time the bullets struck her in the face killing her instantly.
Too close for comfort I knew I had to make a mad dash. As I peeped
over the hood of the car I saw a man step through the doorway of the lounge
firing shots toward the rooftop behind me. Only until then, did I realized that
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I was trapped in a crossfire. I decided to run toward JC's front door where the guy
was covering me against the snipers on the rooftop behind me and I started
scaling the wall quickly moving toward Lindel Blvd with my rental car keys in hand.
Then I notice Eyes’s car had stopped and Ray yells out the back window hop in
Max!
I was rescued and I knew it because after managing to dive through the
window of the car due to the fact the young lady riding shotgun with Eyes
wouldn't open the door. As soon as Eyes pulled off a car came speedily behind
us shooting as we got close to Kingshighway. I realized I had dropped my clutch
bag with my jewelry in it and I shouted to Eyes turn around I have to go back to
get my jewelry. I figured by the time we get back there the police would have
arrived. Eyes pulled up and parked a few cars behind my rental as I was getting
out of the car. A good friend of mine, Linda T. hollered, " Dennis, get out of
here, you have to leave!' It didn't make sense to me with so many police present. I
reassured her that I'm perfectly fine (I'm good) until she point-ed up to a
window where the barrel of an old type Gatling Gun was hanging over the
window seal. WOW, I thought, these Negroes weren't playing! I found my clutch
bag and immediately walked to my car and drove off.

TROBERTSON Of the Post-Dispatch Staff The fatal shooting of Jerome Brown
as he rode in an automobile in midtown St. Louis last summer was described
today by Special Assistant Circuit Attorney Henry J. Fredericks in the
prosecution's opening statement at the murder trial of reputed drug dealer Dennis
Haymon. A jury of 11 women and one man was selected Monday and is being
sequestered for the trial in the courtroom of Circuit Judge James J. Gallagher.
Fredericks told the jurors that Brown, 27, a former drug user, was picked up at his
home on the evening of last June 19 by Richard Ford, who is to-appear at the trial
as a witness against Hay-
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Chapter 23
We drove straight to Sue Father's house to get a couple of guns before I went to
the hospital to see all who had gotten shot because of me (The Attempt On My
Life). The News Papers and Police Department made their case for who did it and I
made mine. As I walked through the emergency room of Homer G. Philips Hospital
there were about seven innocent victims wounded and their family members were
looking at me with such a disdain look as if I had shit on me. Judy was shot in
both legs as she stood next to me when the assault attack was unleashed. I know
now that it was only the Grace of God. After seeing her and the pain my life had
caused so many people, I swore revenge on who I thought the attackers were.
I road night and day making my rounds to the Parkers Boys known houses as I
moved through the course of my day. If I wasn't sleeping, eating or taking care of
business the Parkers Boys became my business. It was a few days behind the
JC's attack and I was making my morning rounds on the Parker Boys before I start
my day as I do before I end my night, in which had become the norm. I switched
rental cars with Red Hayden last night, big mistake because his car had poor
acceleration and this time I needed a jet. I spotted three men coming out of the
Parker Boys' Store getting in a 1947 antique Chevy and I noticed that one of the
men was Jim Parker.
Never taking my eye off of my prey I eased up on the car side by side and
stopped, waiting for him to recognize me before firing two shots at him as he
tucked, before I could fire again I noticed the police standing by their car writing a
parking citation out, so I fired at the police as he dove to the ground. This nonaccelerating
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car Red Hayden gave me wasn't and couldn't gather enough speed. I made it
to Kossuth and Prairie, hooking a right turn into the alley with police cars
swarming and chasing right behind me. I decided to stop and jump out on foot to
scale the fences in the backyards to get away but as I got out the drivers door
the po-lice fired shots at me forcing me back into the car. I had already thrown my
gun and bulletproof vest out the car doing the chase.
The police took me back the scene where I saw Sergeant Joe Mokwa and his
partner. Mokwa walked over to the police car and said, "I underestimated you,
for you to come over to the Parker Boys' Store by yourself and attempted to kill
them and the police. You just might win this war after all, plus it's not Three
against One it's Two against Three for you have a brother named Larry who I hear
is a killer as well. His partner said I'm putting my money on you now!. I thought
that was some sick shit I was hearing. But that was the consensus of the city, like
it or not.
They then hauled me off to the police station and handcuffed me to a chair
waiting to be identified and I was then booked for four 1st degree assaults on Jim
Parker, Levy Vickers, Lester (Butchy) Robins, and the Police Officer, After
making only a $50,000 bond which shocked me, it more, infuriated St. Louis
Chief Prosecutor Attorney George Peach and he expressed it in the Post
Dispatch Newspaper.

The war continued and my position became stronger because I had just
introduced St. Louis to the most popular drug out ,"Tar Heroin," that could be
cut (hit) 10 times and be as good or equivalent to and heroin on the street. Now
that created hidden forces against me for I had gained total control of the
City with the Tar Product.
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With my new connect California Black, Mike Rodgers in California fail off in
selling me a couple of bad packages, even my first deal with California Black was
garbage (bad product) that Red Hayden was in on that deal after walking away from
Richard Lee. With Red Hayden coming totally with me that was a major shift in the
hierarchy and completed the army I needed to power my way back on top and to
dominate the war and get paid at the same time. We came out from the mattress
and we openly moved through the city defying anyone to get in our way or to try to
stop us.
It was that time again to put hits on the Five Major Heroin Factions in the City
who had aligned themselves with the Parker Boys never knowing that I knew.
We set the hits up with me having a concrete alibi knowing I would be the first one
the police would look at. It was Sunday morning the day that most Black Americans
are in Church or still sleeping from Saturday night hangover. Jim Parker was the
first one we hit at twelve noon from a vacant building across from his house on
Adelaide Ave. Laying wounded in the street the assailants came out of the
building to finish close up what they started but Bonnie had hovered over the
body crying and screaming for help. She was the Sister of a very good friend so
they kept driving hoping Jim was dead anyway.
The City froze and stood still that day with everyone changing their normal
Sunday routine. A couple paid a physical price later. We had gained back the
respect of the City and put fear in many. Infiltrated the Parker Boys Ranks through
Houston who was close to the Parker's that reported to me on the regular. Eyes,
Black and Squirrel would pick him up to bring to a undisclosed place. Houston
conveyed their mindsets; who was coming over to their store visiting the
Parkers; their concerns they had and the respect they admittedly gained for me. I
was running late for a court date that I had forgotten about, due to so many, I
didn't have time to contact anyone to ride or meet me there so I went alone without
any weapons.
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After my first court appearance I was standing outside the front
door entrance of The Municipal Court Building. Believe it or not, Jim and
Lucious walks up, stopped, spoke and continued in as I remained standing
holding my position to their disbelief. I saw the befuddled, bewildered look on
their faces. When I met Houston he conveyed Jim's thoughts about that
moment, "there is no way Dennis would be at court by himself, he probably
had the Court Building surrounded."
Houston said my boldness has become a problem for them just like when
H. Henderson and Lucious saw me crossing the street at St. Louis Ave. and
Vandeventer Lucious slides down in the seat trying to hide as H.
Henderson slowly continued to drive. They thought I didn't notice them but I
had and kept my composure, even though I wasn't strapped until I made
in Big Jim's Drugstore. I saw them circle the block knowing I had enough time
to get in and out of the store before they made it back around. Sugar Ray
and Bay Bay were anchored on the corner in the car. As I made it to the car
Bay Bay pulled off, Lucious and Henderson were moving slowly behind us.
We made it to Prairie and St. Louis Ave where there is a fork in the road so
we took that path because of less traffic and they did also. I told Sugar Ray to
hand me both of those pistols and Bay Bay to anchor the car on the corner of
Spring Ave. and stop. He did just that with me jumping out of the car with both
pistols in hand moving toward the slow approaching hunters who is about to
capture by the game. They backed backward down the street and left.
Houston said that Jim asked him (Lucious) why didn't he shoot us, he said,
"Dennis had laid a trap!. Then he said the two of them started arguing for you
have rattled their cage.
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Chapter 24
It was now getting close to my Capital Murder court date and I believe the St.
Louis post Dispatch reported that Lucious Parker and Levi Valentine had been
found guilty for conspiring to distribute drugs. One by one the judicial system
had had enough of us - it was by any means at this point of the game. I replaced
my lawyer Robert Hampe with Senator Lawrence Lee for more political clout
but I was devoted to Hampe and had great respect for him. I did business with
Senator Lee but I didn't trust him like I did Hampe. I had several reasons, one
being, Senator Lee represented Benny Noble, Rodney Calvin and his crew.
Prior to visiting my lawyer, I had two encounters with Rodney and one with
Noble trying to eliminate them for playing Team Parker. I had figured it out a couple
of years ago that it was Rodney who framed me for the Capital Murder on Earl Jr.
aka "Killer" Williams, as the newspapers stated. I spotted Rodney and Noble
driving on 20th Street I figured he was going to visit his mother's house. We
followed them at a distance allowing them to exit the car and it was three of
us in our car. I was riding shotgun; Squirrel driving and Black with a 30-30
carbine rifle in the back seat to cover either side if necessary. Squirrel
pulls up and sandwiches them in between our car and the park cars. Rodney
spotted Black as he stuck the rifle out the window but the rifle jammed. Rodney
shouted at Noble to look out! Rodney ran to the sidewalk to take cover behind
the parked cars and Noble tried to run across the street to Rodney Mother's
house. That forced me to hang out the window while sitting on the door to shoot
across the car hitting Noble. Then Black hollers there's Rodney so I fired on him as
he returned fire. My problem develop, even though I had a ski mask on while
hanging out the window like a cowboy, I was wearing a full blue snowsuit. The
recognition of that snow suit would force a second shoot out with Rodney and Larry
Long.
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The next day Eyes, Black and I went to Big Jim's Drugstore to purchase some
Robitussin Cough Syrup AC. Eyes and I went in and left Black on the outside to
make sure no known enemy could ease in on us. We were at the back of the store
when Rodney and Larry Long came back where we were standing. Everyone
spoke to each other then I saw a light go off in Rodney's eyes. He had an
epiphany when he recognized the blue snowsuit - that it was me who tried to kill him
and shot Noble. Eyes and Black had the guns, I was a hot item on known drug
sets so I didn't carry one but people figured I did or should.
The Cat was out the bag now, metaphorically speaking, something was
about to go down right now. I had no choice, I was in wartime mold. We left
out of the store first. As I passed Black I told him to act like he was waiting
for the Bi-State bus and when Rodney and Larry come out to shoot both of them
in the head. Afterwards I would pick him up on Maffitt & Vandeventer Ave.
As Eyes and I circled the block waiting and anticipating hearing the
gunfire we drove down Maffitt toward Vandeventer Ave. To our surprise, there
were Rodney, Larry Long and two other guys walking toward us headed to
Prairie St. They noticed us in the car as we spotted them. We only had one gun
in the car between us and after they passed us Rodney and his boys
separated getting on opposite sides of Maffitt. The next thing I knew, Eyes
was yelling, "here they come!" Some on the right and some on the left side of the
car. It was in the dead of winter, snow on the ground and the traffic has us
boxed in with me behind the wheel. As they got closer to our car Eyes fires
about three shots and hands me the gun as the car began to spin because of the
snow.
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Eyes and I were passing the one gun back and forth between us as the car spun
around out of control. The car came to a stop with Eyes side of the car dead in front
of the niggas with guns firing. Eyes had already passed me the gun, so he ducked
down quickly as they riddle the side of car with bullets. I thought Eyes was dead
for sure. I became mad crazy and I bump up on the curb while whip-ping our car
around on the Supermarket lot facing our attackers. They had guns drawn and
firing, coming fast, so I shot twice through our front glass giving me a chance to
jump out. Black showed up continuing firing rounds while they turn back running
away, but they didn’t shoot back.
The first thing B l a c k said, "I'm glad you don't panic because a scary Nigga
would've shot me!" Black jumped in and Eyes rosed up unharmed so we drove
the bullet-riddled car out to Berkeley to Frost Dr. I called June Bug to pick it up
to take it to the body shop for repairs. It was his girlfriends' car I knew he was
upset but he would do anything for me that I knew as well. Later that day we
found out Rodney Calvin and Larry Long were both hit. The following morning my
lawyer called and ask me to pay him a visit later that day. Senator Lee wanted me
to know my trial date had been set a week from that day.
He subtlety conveyed to me - the witness Richard Ford is the only thing the
prosecutor has so you probably need to get on your bicycle and ride. I interpret
that statement to mean," Ride down on the witness.' I said okay and shook his
hand. I turned for the door but he stopped me to ask, " Are you trying to kill the
whole City of St. Louis?" "No." I calmly replied. "Just all of my enemies." Rodney
and Noble told him I had made attempts on their lives. Three days later, I turned
myself in to Homicide Division for 1st Degree Assault and Attempted Murder of a
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State witness in my Capital Murder Case on Richard Ford. I was innocent
of the murder and thought I really could beat the case at trial.
Nevertheless, silencing the only State Witness to the Trumped up Murder
would guarantee victory. The witness was shot four times and lived, not only
that, he survived the second attempt to silence him through a police bribe
which went array, causing me more complications while waiting for trial in City
Jail.

Charles L Klotzer Witness In Haymon Murder Trial Is Shot A witness in
the murder trial next week of Dennis Haymon who was shot Sunday, told
police his assailant was Haymon. The shooting occurred in the 8500 block of
Riverview Boulevard. Richard Ford, 35, of the 900 block of Burd Avenue,
was in critical condition Sunday at Homer G. Philips Hospital with gunshot
wounds of the neck, chest and left arm. Ford told police that his car was stopped
in the 8500 block of Riverview Boulevard about noon Sunday when another car
drove alongside, and a passenger in the car fired several shots at him. Ford
identified the assailant as Haymon, an alleged leader in a north St. Louis heroin
operation, police said. Ford was scheduled to testify next week in a murder case
involving Haymon.
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Chapter 25

All of that happened the weekend before my Monday Morning Trial was scheduled
to begin in spite of my Lawyers, Senator Lee and Robert Hampe's relentless
attempts to get me a change of venue but to no avail. The police, Tommy Dentman
picture was blasted across the front page of The St. Louis Post Dispatch
Newspaper. After witnessing that my chances of freedom were looking bleaker
and bleaker. I had already been confined for four months longer then I wanted to
be. Lawyers were trying to get everything they could monetary and my connect
was having a convenient memory loss.
The trial was set and the deck was stacked against me. The Trial Judge
allowed the shooting of the State Witness to be admitted as evidence and the Police
Officer attempted bribery to silence the witness. I presented six witnesses - two
who gave me a concrete alibi; two who were right behind the assailant’s murder
car. They pursued the car while writing down the license plate numbers at the same
time, only to return, ten minutes later handing it over to the police at the scene.
Also, there were two who said they actually saw the killers and said it wasn't me.
"My God!" What do you do with that one would think. My sister Gloria, mother
(Mrs. Marie Kelley) who was my rock then (Jesus becoming my Rock later) was
escorted by Gloria and my children's mother Sue each day praying for a favorable
resolution.
The jury couldn't reach a verdict and this looked like things were about to
shift in my favor. My lawyers said we had two options and this might be my best
shot. We have to allow the judge to empower the jury to render a verdict, due to all
of the outside media attention I probably would never get a fair trial. I'm thinking,
"What's fair about this one!" The other option would be to ask the Judge to grant us a
mistrial, thereby, being tried again at a later date, probably months later.
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That idea had two clear holes in it. One was, I was already tired of spending
four months in City Jail and I knew the business wouldn't survive another four
months. The troops were getting restless and loyalty was slipping away, not to
mention, trying to maintain the woman in my life. The decision was mine to make.
So I told them to play the hand we've been dealt for we have seen all the cards
they are holding.
Things intensified even-the-more, the jury wasn't able to reach a verdict for
the second time. Now, I'm sitting back in a docket holding cell, wondering what in
the f**k is going on! So the Judge this time calls down "The Hammer Instruction"
which states that a defendant has the right to a final verdict once and for all! He
then sends the Jury out for the third time. The Jury returns in fifteen minutes - we
didn't know if that was a good sign or not. Other times they deliberated for at least
an hour.
The judge ask me to stand as he prepared to read the verdict. "On the
charge of 1st Degree Murder" We find the defendant innocent and “Guilty of
Second Degree Murder," so said the Jury. My mother shouted, “No, No!" While
breaking down in tears Sue and Gloria consoled her and the only thing I could do
was stand there in disbelief. I never thought, "The Elusive Dennis Haymon" would
ever experience a day like this.
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Chapter 26

I decided to plead guilty to the 1st Degree Assault with Malice at Forethought on
Joe Petty and the 1st Degree Assault on the State witness Richard Ford
(SLPD) reported. I thought it was time to do some damage control since I had lost
my best chance at winning - which was the murder case; as opposed to the two
assault cases. Therefore, I snatched two five year sentences running concurrently
with the life sentence for the murder. Now I was prison-bound, not knowing exactly
what that would look like. The six months in City jail was the most time I had
ever done but I understood what was before me.
I had a lot of people cheering at the fact of my incarceration. My thought
and principles never changed for I was determined not to become
institutionalized nor a statistic or casualty of prison war. My concept was clear
and my desire to make it back home was even clearer. Although, my prison
life took some unexpected turns, that even I wasn't ready for. As soon as I
hit prison they locked me down in lockup (protected custody against my will)
claiming that the Moorish Science Temple of America had ordered a hit on me.
All of this was due to the four bullet holes I put in Baby Harold's body who was
parading around prison as “The Grand Sheik of the Moorish Science Temple."
He was in conflict with Jerry Lewis-Bey over that title. He didn't realize my
numerous friends and business associates that was associated with that Islamic
Group.
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A prison war now looked imminent and that's what the Warden, Donald P. Warwick
said when he sat a meeting up with me in the visiting room. He semi threatened me with
respect if that's possible. He told me he owned Cole County and with all my
money and fancy lawyers won't get me out of that lockup cell because he didn't want a
war in his prison. Furthermore, he said, “I don't want those drugs in here either!” I
assured him, that wasn't there for selling drugs, I'm here for murder. He told me,
“don’t get flip with me, you either transfer out of state or do that life sentence in your
cell!" I held my position a few more months and eventually signed the transfer
papers to Florence, Arizona.
West Coast jailing was totally different than the Midwest for their are true ethnic
gangs all through the prison system. I didn't skip a beat I immediately started
observing the drug movement and who's who on the yard. They assigned me to
Maximum Security (The Walls) named Central United. Everyone had to work or
attend school, laziness wasn't tolerated there so they implemented what they called
"The Gun Gang" where you go outside the prison to work in the fields. To me, it
was just a modern day chain gang from slavery time. Nevertheless, we were out
there in the Arizona desert heat working under gunpoint as the guards' road around
on horses. That was some unheard of bull***t for me!
After the first two weeks out there in the fields, I tried to escape and when the
guards' road down on me with rifles aimed, the rest of the inmate gun crew sat
down, creating a work strike and refused to move. Naturally, when they herded us
back to Central Unit they charged me with an attempted escape and creating a
work strike. Just say, I have had better days before. I made some friends but I only let
those who were not associated with gangs get close that had big time as I did. I
banded together a few guys from other states. One day, Snake a friend of mine
from Kansas City introduce me to a young 20 years old kid who had just arrived,
he was half Black and Mexican.
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He convinces me that his Sisters, whom he swore on, were beautiful, would
bring the drugs in. Then he would smuggle them in from the visiting room. I
hadn't received a visit in my two years of being there. {Although Debbie Hughes
visited many times after this ordeal}. Once he showed me his sisters’ pictures it was
a go. We did a test run just a couple of ounces of marijuana and a gram of
heroin. His sisters fronted the purchase and I paid them while we were visiting
with five one hundred dollar bills.
After that, the Mexican Mafia paid me a visit and wanted to do business. They
heard that I was a man who had no racial boundaries in business. Eventually the
Aryan Brotherhood (White Supremacy Group) approached me. They would
eventually be the ones who would attempt to kill me. Later they stabbed me eight
times causing me to lose the sight of my right eye. This took place in Medium
Security (South Unit) next door to the Walls. I previously had problems
with the Maul-Maul (Black Culture Gang) about doing business with other
ethnic groups. This prison was saturated with numerous gangs and I stayed
independent. Even that was considered a gang that brought big dislikes on me.
The only organizations I joined was "The American Muslim Mission" under
Warith D. Muhammad. The "A Way Out Jaycees" which was the Aryan Brotherhood financial base in prison and became President of it for two years after being a
member for the first year. The Warden was going to close the Jaycees down if
they didn't solicit minority members so Monte Ray Dentman out of Kansas City
convinces me and four of my guys, along with a few Mexicans to join.
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Chapter 27
I continued my drug enterprise in South Unit where I was transferred to after
completing five years in Central Unit. South Unit was an open dorm-living
facility; as opposed to the one man cell I had in Maximum Security; that
produces a different mindset. This is where the prison uproar broke out at two
years later with me being attacked by three White Supremacy guys from the
Aryan Brotherhood. A Moorish American guy name Osborne who I never
met stabbed an Aryan Brotherhood in the neck killing him in the Law
Library at Central Unit.
The Group tied me in the drama because Osborne and I was under the same
Umbrella (Islam). Plus they owed me $3500 for heroin I sold them on credit.
That drug infested lifestyle was going to be the death of me if God doesn't
intervene. I was the first individual to be assaulted that morning after that 150
Black and Whites faced off on the Athletic Field. The riot was bloody and
vicious. More Blacks were injured then Whites because of the surprise attack
that started with me. The helicopter landed on the prison yard rushing me to the
Florence Hospital, then to a Phoenix Hospital where they let me lay in the
hallway for ten hours before doing surgery on me. With no family members
arriving yet and so much blood loss I had to make a crucial decision about my
eye. The doctors told me they had to operate and would try to save the eye but
the pain might be too excruciating so they might have to remove it.
At the juncture in my life living became so important. To end my life laying
on a prison ground or dying on the operating table was not the finish line photo I
had pictured. I only had one question for the doctor, “Am I going to live" he
said yes " So Doc do whatever you have to do!" I uttered.
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My Sister Gloria, Pat, and Mom made it to Phoenix and Gloria went to
work on the Prison and Hospital Administrators. She had the news media meet
her at her hotel room calling it down. All I could think about while I was
healing was killing every white ass-hole I lay eyes on. I had committed myself
to death row because nobody draws blood from me and lives! Although Gloria
and Arizona had other ideas (Getting Me Out Of Arizona). Before I left the
Phoenix Hospital Deborah (Lucky) and Charlotte came to visit me. After
nineteen days in the hospital the doctor came to see me, and the first thing
in conversation, he asked, "When is your sister Gloria leaving?" I asked,
"why?" He said, "I forgot how forceful Midwestern and Eastern Women can
be” With a smile on his face…
Then the prison transportation guards arrived and I'm thinking of heading
back to South Unit but they had my dress outs ready and took me straight to
the airport. We arrived inside the airport the Phoenix Police and Airport Security
shifts everyone to one side of the terminal as if I was "Head of The Black Mafia!"
The law enforcement wasn't sure if the Aryan Brotherhood would try to finish
what they started or I would have my people try to help me escape. Now
on the plane
headed
home
to
Missouri
with
one
eye;
a
collapsed lung; and a penitentiary of haters to deal with.
The new Warden locked me down again because the doctors said one
more knife hole I was done because even though I look healthy my body was
like jelly for real. Well, I was back in Jefferson City Maximum Security, (The
Walls They Call It) after seven years in a strange land (Racist Arizona) - I
should have studied United States History better.
I spent six months there long enough to heal properly and to have my
artificial eye maid thanks to State Representative Russell Gowen. Other guys
had to wait two to five years for the same cosmetic procedure and were still
waiting. God's hands were on my life.
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After the Walls, I was transferred to Moberly and met De Andre on the bus
ride over. We became not only cell mates, but also good friends even to this
day. My crime activities didn't stop I corrupted people and guards everywhere I
went or stayed. Even after being stabbed eight times and left for dead you
would think that would be close enough to hang it all up. Oh no, in my mind
of minds, I believe I was invincible like Legs Diamond or Lucky Luciano.
I was sick in the head and didn't know it at the time. After eighteen
months of close calls in Moberly, I was off to the Pacific (Missouri Eastern
Correctional Facility) were everyone wanted to go. It was a new facility; better
food; air condition cells; a great college program. Most of all, it was a forty
minute drive from St. Louis. I was going into my tenth year of
incarceration and I remember Senator Lee saying I would most likely do nine
years and be parole. Well that wasn't happening!.
I stayed true to my pattern, but in Pacific, you had to be discreet about
what you did. Nevertheless, we did it in a different way. Again, guards were
paid to function. The rule was if you owed one you owed all or we will cut
your water off (purchase) instead of applying pressure moves. Unless it
was extremely necessary. After two years of controlling the drug movement
in prison, the administration got wind of me. They couldn't catch me because I
didn't sell drugs from my cell nor did I walk the yard with any. Every blue moon I
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would gamble but few and far in between. In turn, since they couldn't catch me they
attacked my body and began dropping (urine analysis test) on me. Then it
happens, after so many attempts they came up with a dirty urine test. Once I see
the adjustment team I knew I was headed to the hole and a possibility of being
transferred back to Jefferson City (Walls). So many of my friends were there - like
Robert Sanderwood-Bey, Chris Bohlen, Larry Billington (Eyes), Godfather, Rodd
Irons-EL and Lawrence Lawson.
I sent for Bishop Burruss my old crime partner and ask him to visit me before I
went to the hole. Marvin Matthews a quiet laid back friend of mine spoke into my
life. I will never forget it, the war in Iraq was going on and we had been watching it
for thirty days for it became my entertainment. I was studying war strategies
plotting for my return home. I was preparing to orchestrate Organize Crime in five
states but Jesus wasn't having any of that.
The night before Bishop Burruss was scheduled to visit I had another
visitor. An encounter with the "Man Himself (Jesus)!" While smoking a
marijuana joint it actually happened. It was like I saw a room full of little Jesus or
the marijuana was just that good. Which-ever the case may be, my life has
never been the same again. Nor have I ever been high again. No one can tell or
convince me that God isn't Real! Bishop came to visit me the next day we talked
about things of the past that had to be discussed in order for me to receive the
Gospel of Jesus Christ from God through him.
I learned then that it's imperative for Preachers, Teachers, and Pastors to be as
transparent as possible. I went to the hole the next day with a peace on me that
surpassing man's understanding. Instead of being transferred I was out the hole in
ten days; back on the yard; and the guys stood in awe of the work of God. I was
saved eleven days and was finding favor from day one until now. After three years
of accepting Christ and two years of studying two to eight hours a day except
on Sundays when I went to Worship Services, three on Sundays. I began to pastoring Inmate Services three times a week in Pacific where I started pedaling The Gospel
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of Jesus Christ. "From Guns To Redemption." I have finally come to know
God’s Plan! After nine parole setbacks, I received a two-year release date in 2002
for January 7, 2004, returning home to my family and friends exactly twentyfive years later a new man, a Born Again Christian. The Bible says in 1st
Corinthians 5:17 " Therefore, if any man is in Christ Jesus, he is a new creature
old things are passed away; behold all things have become new!"
THANK YOU JESUS FOR TAKING THE GUN OUT OF MY HAND AND
CARRYING ME IN YOUR HANDS WHICH IS THE SAFEST PLACE IN THE
WHOLE WIDE WORLD. “From Guns to Redemption..." My God's Grace and
Mercy was with me at The J C's Get Up & Go Lounge the night of attack; On the
Arizona prison yard, stabbed eight times; In the Atlanta Medical Hospital while
laying on my death bed in 2008 when a blood vessel burst in my brain; Blindsided
in car accident Thanksgiving Eve 2017 and totaled the car! Thank You Jesus!
Now I See Myself As God's Man...
:In Loving Memory Of My Friend, Dr. Richard Burruss:

This Is In Dedicated To All My Loved Ones And Family
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